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ABSTRACT
The work described in this thesis is primarily a determination of the nature of 
134,136,138ga ancj 192,194,196,198pt nuc|ej by measuring the static electric
quadrupole moments of their first excited states. These experimentally 
determined quantities are then compared with the predictions of various nuclear 
structure models.
The experimental technique employed is based on the reorientation effect in 
Coulomb excitation. Hence, brief descriptions of the theory of Coulomb 
excitation and of techniques based on the reorientation effect are provided. 
Also, detailed descriptions of the experimental procedures adopted and 
analyses of the data are given.
Although the results of the present work are in good agreement with most of 
the results of previous measurements, they differ significantly from the most 
recent measurements on 136Ba and 194Pt.
Finally, a comparison with the predictions of various well known nuclear 
models shows that all have difficulty in describing the systematics of the electric 
quadrupole properties of the first two excited states in these nuclei. Also, it is 
shown that the 0(6) and U(5) limits of the interacting boson model (IBM) provide 
about equally good descriptions of the E2 properties of 196Pt and that 134Ba is 
not a significantly better 0(6) nucleus than 133Pt.
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1CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
In the last few years, the reorientation effect in Coulomb excitation has 
proved to be a very useful tool to measure the static electric quadrupole 
moment of excited states (particularly the first) of many nuclei. The 
importance of Coulomb excitation lies in the fact that the theory is well 
understood allowing for quantitative studies of nuclear structure unimpeded 
by uncertainties in our knowledge of the interaction and reaction mechanism 
that plague many other spectroscopic probes employed in nuclear science.
The first measurement based on the reorientation effect was performed in 
1965 by de Boer et al. (Bo65). This particular measurement generated a lot 
of interest since it contradicted the widely held belief that 114Cd is a 
text-book example of a vibrational nucleus and therefore has a zero static 
quadrupole moment. In subsequent years, advances in experimental 
techniques and the realisation of the importance of a number of processes 
(for example, Coulomb-nuclear interference, virtual excitation of the 
giant-dipole resonance and the hyperfine attenuation of the gamma-ray 
angular distribution) which can significantly affect the results deduced from 
reorientation effect measurements has led to the successful application of 
the technique to nuclei across the whole of the periodic table.
This thesis describes experimental work involving the use of the 
reorientation effect to measure the static electric quadrupole moment Q(2-j+)
of the first excited state as well as the transition strength B(E2;01+-> 2 1+)
from the ground state to the first excited state of the most abundant of the 
even mass platinum and barium isotopes. The E2 properties of states in 
nuclei give the most direct and unambiguous measure of the nature of 
collective motion of nucleons in a nucleus. In particular the quadrupole
2moment of a state is related to the extent to which the nuclear charge 
distribution deviates from a sphere. Hence the primary aim of the 
measurements described in this thesis was to deduce the shape and, to 
some extent, the nature of collectivity of the motions of the nucleons in the Pt 
and Ba nuclei based on a comparison with the predictions of the various 
nuclear models - especially the Interacting Boson Model (IBM) of Arima and 
lachello (section 2.2.5). It has been suggested that the Pt and Ba isotopes 
studied in this thesis are excellent examples of nuclei whose properties can 
be generally described by the IBM (Ca78,Ca85) and indeed it can be said 
that the much heralded success of this model is based on its description of 
some properties of nuclei in the Pt region.
The Pt isotopes lie in a region between the highly deformed rare earths 
and the spherical lead nuclei. Collective excitations of nuclei in this region 
are known to exhibit large departures from the vibrational model (section 
2.2.1) and the rotational model (section 2.2.2). Over the last two decades 
there have been numerous attempts to understand these structural 
deviations in terms of adjustments to these models with varying degrees of 
success.
The experiments described in this thesis are not the first measurements 
of Q(2*j+) of the Ba or Pt nuclei. Indeed, the quadrupole moments of the first
excited states of the Pt nuclei have for some time now been regarded as 
well-determined. Early Coulomb excitation studies by Saladin and his 
collaborators at Pittsburgh clearly established that Q(2«j+) was positive for 
194,196,198Pt (QI68.GI69) and negative for 184,186,188,190,1920 s  
(Pr70,La72). Subsequently, Cline and his collaborators at Rochester 
reported substantial confirmation of the Pittsburgh results for Pt nuclei. (It 
must be stressed, however, that details of the Rochester work have not as yet 
been published although their results are widely quoted.)
3These results, when combined with the results of measurement of Q(2-|+) 
0f 198,200,202,204|_jg (Es77,Sp80,Es81 ,Bo79) confirm an earlier prediction 
of a prolate (negative value of Q(2-j+)) to oblate (positive value of Q(2-j+))
shape transition in this mass region by Kumar and Baranger (Ku68) using 
the microscopic pairing-plus-quadrupole model (section 2.2.6). They 
predicted that the shape change should occur between A = 192 and A = 186.
This has been the situation until the recent measurement of Q(2-j+) for
194pt by Pittsburgh group (Ch83). In a Coulomb excitation experiment 
using the particle singles technique (section 4.1.2), they obtained a value 
which is consistent with zero. They attribute the difference between this 
recent measurement and their old result to an incorrect allowance for the 
effect of isotopic contaminants in the targets used in their earlier work.
The suggestion that Q(21+) of 194Pt is zero is very interesting. As pointed
out earlier, the IBM has had remarkable success in reproducing the 
properties of the low-lying states of the platinum isotopes. In particular, the 
transition region has been described in terms of a progression from the 0(6) 
limit (section 2.2.5.1c) at higher mass platinum isotopes towards the SU(3) 
limit (section 2.2.5.1b) for the lighter Os isotopes. However the 0(6) limit 
predicts a zero value for Q(2>j+) which disagrees with the experimental 
values for 196pf ancj 198pf However, the recent Pittsburgh result for 194Pt 
raises the possibility that these results are wrong and that Q(2-j+) is near 
zero for these nuclei as well.
The situation with regard to the Ba isotopes is no more clear. Theoretical 
predictions by Kumar and Baranger (Ku64) and Arseniev et al. (Ar69) 
indicate the presence of oblate deformations in the Z>50, N<82 region. This 
prediction has motivated many experimental studies (AI69,Ke72,To73, etc) 
some of which do indeed indicate oblate deformation. However, for the Ba
4isotopes, the results of experimental measurements of Q(2-j+) have yielded
both prolate and oblate deformations. For example, for 130Ba the measured 
values range from -1.1 eb to +0.3 eb and for 136Ba the range is -0.19 eb to 
+0.34 eb (the most recent measurement (Be84) yeilding (0.01+0.05) eb.) 
The situation is particularly disturbing when it is realised that most of these 
measurements are based on the reorientation effect in Coulomb excitation. 
The experiments described in this thesis have therefore been prompted,by 
the rather confused state of affairs with regard to the quadrupole moments of 
the Ba and Pt isotopes.
This thesis is divided into seven chapters. In Chapter two, the theory 
relating to quadrupole moments and nuclear shapes is outlined and brief 
outlines of various nuclear structure models and their predictions of 
quadrupole moments are given. Chapters three and four outline the theory 
of Coulomb excitation and the general experimental techniques used in the 
study of Coulomb excitation. More detailed information on these subjects 
can be found in refs. AI66, AI75, Ma77, Bo68, Ha74 and Ph.D theses by Esat 
(Es76t), Joye (Jo77t) and Fewell (Fe78t). In Chapters five and six the details 
of the present experiments are given and compared with previous 
measurements. Finally in the last chapter predictions of some properties of 
the Ba and Pt nuclei using various nuclear models are compared with the 
available experimental data.
5CHAPTER TWO
NUCLEAR SHAPES AND NUCLEAR MODELS.
2.1 Electric Quadrupole Moment and Shape of Nuclei.
One of the fundam enta l p roperties  of a nucleus is the spatia l 
distribution of its nucleons. This may be expressed by the density function
p n(r,6,<t)) and pp(r,0,<})). To sim plify the discussion, what fo llows in this
section will be restricted to the charge distribution of the protons. Further, 
although there are more general functions of the charge density (see for 
exam ple ref. Ma77) a charge d is tribu tion  function which assum es a 
uniform density with a sharp surface will be assumed:
where R(0,<f)) is the radius param eter. Most nuclei are approxim ately 
spherical and the departure from spherical form is described by allowing 
the radius parameter to depend on the angular variables and writing this 
as the sum of spherical harmonics using either a system fixed in space
with coordinates (r,e,<>)
r(p.e,<M = {o
R(0,<f>) <0 
R(0,<t>) > 0
2.1
2.2a
or a system fixed in the nucleus - the intrinsic coordinate system:
6R(0',f) = Rf Y (0',f) 2.2b
These two coordinate systems are connected by an Euler-angle 
transformation (Ei75). In equations 2.2, R0 is the radius of a spherical
nucleus of the same volume and the extra terms containing a^ *
represent the expansion of any general function of the angle (0,4)) in terms 
of the complete set of spherical harmonics Y^(0,4>). For non-vanishing
values of a ^ * ,  the angle dependent terms represent a departure from
spherical shape. If the quantities a ^ *  are time dependent, the eqn. 2.2
represent the instantaneous orientation of the surface. The motion of the 
surface with respect to time is then obtained through the detailed time
dependence of a ^ * .  For example, for a spherical equilibrium shape, the
equilibrium values of the deformation parameters a ^ *  are zero and they
develop nonzero values when the surface moves about the spherical 
equilibrium.
If we impose the restriction that R(0,4>) must be real then
a* =(-lfoc . 2.3
X[i \,-\±
Also to ensure that R(0,4>) is rotationally invariant, must transform as a
spherical tensor of rank X; this last condition follows from the physical 
requirement that the distance R of a point on the surface should not 
depend on the coordinate system chosen.
7The constancy of nuclear volume can be used to evaluate aQ0 in terms 
of the other deformation parameters (Da68):
where C(ÄJ,L;pmM) is a Clebsh-Gordan coefficient (Ro57).
The term with X=1 corresponds to a displacement of the 
centre-of-mass and is usually written in terms of the other deformation 
parameters by requiring that the origin of coordinates be at the centre of 
the nucleus.
If the distribution is axially symmetric with intrinsic z-axis along the axis
of symmetry, then only terms with ji = 0 are nonzero in the intrinsic system. 
In addition, if the shape has reflection symmetry about the x-y plane then
only terms with even values of X+p are nonzero. Equation 2.2a then 
reduces to
p p ’li"
x C { X 'X ”X] 000) C{X'X"X] p'p"p) «
(2X' + 1)(2V + 1) 
2 X  + 1
2.4
2.5
where ßx= a xo.
The charge distribution may also be described by multipole moments. 
The electric dipole moment is zero for nuclei because of the requirement 
that a nuclear wave function must have definite parity. Classically, the
8quadrupole moment is defined by
1/2
2.6
2 2
= Ze <3z - r > ,
where Ze is the total charge. For a spherical charge distribution, Q=0. A 
distribution of positive charges stretched in the z-direction (prolate) will 
give a positive quadrupole moment and for an oblate charge distribution Q 
< 0 .
In a quantum mechanical treatment, the charge density is replaced by 
a probability density <JJ|JJ>, which corresponds to the wave function of a 
nuclear state with spin J and z-component M=J. One distinguishes 
between two quantities: The intrinsic quadrupole moment Q0 which
represents the value of Q that will be observed in an intrinsic (body-fixed) 
reference frame if such a measurement were possible and the 
spectroscopic quadrupole moment QfJ71') which is the quadrupole moment 
observed in the laboratory frame and is defined by
The spectroscopic quadrupole moment of a state J71 is related to the 
intrinsic quadrupole moment by the expression (Bo75)
1/2
<JJ| r2Y20|JJ> • 2.7
2.8
where the quantum number K is the projection of J on the intrinsic z-axis of
9the nucleus. Equation 2.8 is only valid if K is a good quantum number. 
This is not always so. In the general case it is necessary to perform a 
weighted sum over K. For an axially symmetric charge distribution K is 
zero. Hence eqn. 2.8 reduces to
From eqn. 2.5 and for small values of ß^ the intrinsic quadrupole 
moment can be written as (Fe78t)
11 is apparent from this expression that (i) $2 = 0 does not imply Q = 0 and 
(ii) changing ß^ to -ß^ does not change Q0 to -Q0.
An alternative to assuming an axially symmetric charge distribution is
to assume that X  = 2 only and p is nonzero in eqn. 2.2. This shape has 
three mutually perpendicular planes of reflection symmetry and the 
principal axes are defined by the lines of intersection of the planes of 
symmetry. Conventionally, the intrinsic z-axis is taken as the longest
principal axis and the x-axis as the shortest. The coefficients can be
expressed as (Ei75)
2.8a
1/2 5
Q0 = (16jc/5) p0R0 [ ß + 0.3604ß| + 0.9672ß2ß4 + 0.3277ß4 
+ 0.9543ß4ß6 + 0.3211 ß2 + ... + 0.0227ß23 + 0.4992ß2ß4 
+ 0.7171 ß2ß4 + 0.1920ß4 +... ] . 2.9
10
a20 = ß cos Y, a2±1 0 , = -p:S in y
72
for ß > 0 and 0 < y  < tU3 .
2.10
A shape with y = 0 is prolate with the axis of symmetry along the z-axis,
while a shape with y - n l 3  is oblate with the y-axis as the axis of symmetry.
Intermediate values of y correspond to a deformed shape with no axis of 
symmetry.
Values of ß and y outside the above ranges correspond to other 
choices of the coordinate system. With this definition of the deformation 
parameters, the intrinsic quadrupole moment can be expressed as a
series expansion of powers of ß by (Fe78t)
1/2 5 o
Q0 = (16jc/5) p0R0 [ ß cos y + 0.3064 ß2 cos 2y
+ 0.3183 ß3 cos y (1.0715 cos2y + 0.3043 sin2 y - 1) ] . 2.11
It may be concluded from the discussion so far that although the 
intrinsic quadrupole moment may be regarded as a lowest-order measure 
of the shape of a nucleus it by no means specifies the exact shape. Many 
different shapes have the same value of Q0. This is illustrated in fig. 2.1 
which shows various symmetric shapes of the form given by eqn. 2.9 with
the same values of Q0 and R0 but differing values of ß^. If a nucleus has a 
spherical shape then Q0 equals zero but the converse is not necessarily
true.
11
Fig. 2.1 Various symmetric shapes with the same values o f Q Q and RQ but differing 
values of (Ve84t).
2.2 Nuclear Models.
In the following sections the predictions of some basic nuclear models 
concerning the structure of low-lying states of the even-even nuclei will be 
presented with emphasis on the quadrupole moment of the first excited 
state. The models considered here include the simplest 
phenomenological models such as the harmonic vibrational model, the 
rigid rotational model, the rotation-vibrational model, the general collective 
model and the three limits of the interacting boson model. In later 
subsections brief descriptions of some of the more complex microscopic 
models such as the pairing-plus-quadrupole model and the boson 
expansion theory is presented.
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2.2.1 The Vibrational Model.
In terms of the generalised coordinates and their conjugate
momenta 71^  the Hamiltonian of a system vibrating with small oscillations 
about a spherical shape can be written as (Da68)
2.12
where and are inertial and stiffness parameters which can be
determined empirically. The subscript X  labels the multipolarity of the
vibration. The X  = 0 mode represents a compression (or dilation) without 
change of shape. This has been found to give rise to the so-called 
breathing modes of the nucleus but these are found to lie at very high 
energies implying that nuclear matter is relatively incompressible. The
terms with X  = 1 are associated with a displacement of the centre-of-mass
and are usually excluded from the sum. The X =  2 mode (the quadrupole 
vibration) is therefore the lowest order vibration that will be considered 
here.
It is convenient to use the second-quantised number representation to 
recast the Hamiltonian in terms of creation and annihilation operators of
the phonons, b+^ ^ and b^ ^ respectively. The Hamiltonian is then
reduced to the simple form
H £ht0J V x+i
A.
2.13
13
Here, is the operator that specifies the number of phonons and
co^=(C^/B^)1/2 are the frequencies of the uncoupled harmonic oscillators.
The eigenvectors in this notation can be written as |a,N2,N3,...,N^,J,M>|
and are found by successive applications of the creation operator b+^ „ .  
The quantum numbers J and M are the angular momentum and its
projection on the z-axis respectively and a is whatever other quantum 
numbers are needed. The J values of the multiphonon states are those 
allowed by the symmetry properties of boson commutation relations (Ei75).
Thus, two phonon states are degenerate multiplets with J=0,2,4....2X if the
phonons are identical and J = | ^ - | - ^21+1 ••■•^ 1 +^2 otherwise. A 
schematic diagram of the sequence of energy levels expected from the
simple vibrational model for \<4  is shown in fig. 2.2. The parity of the 
levels in fig. 2.2 is even unless the state contains an odd number of 
odd-multipolarity phonons. The energy is a linear function of the number 
of phonons and the classical liquid drop model (which assumes an
incompressible charged fluid and irrotational flow) predicts 0D3 *  2co2 and
0)4 « 3cc>2 when the electrostatic repulsion between the protons is 
neglected.
A useful quantity in the discussion of electromagnetic transitions is the 
reduced matrix element which is defined as
2
B(aX;J|->Jf ) = T^+I <J,il M(OX) " Ji>J ' 2.14
14
0+  2+  3+  4 +  6  *  -
" 3Tuj2
2 3 4  5 ^  
+
T)cu
_  +  _  +  +  
0  2 4
2Ticü-
2 +
—  Ti cj 2
Fig. 2.2 Schematic diagram of energy levels for the simple vibrational model for 
X,<4. The degeneracy of the states will normally be removed by perturbations.
The quantities Jf and Jj are the final and initial states' angular momenta,
and the quantities M( o X )  are the appropriate electric or magnetic multipole 
operators given by (AI75)
M(E\,n) = J p ( i ) r* Y ( i)d c  2.15
and
M(MX,p) = — f r Xj(r).(rxV»Y (r)dc 2.16
( X  + 1 ) J X u
15
where p(r) and i(r) are the charge and current densities respectively.
To first order, the matrix elements of the electric multipole operator 
M (EX,|i) is zero for transition between states |a,N2,...,J,M> and
|a',N2....J\M ’> unless
N-N'  = + 5 2.17
t t “  At
holds. In particular, for X = 2 transitions, the matrix elements are zero to
first order unless AN = 1. For instance, electric multipole transitions from 
any of the 2-phonon levels to the ground state are zero to first order. The 
transitions from the 2-phonon states to the 1-phonon state are given by 
(Da68)
B(E2; J+--> 2* ) = -----— !-----—  (3ZeR2)2fi . 2.18
(4n) (B2C2)
Also
B(E2; 2 ;->  0* ) = ------------------y ---------------rjr (3ZeR2 )2f> 2.19
2 (4k) (B2C2)
for transitions from the first excited (one phonon) state to the ground state.
It follows from eqn. 2.17 that all static 2^-moments are identically zero 
to first order. In particular, the electric quadruple moment for the first 
excited state is zero. However, as has been demonstrated by Eisenberg 
and Greiner (Ei75), eqn. 2.17 does not hold when the electric multipole
operators are expressed to terms higher than first order in a ^ .  To second
order, the electric quadrupole moment of the first excited state is given by
16
(Ei75)
-6
7ä (B2C2)1/2
ZeR2h 2.20
In the analysis of the experiments described in this thesis the quantity 
which introduces the largest source of ambiguity is the sign of the product 
P4 defined as:
P4 = <2; || M(E2) || 0; ><22+ || M(E2) || o f><2* || M(E2) ||2* >
x <2* || M(E2) || 2* > . 2.21
It has been found experimentally (Ba76, Ba78) that P4 is positive for 
192Pt and 194Pt. The second-order version of the harmonic vibrational 
model predicts that P4 is positive.
So far, we have assumed that the vibrations about the spherical 
equilibrium shape are harmonic. Anharmonicities in the vibrations are 
usually introduced to explain certain empirical facts such as:
(i) The quadrupole moment of the first excited state of the so called 
"vibrational” nuclei is large (eg. the quadrupole moment of the first excited 
state in the even-mass cadmium isotopes is ~10 times the value given by 
eqn. 2.20 (Es76).)
(ii) The energies of multiphonon states depend on J as well as N^i.e
the degeneracy is removed.
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(iii) A N 2 = 2 e lectrom agnetic  transitions are s tronger than is 
expected.
It is assumed that anharmonic effects will introduce into the first excited 
state some admixture of 2-phonon contribution, thus changing its 
wavefunction and hence the quadrupole moment. Similarly, the second 
excited 2+ state will contain a corresponding admixture of the first excited 
state and so will have a "first order" decay to the ground state.
Other interesting results arising from the presence of anharmonicities 
are that, to first order, B(E2;2«j+->0-j+) is still given by eqn. 2.19 but (Ku69)
P4 <0  . 2.22
2.2.2 The Rigid Rotational Model.
In the rigid rotational model, even-even nuclei with spheroidal shapes 
are expected to exhibit rotational states with energy levels given by
where I is the effective moment of inertia and J is the total angular 
momentum which is restricted to only even values due to symmetry 
considerations. For th is rotational band, the reduced transition 
probabilities are given by
J= 0,2,4,6,... 2.23
B(E2;J+2->J) =
15 (J + 1) (J + 2) q 2 
32ji (2J + 3) (2J + 5) 0
2.24
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where Q0 is the intrinsic quadrupole moment defined with respect to the 
symmetry axis of the nucleus. In this model, the spectroscopic quadrupole 
moment QfJ71) of a state J71 is given by eqn. 2.8:
where K is the projection of J on the intrinsic symmetry axis of the nucleus. 
For an axially symmetric nucleus, K = 0 and Q ( J K ) will be negative for 
prolate shapes (Q0 > 0). From the last two equations above,
for the first 2+ state. Since there is no second 2+ state in this model, the 
product P4 is not defined.
Davydov and Fillipov (Da58) extended the treatment to include nuclei 
with ellipsoidal shapes, i.e nuclei not possessing axial symmetry. 
Deviations from axial symmetry may be characterized by the nuclear
shape parameter y (eqn. 2.10)
The Hamiltonian operator for rotational motion is given by
2.8
Q(2+) =±0.9059 [B(E2;0|->2|)]1/2 2.25
2.26
where k numbers the principal axes of the intrinsic system, and are
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operators of the projections of the total angular momentum along the 
intrinsic axes of the nucleus.
The relaxation of the requirement of axial symmetry allows the angular 
momentum to have a projection K on the intrinsic 3-axis. The eigenstates 
are then given by (Ei75)
where IJMK> are the eigenfunctions of that part of the wavefunction 
diagonal in J3. The coefficients AJKn depend on the symmetry parameter
y ,  and are tabulated in refs. Da59 and Ei75. The index n on the 
wavefunction |JnM> indicates that in general several states of given spin J
may occur; i.e in addition to the level sequence 2+, 4+, 6+, 8+, ... expected 
from eqn. 2.23, the relaxation of axial symmetry leads to the appearance of 
new levels 2 ^ ,  3-j+, ......  The sum over K runs over all even integers
less than or equal to J for a given total angular momentum. The energies 
of the two J = 2 levels are given by the expression (Da58)
I J n M >  = X AJ K n W I J M K >  K = 0,2,4......J 2.27
K
2.28
and the energy of the level with J = 3 is given by
2.29
For the energy levels of the two 2+ states and the 3+ state of an 
asymmetric rotor, the following relation holds (Ei75)
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E(2;> + E(21) = E(3+) . 2.30
Fig. 2.3 shows a plot of the energies of some of the levels as a function of
r
The spectroscopic quadrupole moment for the first excited state of an 
asymmetric rigid rotor is given by (Da58)
- 6 Qn cos 3y
Q(2 , )  = — ! = = ;  2.31
7 ^ 9  - 8 sin 23y
The 22+ state has a spectroscopic quadrupole moment differing only in 
sign from that of the 2-j+ state.
The reduced transition probabilities are also functions of y. For the 
2«j+ and 22+ states, some of these are (Da58):
B(E2;2;~>0+ ) = 1 q 20 1 ±
3 - 2 sin 3y
V 9  - 8 sin2 3y 
( + sign for n=1, - sign for n=2)
2.32
RrFP-P+ 10 o2 sin 3yB(E2,22 > 2 ^ -  Q0
/ 9 - 8 sin 3y
2.32a
To summarize, the E2 transitions between levels in this model fall into 
three categories (Da59):
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y(deg)
Fig. 2.3 The energy eigen-values of a deformed asymmetric rigid rotator plotted as 
a function of the asymmetry parameter y (Fe78t).
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(i) Transitions between members of the "ground state band" (i.e those
levels which remain when y = 0) and transitions between members of the 
"anomalous band". These are strong transitions.
(ii) Transitions between members of the two bands which have the 
same J values. The reduced transition probabilities for these transitions
are zero for y= 0 and rise to values of the order of group (i) for y= 30°.
(iii) Other transitions which are possible under angular momentum 
selection rules. These have zero reduced transition probabilities for y=0
and y=30° and small values in between. An exception is the transition 
3-j+->4-j+ which behaves as if it belongs to group (ii).
In this model,
p4 < 0 . 2.33
2.2.3 The Rotational-Vibrational Model.
One important failing of the ARM is that it cannot account for the 
existence of relatively low-lying 0+ states in certain nuclei. The level 
scheme for such nuclei can be accounted for by considering vibrations 
about a non-spherical equilibrium. Davydov and Chaban (Da60) and 
Faessler et al. (Fa65) have described two such theories, both of which
assume harmonic vibrations about equilibrium values ß0, yQ of the 
deformation parameters. The potential energy operator is thus defined as
v(ß,v) = l c ß(ß-ßo) + l c x(r-Y0)2CY. 2.34
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For an axially symmetric equilibrium shape, the Hamiltonian is formed 
from the sum of the rotational, vibrational, rotational-vibrational kinetic 
energies and the vibrational potential energy, i.e
H =T + T .. + T .. + + V(ß,y) , 2.35rot vib vib-rot f/
where explicit forms for each part are given by Eisenberg and Greiner 
(Ei75). For low spin values the coupling term, Tvjb_rot, may be treated as a 
small perturbation.
In lowest order the vibrations and rotations are completely uncoupled 
and the energies of the eigenstates for the Hamiltonian for such a system 
are given by (Ei75)
E = E [ J(J + 1) - K2] + E (n + ) + E ( f U  2n + 1)
ß ß 2 y 2 y
where
Er
f l
2.36
2.37
and np and n^ are the number of quadrupole phonons for ß and y
vibrations respectively. The quantum number K is restricted to even 
integers because of symmetry requirements and J is also restricted to even
integers if K = 0. Upon each ß and y level there is erected a rotational 
band identified by np,n^ and K. The eigenstates are identified as
|npn,yKJM >.
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Predictions of some electromagnetic properties in this model are 
(Ei75):
Q(Jtc) = C(J2J; JOJ) C(J2J; KOK) Q0 2.38a
B(E2;Jj ->Jf) = {C(Jj2Jf; KOK)Q0}2 2.38b
for in-band transitions. Also,
3E
B(E2;Jj—>Jf ) = { C (J. 2 Jf ; 0 0 0) Q0 f  2.39a
ß
for transitions from the first ß-band to the ground state band and 
6E
B(E2;Jj—>Jf ) = -= -  { C (J. 2 Jf; 0 2 2) QJ 2.39b
y
for transitions from the first yband to the ground state band. The inter-band 
transitions are weaker than the in-band transitions since Er is generally 
smaller than either of the other two characteristic energies.
The treatment above ignores the coupling between the rotational and 
vibrational degrees of freedom. For low spin values, this can be treated as 
a perturbation, the effect of which is to mix states of the same J and M with 
either K=±2 or K=0. For example, the ground state band which will be 
mainly |000JM> will contain admixtures of the |100JM> and |002JM> 
states.
According to Kumar (Ku69), the sign of P4 is given in this model by
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+1 if 2* state is in the first ß band
Sign P4 = *  + 2.40
-1 if 22 state is in the first y band
The alternative form of the RVM considers ß vibrations about a 
non-axial equilibrium (Da60). However it will not be discussed here since 
explicit expressions for the quadrupole moment and transitions 
probabilities do not seem to be readily available.
2.2.4 The General Collective Model
The general collective model (GCM) was first formulated by Gnuess 
and Greiner (Gn69,Gn71). Later refinements to the model were provided 
by Hess et al. (He80,He81).
The model provides a more general description of the collective 
spectra and treats the simple rotational and vibrational models as limiting 
situations. Like the simple geometric models the GCM is based on the 
idea that collective spectra can be described by surface oscillations and 
rotations of the nucleus. The collective properties are determined as in the 
simple models by the inertial parameters and the potential energy function. 
An important difference however is that the collective potential and kinetic 
energies in the GCM can be chosen to be as general as desired. The 
various inertial parameters and stiffness constants entering the 
Hamiltonian of the GCM are determined by fitting experimental data. The 
results of these calculations are often presented as contour plots of the
potential energy surface as a function of the deformation parameters ß
and y.
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2.2.5 The Interacting Boson Model.
As an alternative to the geometric models presented in the preceding 
sections, there exists an algebraic description of collective quadrupole 
states developed by Arima and lachello (Ar75, Ar76, Ar79). They treat 
nucleons outside a closed shell as bosons with angular momentum J=0 
(s-bosons) or J = 2 (d-bosons). These bosons interact and build up the 
collective spectrum.
The purpose of this section is to provide a brief review of the model. 
Since the original formulation in 1974, it has been the subject of a large 
amount of research by many authors which has led to numerous 
refinements of the model. In particular, there has been the explicit
introduction of proton (s^.d^) and neutron (sv ,dv ) degrees of freedom
(IBM-2) and the treatment of odd-mass nuclei (Interacting Boson Fermion 
Model). In addition, much work has been done lately on the relationship 
between the IBM and the geometric models. The details of all these 
developments are beyond the scope of this thesis. For more detailed 
information on these subjects see Ar81 and the references cited therein.
2.2.5.1 The IBM-1.
No distinction is made between proton and neutron bosons in the 
interacting boson model-1 (IBM-1) and the number of bosons is taken as 
the number of pairs of particles outside the closed shell if less than half of 
the shell is full. If more than half of the shell is full, the number of bosons is 
taken as the number of hole pairs. For example, 196Pt*)-jg has 4 proton
holes outside the Z = 82 closed shell giving 2 proton-hole bosons and 8 
neutron holes outside the N = 126 closed shell giving 4 neutron-hole 
bosons. Hence the total number N of bosons is 6. It is assumed that this 
number is strictly conserved.
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In order to calculate the energies it is assumed that the Hamiltonian H 
contains only one-body and two-body terms. Thus,
2.41
where 8. are the boson energies and T).. the boson-boson interactions. It
is convenient to introduce creation (s+ ,d ^ +) and annihilation (s,d4 )
operators, for s and d bosons, respectively, where the index p=0,±1 ,+2. 
These operators satisfy Bose commutation relations (see Ia80).
There are several equivalent ways of writing the Hamiltonian. The 
most general Hamiltonian containing one-body and two-body terms and 
which conserves the total number of boson pairs can be written as (Ia80)
Un
H =  esN + l T N (N -1) + B(d+.d)
+ S y - ( 2L + I ) 1'2 [ [d+.d+](L)x [d.d](L)]<0)
L-0,2,4^
+ ~Tiz 1 [d+xd+](2) + [d+xs+](2> x [d xd ](2)]<0)
2
+ - y l  [d+xd+](0) x [s x s](0) + [s+x s+](0) x [d x d ](0)](0)
Here the parameters es , U0, 8 , C L(L=0,2,4), VL (L=0,2) describe the
boson energies and interactions, d^=(-)^d.^, and the brackets denote the
tensor product of two tensor operators, while the parentheses denote the 
scalar product of two tensor operators. For example,
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[ d x d ]|^ j = X c ( 2 2 J ;n ,n2 M )d + d 
H,H2 ^2
and
(d+.d ) = Js [d+xd ](0) .
The latter is the number operator n^ for d bosons.
The first two terms in eqn. 2.42 contribute only to binding energies, 
thus one needs at most 6 parameters for phenomenological analyses of 
excitation energies. The Hamiltonian is also often written in 
phenomenological analyses as (Ia80)
H = £"nd + a0(P+.P) + a^L.L) + a2(Q.Q) + + a4(T4.T4) . 2.43
The operators P, L, Q, T3 and T4 are the pairing, angular momentum, 
quadrupole, boson octupole and boson hexadecupole operators,
respectively, defined as in ref.(la80). The parameters £H, a0, av a2> a3 and 
a4 are linear combinations of those appearing in eqn. 2.42 (see Ia80).
In order to calculate electromagnetic transition rates, it is assumed that 
the transition operators are at most one-body operators. For E2 
transitions, the operator can be written in the second quantised form as 
(Ia80)
T (E2) r -i+ ~ .(2) 0 . ,+ j  t  (2)a2[d xs + s x d ]  +ß2 [ d x d ] 2.44
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where a2 and ß2 are two parameters to be determined. Once these two
parameters and the parameters of the Hamiltonian have been fixed, all E2 
transition rates can be calculated. The B(E2) transition values are obtained 
in the usual way
B(E2 ;Jj—>Jf)
1
2Jj + 1
<J,l|T (E2)||Ji > | 2.45
In general, the eigenvalues and eigenstates can be found by 
diagonalizing H in an appropriate basis. A computer program for this 
diagonalization, called PHINT, has been written by Schölten (Sc82). 
However, for some values of the parameters appearing in eqn. 2.43, it may 
happen that the Hamiltonian H takes on a form for which analytic solutions 
can be found. Using group theory methods analytic solutions to the 
eigenvalue problem can be found which correspond to the three subgroup 
chains of a larger group U(6) (Ar81). Each of these limiting situations has 
similarities to well known geometrical models. A brief discussion of each 
is provided in the following sections.
2.2.5.1(a) U(5) limit - Vibrational Model.
This limiting situation corresponds to aQ = a2 = 0 in eqn. 2.43. The 
energy eigenvalues can then be written as (Ar81)
E(N,nd,D,nA,J,M) = £nd + nd (nd -1) + ß [nd(nd + 3 ) - u(v + 3)]
+ 7[J(J+1)-6nd] nd = 0 ,1 ,2 ......N 2.46
where n^ (the number of d-bosons) and the other arguments of E denote
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the quantum numbers needed to specify the states uniquely. The
parameters 8, a, ß and yare parameters which can be varied to fit the
observed energy levels. Because the boson-boson interaction in the 
Hamiltonian splits the degeneracy of the multiplets, this limit corresponds 
to an anharmonic vibrator. Fig. 2.4 shows a typical spectrum which can be
obtained in this limit. For a = ß = y = 0 and N = «>, the excitation energies 
are exactly those of the harmonic vibrational model (section 2.2.1) with nd 
playing the role of the phonon number.
(nd.l) (nd,2) (nd-2.0) (nd-2.l) (nd-4.0) (nd-6.0)
Fig. 2.4 A typical spectrum with U(5) symmetry and N = 6. In parentheses are 
values of the quantum numbers V and nA (Ba81)
The transition operator, eqn. 2.44, when taken between the states 
|N,nd,v,nA.L,M>, has selection rules
And = 0, + 1 . 2.47
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In the U(5) limit, the first term in eqn. 2.44 gives rise to transitions from 
one multiplet to another (An^ = ±1), while the second term gives rise to
transitions within the same multiplet and to quadrupole moments. 
Transitions between yrast states are given by (Ar76)
which may be compared with the corresponding expression for the 
harmonic vibrator of Bohr and Mottelson (Bo53)
The quadrupole moment of the first excited 2+ state is independent of 
the E2 transition between the 2-j+ state and the ground state. However
Q(2-j+) is related to the quadrupole moments of the n^ = 2 multiplets by
One interesting difference between the predictions of the U(5) limit of 
the IBM and the geometric harmonic vibrator model is that n^ = +2 
transitions are forbidden in the U(5) limit yet the quadrupole moment of the 
2-| + state may be nonzero. In the geometric description these two 
quantities are related.
0*2
B(E2;J + 2~>J ) = - j -  (J + 2)(2N - J )
= -J -(J  + 2)(2N-J) B(E2;2*-->0*) , 2.48
2.49
Q(2*) = - y  Q(2*) and Q(<) = 20(2^ . 2.50
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From the selection rule (eqn. 2.47) it follows that <22+||M(E2)||0 i +> is 
zero. Hence the interference term P4 is zero in the U(5) limit.
2.2.5.1 (b) SLU31 limit-Rotational Spectra
This symmetry arises when £" = 0, aQ = ag = a4 = 0 in eqn. 2.43. The 
energy eigenvalues can be written as (Ar78)
3 k
E(N,Xj i,K,J,M) = (~ —  k' ) J(J+1) - k [ X2 + [i2 + X[i + 3(X + \i) ] , 2.51
where again N, X, ji, K, J, M are quantum numbers which specify the
states. The parameters k and k ' determine the energy spectra. The 
geometrical analogue to this limiting situation is an axially symmetric rotor
with degenerate ß and y bands. A typical spectrum is shown in fig. 2.5.
For calculations of transition strengths in this limit, it is more convenient 
to rewrite the E2 operator in eqn. 2.44 as (Ia80)
T (E2) = a2Q(2) + P;Q 'K
ß2 =  ß2 + ^  «2 •
2.52
where Q<2) is the same operator as in eqn. 2.43:
~(2) r^+ ~ + T i*2) T i * 2)Q =[d xs + s x d ]  - [ d x d ]
and
Q (2) = [d +x d ] (2) 2.53
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(MeV)
(0 , 0 ) ‘( 0 ,6 ) (6 ,0 )
SU (3)
Fig. 2.5 A typical spectrum with SU(3) symmetry and N = 6. In parentheses are the 
values of the quantum numbers X and JI (Ba81).
Analytic expressions have been derived for the matrix elements of T<E2) 
when T<E2) is written in terms of generators of SU(3) alone (Ar78); ie.
j (E2)
cx2Q v 2.54
or ß2 = 0 in eqn. 2.52 .
The B(E2) values along the ground state band are given by
B(E2;J+2->J) = a2
(J + 2)(J + 1)(2N - J)(2N + J + 3) 
(2J + 3)(2J +5) 2.55
B(E2;2*-->0*) = a * |-N (2 N  + 3) . 2.56
The quadrupole moments of the states in the ground state band are 
given by
Q(J*) = - a 2.
J
2(J + 3)
(4N + 3)
and, in particular,
Q(2,+) = - a2 (4N + 3) .
2.57
2.58
It is interesting to com pare these values with those of an axially 
symmetric rigid rotor, (equations 2.8 and 2.24). One sees that the role of 
the intrinsic quadrupole moment Q0 is played here by
2.59
In this limit, transitions between the y o r ß bands and the ground state 
band are forbidden and therefore
B(E2;22~>2*) = B(E2;22~>0*) = 0 . 2.60
An interesting difference between the U(5) and SU(3) limit is that 
B (E 2 ;2 -|+ --> 0 ‘j + ) increases linearly with N in the U(5) limit (eqn.2.48), 
while it increases as N2 in the SU(3) limit. The N2 dependence accounts 
for the observed large values of B(E2;2-j+-->0<|+) in rotational nuclei since
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in general rotational nuclei have large N.
From eqn. 2.60 the interference term P4 is zero in this limit.
2.2.5.1(c) 0(6) limit - y-unstable rotor limit.
The 0(6) limit corresponds to the situation 8" = a2 = a4 = 0 in 
eqn. 2.43. The energy eigenvalues are written as (Ar79)
E (N,a,x,v ,L,M) = v  (N - a)(N - a + 4) + -^ x(x + 3) + CJ(J + 1), 2.61A 4  6
where the symbols in parentheses on the left-hand side denote the 
quantum numbers needed to specify the states. A typical spectrum is 
shown in fig. 2.6.
(MeV)
3 -
Fig. 2.6 A typical spectrum with 0 (6 ) symmetry and N = 6. In parentheses are the 
values of the quantum numbers a  and V^ (Ba81).
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A simplification occurs when the E2 transition operator is written in 
terms of generators of 0(6) alone:
T'
(E2)
a2 [d+x § + s+x 9 ](2) 2.62
i.e. ß2 = 0 in eqn. 2.44 and T'(E2> can only change one d boson into an s 
and vice versa. An immediate consequence is that the quadrupole 
moment of any state vanishes in the 0(6) limit. This is because T'(E2> 
connects states with the d-boson number n<j differing by one and although
n<j is not a good quantum number in the 0(6) limit, any given 0(6) 
wavefunction is comprised of parts differing in n^ by two. Thus electric
quadrupole transitions in the 0(6) limit follow the selection rule Ag=0, 
At=±1 , where
o = N, N-2,. . . , 0 or 1 for N = even or odd 
and
x = g , G-1, . .  0.
The B(E2) values along the ground state band are given by (Ar79)
B(E2;J+2-->J) =
(J + 2)(2N - J)(2N + J + 8) 
8 (J + 5) 2.63
The ratios of B(E2) values along the ground state band are very similar 
in the 0(6) limit and the SU(3) limit. However both differ from the B(E2) 
ratios of the U(5) limit (Ar79). For example,
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B(E2;4*—>2*) 
B ( E 2 ; 2 ; - > 0 ;  )
10 (N - 1)(N + 5) 
7 N(N + 4)
B ( E 2 ; 4 ; - > 2 ;  ) 
B(E2;21+-> 0 ; )
10 (N- 1)(2N + 5) 
7 N(2N + 3)
B(E2;41+- > 2 ; ) 1
R = ----------- + + ”  = 2 ( 1 + )
B(E2;21-> 0 1 ) N
0(6) 2.64
SU(3) 2.65
U(5) 2.66
The interference term P4 is zero in the 0(6) limit because Q(2«|+) is 
zero in this limit. However P4 can be nonzero if ß2 is nonzero in the
transition operator t ' (E2) (eqn. 2.62). In this case the sign of P4 depends on 
the relative signs of a  and ß.
The 0 (6) limit finds its closest geometrical correspondence in the 
y-unstable oscillator model of Wilet and Jean (Wi56).
2.2.5.2 IBM-2
This version of the interacting boson model has a more transparent 
connection to the underlying microscopic fermionic structure of the 
interactions between nucleons in a nucleus. It is well known that the 
neutron-proton interaction is responsible for causing nuclei to deform. It is 
therefore desirable, especially in nuclei with both valence protons and 
valence neutrons to take the neutron-proton interaction into account 
explicitly.
In the IBM-1, no distinction was made between neutron and proton
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bosons. A natural refinement to the model is to make such a distinction by
introducing neutron and proton label (v or n) for the bosons in addition to 
the s and d labels. As in the IBM-1, one assumes that the structure of 
low-lying collective quadrupole states in nuclei is dominated by the 
excitation of the particles outside the major closed shells. In addition, it is 
assumed that the important particle configurations in an even-even 
nucleus, are those in which identical particles are paired together in states 
with total angular momentum J=0 and J=2. Finally the pairs are treated as 
bosons. The total number of bosons N is taken as the sum of the proton
and neutron bosons, ie. N=NV+N7l.
The completely general form for an IBM-2 Hamiltonian is (Ot78):
H = H + H + V 2.67
UK  VV 7tV
where Hpp(p=7t,v) is the Hamiltonian for identical bosons and is of the 
form of eqn. 2.42, while represents the proton-neutron interaction.
Equation 2.67 contains four one-boson parameters and a total of 26 
two-boson parameters. A computer program NPBOS has been written by 
Otsuka and Schölten (Ot82), which determines the eigenvectors and 
eigenstates of the IBM-2 Hamiltonian (eqn. 2.67) for different choices of the 
parameters. It is impractical to use so many parameters and a simplified 
form of the Hamiltonian is usually written as (Ar81)
H = £(n + n ) + kQ(2,-Q (2> + aM 2.68
dm dv k v
where n ^  and n^y are number operators for proton and neutron d
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bosons, kQ ^ ’ Q ^ 2* is a quadrupole-quadrupole interaction between 
non-identical bosons, k is the interaction strength parameter and
Q(2) = (s + x 3 + d + x s )(2) + x (d +x 9 )(2) (p = 7i,v). 2.69
P P P P P  P P P
The last term in eqn. 2.68 (known as the Majorana term) is usually added 
in order to remove states of mixed proton-neutron symmetry, about which 
there is not much experimental information (Ot78), by shifting them up in 
energy.
In the IBM-2, as in IBM-1, there exist limits for which numerical 
solutions can be obtained. For example, U(5) or vibrational-like results are
realised in IBM-2 when £ »  k in eqn.2.68. When £ «  k and ^ =v =W7/2
the IBM-2 results are SU(3) or rotational-like in structure. Finally, when £ 
«  k and xK=-Xy> the IBM-2 Hamiltonian yields an 0(6)-like spectrum.
The most general single-boson E2 transition operator can be written in 
the form
T(E2) = e Q + e Q 2.70
k n v v »
where Qp(p=rc,v) is given in eqn. 2.69. In principle the parameters xK and
Xv may be different from those used in the quadrupole operators in the
Hamiltonian. The parameters eK and ey indicate the proton-boson and 
neutron-boson effective charges respectively. The values of the constants
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are determined by fitting some of the experimentally known transition 
rates.
2.2.5.3 Summary.
The limiting situations discussed above are useful because they 
provide a set of analytic relations which can easily be tested by 
experiment. However (even in the best case) they are only an 
approximation and symmetry breaking is necessary to describe the 
observed properties of most nuclei. The treatment of symmetry breaking 
using first order perturbation calculations is discussed in Ar76, Ar78 and 
Ar79.
It should perhaps be pointed out that, although geometric model 
analogues do exist for the three limiting situations of the IBM, they do differ 
from those analogues in spin cutoffs and in certain branching ratios due to 
their treatment of the finite dimensionality of the valence nucleons.
Finally, from an experimentalist’s point of view, the IBM can be used at 
three levels of sophistication (Ia78):
(1) The first level is that in which one compares the energy levels and 
electromagnetic transition rates with the analytic expressions which 
correspond to the three limiting situations.
(2) The second level is that in which the spectra are analysed using the 
program PHINT, which does not distinguish between proton and neutron 
bosons, to diagonalize the Hamiltonian (eqn.2.42).
(3) Finally, at the third level, the spectra are analysed using the 
program NPBOS (0782), which takes into account possible differences 
between protons and neutrons - IBM-2.
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Level (2) is clearly superior to level (1) in most cases. However, as will 
become evident in chapter seven, the performance of the IBM-2 is not 
significantly better than IBM-1. In addition, IBM-2 is much more complex; 
the calculations are harder to do and IBM-2 results are harder to interpret 
(i.e. extract the physics).
2.2.6 Microscopic Models
Two of the well known microscopic descriptions of the collective motion 
of nucleons in a nucleus are the pairing-plus-quadrupole model (PPQ) of 
Kumar and Barranger (Ku68) and the boson expansion theory of 
Kishimoto and Tamura (Ki72,Ki76).
The boson expansion theory (BET) starts with fermions occupying 
realistic single-particle orbits and then introduces a particle-hole 
quadrupole-quadrupole interaction and a pairing interaction of both 
monopole and quadrupole types. The Hamiltonian is written in a form that 
is quadratic in fermion pair operators which are then expanded in a series 
of products of boson operators. The expansion is carried to sixth order 
(Ta79). The use of a boson Hamiltonian, replacing the original fermion 
Hamiltonian, is to facilitate the numerical calculations (We80a).
There appear to be three free parameters of the model. Two of these 
describe the strengths of the residual interactions and are constrained to 
have values which vary little from nucleus to nucleus and are near unity. 
The third parameter is an effective charge which is used for calculating 
electromagnetic transitions. These three parameters are however not the 
only information required in BET calculations (We80a). Other information, 
such as the single particle energies are obtained from sources other than 
the nuclei being studied.
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In the PPQ model, as in the geometric models, the collective 
quadrupole motion of the nucleons in a nucleus is assumed to be 
adiabatic and uncoupled to higher-lying modes of excitations. The PPQ 
considers the generalised Bohr Hamiltonian (Ku68)
with the vibrational kinetic energy containing up to quadratic terms in 
velocity:
However unlike the Bohr theory, no simplifying assumptions about the 
inertial parameters are made. Most importantly, the inertial parameters are
assumed to be non-linear in ß and y and harmonic expansions like eqn. 
2.12 are not made to simplify the solution of the Bohr Hamiltonian. The 
theory can thus handle anharmonic effects in both spherical and deformed
nuclei, as well as couplings between the ground-state and ß- and y-
modes of vibrations. The inertial parameters and V(ß,y) are calculated
self-consistently as functions of ß and y starting from a Hamiltonian that 
contains a spherical one-body potential, a quadrupole-quadrupole 
two-body residual interaction and a two-body pairing potential.
Perhaps the most important result of the PPQ as far as this thesis is 
concerned is its prediction of a prolate-to-oblate shape transition as one 
moves from the lighter mass Os nuclei to the heavier Pt isotopes. This will 
be discussed further in chapter seven.
2.71
t .. = T M 2 + T B ß2 i 2 + B« ßr ß-v|b 2 ß 2 y ßy 2.72
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CHAPTER THREE
COULOMB EXCITATION THEORY
3.1 Introduction
Although the term "Coulomb excitation" can in principle be applied in 
a wide variety of ways, in the present context it will be used to refer to the 
process whereby the close passage of a nucleus causes transitions in 
another nucleus from its ground state to excited states. If the colliding 
nuclei are kept far enough apart for the short-ranged nuclear interactions 
to be insignificant, then the interaction is purely electromagnetic in 
nature. Under this circumstance the only nuclear properties which enter 
into the theory are the matrix elements of the electromagnetic multipole 
moments of the nuclei. The Coulomb-excitation cross sections for the 
excitation of various states in a nucleus can thus be used as a probe of 
the nuclear structure to obtain information on the electromagnetic 
properties of the nucleus.
The correct treatment for the excitation of a nucleus by the 
time-dependent electromagnetic field of another nucleus moving relative 
to it involves a quantum-mechanical, relativistic description of the 
scattering process. However, it is possible to gain an insight into the 
physical processes that take place from a semiclassical nonrelativistic 
theory in which the computations of excitation probabilities are 
considerably simplified. The terms semiclassical and nonrelativistic 
denote approximations to the theory and require appropriate corrections 
to be made to account for their effects.
Within the semiclasssical framework, the two colliding nuclei are 
treated as classical particles following hyperbolic orbits in the
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centre-of-mass system. The scattering amplitudes can then be found by 
so lv ing  a set o f coup led  d iffe re n tia l equa tions. In add ition , 
approximations to the solutions can be found using first or second order 
perturbation theory.
In this chapter aspects of the sem iclassical nonrelativistic Coulomb 
excitation theory which are relevant to the experiments described in this 
thesis will be outlined. A few  effects which cause deviations from the 
semiclassical picture are included at the end of this chapter.
3.2 Range of Validity of the Semiclassical Approximation.
T here  are tw o co n d itio n s  unde r w hich  the se m ic la ss ica l 
approximation (i.e the treatm ent of the excitation of a nucleus as being 
due to a c lassica l point charge fo llow ing a hyperbolic orbit in the 
centre-of-mass system) is valid:
1) The de Broglie wavelength ft of the projectile must be much smaller 
than the distance of closest approach d in a head-on collision, i.e the 
Sommerfeld parameter
a
2ft
ziz/
47i£Qfiu
3.1
In eqn. 3.1, a is half the distance of closest approach, Z«j and Z2 are the
atomic numbers of the projectile and the target respectively and u is the 
relative velocity of the nuclei at large distances.
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2) The energy loss AEn = En - E0 during the collision process should 
not modify the orbit significantly, i.e
AEn
"TT < <  1, 3.2
where E is the bombarding energy in the centre-of-mass system. This 
condition is necessary because it is not possible to know the exact point 
along the orbit at which the energy loss occurs.
For the assumption that the collision process is nonrelativistic to be 
valid, a rule of thumb is that the effects of relativity, which are of the order 
of (v/c)2, must be small compared to the uncertainties in the measured 
excitation probabilities. There is no experimentally-established method of 
calculating the correction. A recent theory by Fewell (Fe84) which is valid 
for scattering near 180° will be outlined in a later subsection of this 
chapter.
3.3 Coupled Differential Equations.
The time-dependent Schrödinger equation for a system of two 
colliding nuclei,
if>|-1 ^(t) > = [ H0 + V(t) ] | 4»(t) > . 3.3
may be formulated as a system of coupled differential equations by
expanding the nuclear wavefunction 'F(t) in terms of the eigenstates of the 
free Hamiltonian H0:
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3.4
In eqn. 3.4, an(t) are the time-dependent amplitudes for finding the system 
in state n, V(t) is the time-dependent potential and Ej is the energy of the
These equations have to be solved with the initial condition that the 
nucleus is in its ground state at time t= -«>. The final amplitude at time
t=+°° can be obtained by solving eqn. 3.4 numerically. The integration is 
done by means of a program originally written by Winther and de Boer 
(Wi65) and subsequently modified by Fewell (Fe78t). For nuclei with 
ground state spins different from zero it is necessary to solve for each 
initial magnetic substate and average the results.
The excitation probability for exciting a state f with substates n is 
related to the final amplitude an k(+°°) by the equation by
assuming that the ground state is unpolarised. The subscript k in eqn. 3.5 
refers to magnetic substates of the ground state.
As the next step in the solution of eqn. 3.4. the interaction potential V(t) 
needs to be specified. This problem has been adequately dealt with by 
Alder and Winther (AI75). Here only the results of the calculations will be 
quoted. The classical expression for the electromagnetic interaction 
between two charge distributions can be written in SI units as:
ith state.
3.5
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3.5
where r( i'j) i( i1) and rfj^) K12) are the charge and current densities for 
each nucleus.
If the nuclear charge distributions do not overlap, then V(t) can be split 
into three parts (AI75):
The three parts of V(t) correspond to the interaction between: the electric 
multipole moments of the two nuclei, the magnetic multipole moments of 
the two nuclei, and the electric multipole moments of one nucleus with the 
magnetic multipole moments of the other. Explicit expression for each 
part of V(t) is given in terms of the electric and magnetic multipole 
moments in ref. Fe78t.
If it is assumed that only one of the nuclei can be excited and the other 
is considered to be a structureless point charge with no magnetic 
moments (which is adequate for all the cases considered in the present 
work), then VMM=0 in eqn. 3.6 and simplified expressions can be written
for VEE and VEM as
3.6
X» 1
(2X + 1)1 M(EX,-|i) r '  Y ( i ) 3.7
and
X[L
3.8
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In the equations above, the subscript 1 is used for the structureless 
exciting nucleus and the subscript 2 for the other nucleus. The parameter
= 0 for target excitation orXp = X  for projectile excitation when the
vector: is measured with respect to the target. The electric and magnetic 
moments are defined as
M(EX,ji) = Jp ( I )  r^ Y ( { ) sir 3.9
and
—7- f r^j( r).(_r x V) Y (r)sjr 
1 + A J
3.10
and are measured with respect to the centre-of-mass:
At this point in the treatment, the semiclassical approximation is 
applied; i.e. the two nuclei are assumed to be point changes with the 
projectile following a hyperbolic orbit in the centre-of-mass. The orbit can 
be written in terms of a parameter w as
t = (a/u) (£ sinh w + w), 
x = 0, 
whence
r ( t ) = a (£ coshw+ 1)
y = a(£2-1 )1/2 sinh w , 
z = a(cosh w + £) 3.11
3.12
where £ = cosec (0/2) is the eccentricity of the orbit with the
centre-of-mass scattering angle 0, and the parameters a and u are as 
defined in eqn. 3.1
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Next, we introduce three characteristic functions (Fe78t):
(a) The collision functions
Q
eX[i
few) = i
_____ ,piw cosh w + £
W(2X-1)!I /  ( X -  ||x|)! X cosh w + 1
2( -^1)! V (X + |HI)I (Ecoshw + IJ^
3.13
Q , (£,w) = — —---- Q , (£,w) .
m >.sinhw Efyi
3.14
(b) The strength parameters
(X -1)! <n || M(EX) || m > 
•Jk £ 0 H u ( 2X  + 1)!! aX (2J + 1)1'2
mX Z1en0 (X-1)!<n||M(M>.)||m> 
^ mn V itfi (2X+1)!!aX (2Jm + 1)1/2
and
(c) The adiabaticity
E -E n m
’ mn a fiu
3.15
3.16
3.17
In terms of these functions the coupled differential equations (eqn. 3.4) 
become
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dan(w)
dt i3L'>in/
(2X + 1)(2Jm -1)
(2X + 1)
C(J XJ j M “ji MJ ' m n m n'
Q (£,w) exp [i^sinh w + w)]a (w) 
oXfi m
3.18
where T) = 1 for target excitation and 1) = (-1) ^ for projectile excitation.
A, A,
These coupled equations can be solved numerically using the 
Winther- de Boer code (Wi65). From the amplitudes an(w) and the
excitation probabilities Pf the differential cross section for the scattering of 
the projectile accompanied by the excitation of state f is given by
d<7f P f 2 -4-----= — a sin (6/2) 3.19
dn 4
3.4 Perturbation Theory
As mentioned in section 3.1 there exist other approaches than solving 
the set of coupled differential equations. One such method which gives a 
qualitative understanding of how the various parameters affect the 
excitation probabilities is the perturbation approach.
The perturbation approach involves the expansion of measurable 
quantities like the excitation probability Pf as a power series in the
strength function % i.e.
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Pf "  a2x2 + a3%3 + a4%4 + 3.20
where the coefficients an depend on 6 and The first term corresponds
to the first order theory value for the excitation probability, the second term 
is an interference between the first order and the amplitude for a two step 
excitation in second order theory and similarly the third term corresponds 
to an interference between first order and third order amplitudes plus 
products of second order amplitudes. A schematic representation of the 
perturbation expansion is shown in fig. 3.1
+
Fig. 3.1 Schematic representation of the perturbation expansion. The labels m and 
n refer to intermediate states while o and f are the initial and final states (Ve84t).
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3.4.1 First Order Perturbation Theory.
The transition amplitude in a first order perturbation calculation for 
transition from a state o to f can be written as
1 f  icot
a0 f= ih J < f | V ( t ) | 0 > e  * •  321
-o o
For a multipole transition of order X ,  the amplitude at t = oo can be 
separated into a nuclear part and an orbital part in the following way:
an,l H
(2X + 1)(2Jm -1)
(2J + 1) C (JQ\ J f ; Mq -nMf )
x V *  ■ 3.22
where the orbital integral is de^necl as (AI75)
+  oo
R (0£) = f  Q (8,w) exp [i£ sinh w + w ) ] dw 3.23
gXjj. J oXp
-  oo
Equation 3.21 has been derived by assuming that the excited state 
populations are always much smaller than the ground state population. It 
follows therefore that the only significant terms in the coupled differential 
equations (eqn. 3.4) are those involving the ground state.
From equations 3.5 and 3.22 we get the following expression for the 
excitation probability of the state f
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P, = X  IXotl2 Ra\< 6^  ■ 3-24
g X
where R2 (64) = X l R , (».öf-
g X GAIL
The function Ra^2(0£) has been tabulated for E1, E2, E3, E4, M1 and 
M2 transitions by Alder and Winther(AI75). Fig. 3.2 shows a plot of 
R ^ 2(0£) for E2, E4, M1 and M2 transitions.
Certain general properties of Ro^2(0,y are:
(1) R 2^ )  < R^foO) = 1
R2 (7t,0)=R2 (0,^=0  
MA gX
(2) For £ »  sin (0/2), the variation with £ is approximately given by
R (0 ,£) ~ exp {- £ [ 2 cosec (0/2) + tc] } 3.27
gX
(3) As 0--> 0, the variation with 0 is approximately given by
R 2 ~ exp {- 2 \ cosec (0, )^} sin (0/2) 3 2q
eX
R2 ~ exp {-2£ cosec (0/2)} 3.29
mX
3.25
3.26
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160 0 
9 (degrees)
Fig. 3.2 The variation of the function Ro x2(0’^  with scattering angle 8 and 
adiabaticity £ for cX = E2, E3, M1 and M2 (Ve84t).
(4) As 0--> 71,
(X+1)
2(2X + 1)
cot2 (6/2) 3.30
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A summary of some general conclusions that can be drawn from the
properties of |%ofG?ll and RG^ 2 regarding the variation of Pf with some 
important parameters are:
(a) Eqn. 3.15 and 3.16 and the relationship
B(oX;a-->b)
|<a ||M (crX )||b> |
2J +1 a
3.31
implies that Pf ~ B(oX;a-->b).
(b) Electric transitions are generally favoured over magnetic excitation 
since %ofM^ « (u/c)X 0fE^ and u/c ~0.1 typically.
(c) Since i x j l  ~
I <0 II M(crX) II f >| (A. - 1)! 
(2X+ 1)!!a^
2
3.32
high multipolarities are more strongly inhibited for lighter than for heavier 
nuclei.
(d) X o f< *  ** E ^ '1/2 favouring transitions at high bombarding 
energies.
(e) The excitation probability of the projectile is (Zt/Zp) times that of the 
target for the same values of and
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3.4.2 Second Order Perturbation Theory.
The excitation amplitude using second order perturbation theory is of 
the form
where an(1) is the first-order amplitude (eqn. 3.22) and
J dt <n | V(t) | z > exp { (En- ) t / h }
oo
t
x J dt' < z | V(t) | o > exp { (E^- Eq) t' /h } 3.34
The summation is over all the projection substates of the nucleus.
Similarly the excitation probability Pf can be written as
p(1) + p(1,2) + p(^)rf  rf  rf 3.35
where Pf(1) is the first order excitation probability (eqn. 3.24), P^1*2) is the 
sum of terms arising from interference between first and second order 
amplitudes and Pf(2) is the square of the second order amplitude. Explicit 
expressions for each part are given by Alder and Winther (AI75).
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As in the case of the first order theory, the excitation probability Pf in 
second order theory can be separated into a geometric part and a part 
which contains the nuclear structure information. The explicit form of Pf 
may be written as (Ve84t)
pf = ' Ö 2 V ° * W  l1 + X  336
where
5 E - E
P ^OZ Z 0
S z f = I  “  Ef - E s0f f o
3.37
and the function YG^ G^ a ^ is defined as (Fe78t)
C 'X '& 'X " 2X" + 1
2J + 1 z
■ g X g '^'/ y U A , Y
A'OZ A-zfW(J XJ, ;J r)—-—— 
0 f z o " r
3.38
(For a definition of the function n a^G^ G ^ , see Fe78t.)
3.4.2.1 The Reorientation Effect and Interference from Higher States 
From eqn. 3.38 the interference term in eqn. 3.35 may be written as
Pf(1,2) -  <J0||M(oX)||Jf><J0||M(a,V||Jz><Jz||M(a"X")||Jf> 3.39
Now we consider a situation involving only electric quadrupole 
transitions, i.e. g X = a T  = o "X " = E2. If the intermediate state z is one of
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the magnetic substates of the final state then for a Jq71 = 0+ ground state, 
eqn. 3.39 becomes
Pj1'2) ~ | <J0 ||M(E2)|| Jf > 12<Jf ||M(E2)|| Jf > 
H < J 0 ||M(E2)||Jf > | 2Q(J,c) 3.40
This term of Pf(1’2> constitutes the reorientation effect.
From eqn. 3.24 the first order excitation probability is given by
P{1) ~ | <J0 ||M(E2)|| Jf > I 2 . 3.41
We can therefore compare the size of the reorientation effect to the first 
order excitation by considering the quantity
p(T2)
-i— = p(e& ay*).
P
3.42
For the excitation of a J = 2 state from a J = 0 ground state the sensitivity 
parameter p(6£) is given by (Fe78t)
P04
127t£0fiua ‘
- nE2E2 
! v  io E2 0 4 1 )
P04
0.08472 ZJ
A  A <'*VV
3.43
3.44
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(In eqn. 3.44, p is given in e’ 1fm'2 and the bombarding energy E is in 
MeV.)
The dependence of the function n E2E2E2(0,£,1) on 0 and £ is shown
in fig. 3.3 The dependence of the function p(0,£) on Z-j - the atomic 
number of the exciting nucleus - indicates, other things being equal, that 
the size of the reorientation effect is larger by a factor of Zt/Zp for projectile 
excitation than for target excitation.
o
Fig. 3.3 Dependence of the function on the scattering angle 9 and
adiabaticity £ (Fe78t)
Considering only first-order excitation and the reorientation effect one 
can write the excitation probability as
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Pf = f(0£) B(E2;o ~> f ) [ 1 + p(9^) 0(0") ]. 3.45
This equation is often applied to experimentally determined excitation 
probabilities to test the degree of consistency of the data. A plot of
Pf/f(0,^) versus p(0,^) should yield a straight line with slope equal to
B(E2)xQ(J71) and intercept on the Pf/f(0,^) axis equal to the B(E2). The
functions p(0,^) and f(0,£) are calculated using the Winther-de Boer 
program.
Now, going back to eqn. 3.36, if the intermediate state is a higher state 
z in the nucleus, then one must add terms of the form of eqn. 3.39 to the 
excitation probability in eqn. 3.45. Interference from higher states is in 
general of comparable magnitude to the reorientation effect and should 
therefore be taken into account. It is usually the case that interference 
from the 22+ state is the most important when measuring the quadrupole
moment of the 2^+ state.
3.4.2.2 Interference from the Giant Dipole Resonance
The giant dipole resonance (gdr) is a collection states at relatively 
high excitation energy which are connected to the ground state with a 
relatively large electric dipole strength. Although these states are not 
actually populated, because they lie at such high energies, it has been 
found that virtual excitation through the gdr may have a significant effect 
on the excitation of low-lying states (Ha73).
The effect of the gdr may be treated as a polarization process in which 
a transient electric dipole moment is induced in the nucleus undergoing 
excitation by the electric field of the exciting nucleus. For a group of states
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|z> and |z'> in the gdrthat are strongly coupled to low-lying states |n> and 
|m>, the coupled differential equations can be written as
if |- ä f  = X < n I V ( t ) | m > e x p [i(En - E J t/f> ]a m
+ X  < n I v ( t ) I z > exp [i(En - Ez ) t /fi] a2 3.47
and
daz ^
= L <  2 1 v< ‘ ) I z > exp [i(Ez - Ez )i /ft] az ,
+ L  < n I V ( t ) |m > exp[i(E - E )t/f i ]a . 3.48
m m
Next, some assumptions are made in order to solve the coupled 
differential equations. Firstly, it is assumed that |EZ-En| »  |Em-En| and
|EZ-Enl >:> |EZ-EZ'|. Secondly the coupling between the states z and z' is 
ignored. Under these conditions eqn. 3.47 can be rewritten as
d3n(t)
< n | V( t ) + Vnn|( t ) | m > exp[i(En - E J  t /h] a_ 3.49
where VpQ| is the polarization potential and
< n | V 00, | l ) | m > - T < ° l ' ' ( ' > l / x - | V ( ' ) l ' > ,
E -E z o
3.50
Equation. 3.50 consists of diagonal as well as non-diagonal terms. The 
diagonal matrix elements involving the ground state give rise to a slight 
change of the elastic scattering and can be taken into account by 
modifying the Coulomb potential (section 3.5.2).
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If attention is restricted to only VEE the solution of eqn. 3.49 using
first-order perturbation theory gives the excitation probability of an excited 
state f as
P, = X IXof |2rL <e>W [ 1 - X W M  E (04of) ]
X X T
3.51
The functions z (X ',X '\X ) and E^. ^(e,£0f) are defined in ref- AI75. In
the case of the interference from the gdr in the excitation of a 2+ state, the 
function z(1,1,2) is given by Alder and Winther (AI75) as:
z(1,1,2) = 9.648 ________ ES(E1)_________^ e  (1 +Ap/At) <o ||M(E2)|| f > 3.52
where
S(E1) -  X  W(11J J , ; 2JZ) < ° HM(E2)|| z^ < z H M ^H  f > 3.53
z z co
The quantity S(E1) contains the nuclear structure information relating to 
the gdr. Values of S(E1) for several nuclei have been calculated by 
Barker (Ba82) using the shell model.
Although a solution to eqn. 3.49 can be obtained by adding 
appropriate terms of a multipole expansion of V(t) to the set of coupled 
differential equations (see for example Fe78t) it turns out that many of the 
relevant matrix elements are usually not known. For this reason a 
hydrodynamic model estimate of the polarization potential is used (AI75):
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X M(E2'^ >Y (£1V -2 3.54
pol
167T38 0r4
2p
M-
A
where r is the distance between the two nuclei, E is the externally applied 
fie ld  and g _2  is the m inus-tw o m om ent of the to ta l photonuclear
absorption cross section. It has been assumed in the derivation of eqn. 
3 .54 tha t the nucleus being exc ited  has an in trins ic  quadrupole  
deformation and that the rotational and vibrational models' relationship
between the deformation parameters a 2^  and M(E2,p) (AI75),
is valid for all nuclei.
From eqn. 3.54 the modified form of the electric quadrupole potential 
Veff due to the polarization potential can be written as (Ha73):
where V EE(>.=2) is the e lectric quadrupole interaction, A 2 , Z2 are the
mass and charge of the excited nucleus. This m odification has been 
incorporated into the W inther-de Boer multiple Coulom b excitation 
program to correct for the effect of the gdr.
M(E2,n) = —  Z .e r fa 2 
4n 2|i
3.55
0.0056 a A2E
V 3.56
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3.5 Deviations from the Semiclassical Picture.
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter the use of the 
semiclassical nonrelativistic theory demands that appropriate corrections 
be made to bring the theory in line with a full quantum-mechanical 
relativistic description of the Coulomb excitation process. In this section 
an outline of the various corrections is presented.
3.5.1 Svmmetrization and Residual Quantal Corrections.
The semiclassical description of the Coulomb excitation process 
presented above assumes that the energy loss of the projectile during the 
collision is negligible and hence only the entrance channel velocity is 
used. It has been found (AI75)) using WKB approximation that a 
considerable improvement to the semiclassical description is obtained if 
expressions which are symmetrical in the initial and final velocities are 
used. The symmetrization prescription consists of the following 
replacements:
ZiZ2e
’MN
47t£0fl
3.57
ZiZ2e
‘MN
4*£0 m ou Nu M
3.58
Z1e (X -1)1 <n || M(EX) ||m>
'mn
W (™NuM)’ * ( 2* +1)!!aV (2Jm+1)l
3.59a
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Z^e\iQ (X -1)! < n || M(MX) || m > 
■fn h (2X+ 1)!!aX /(2Jm+ 1)'
3.59b
1 2 4
dc(N --> m ) = j — P(N -> M ) cosec (0/2) dQ 3.60
In the equations above, and denote the initial and final channel
velocities. The appropriate symmetrized quantities are then used in the 
coupled differential equations (eqn. 3.18) to calculate excitation 
probabilities and cross-sections etc. A problem however arises in the use 
of eqn. 3.58 and 3.60 because aMN and hence the orbit is different for 
each final state. This leads to a violation of the condition for unitarity i.e
I P f = 1 . 3.61
However, the differences are almost always very small and this problem 
can be overcome by calculating the orbit for only one particular state 
which is normally chosen to be the state for which the excitation 
probability is measured.
Although the symmetrization procedure outlined above leads to a 
significant improvement of the semiclassical description, it does not
completely correct for the finiteness of the Sommerfield parameter rj. The
residual quantal effects have been shown (AI75) to be of the order r f 2
and r f 1 for the functions f(6,£) and p(0£) (eqn.3.46) respectively. Tables
for r| = 4, 8 and «> are provided by Alder et al. (AI72) from which it is 
possible to interpolate to find the quantal corrections to be applied. The
magnitude of the quantal corrections to f(0,£ ) and p(0,^) for heavy ion
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Scattering (r|~50) is -0.02% and -7% respectively. For 4He scattering 
(rj-10), the correction to f(0£) is -0.2% and to p(0£) is -25%.
3.5.2 Deviations from the Coulomb Potential
In this subsection a number of small processes which may be of 
interest in high precision measurements are considered. These are 
electron screening, vacuum polarization and nuclear polarization. These 
effects can be approximately described through a slight change of the 
scattering from the pure Coulomb scattering. Reasonable estimates can 
be obtained by assuming that the main effect of the change in potential
AV is to change the distance of the closest approach in the collision. The 
effect can then be simulated by a small change in the bombarding energy
AE:
AE = - AV(1 + A /At)(1 + sin (0/2))/2 , 3.62
with AV evaluated at the point of closest approach.
(a^  Electron Screening.
The repulsive potential experienced by the projectile is reduced due 
to the screening effect of the atomic electrons surrounding the target 
nucleus. The change in the potential due to the electron screening is 
given by (Fe78t)
AV =(-32 .65Z Z,7/5 + 22.85fZ2z f 5)x 1 0 '3 keV, es ' p t P t 3.63
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where f is the fraction of orbital electrons of the target nucleus having 
velocities higher than that of the projectile. The exact value of f is not very 
important since the second term in eqn. 3.63 is very small. In this thesis a 
value of f = 0.5 was assumed.
(b^  Vacuum Polarization.
Vacuum polarization is due to the creation and annihilation of virtual 
electron-positron pairs. At distances less than the reduced Compton
wavelength of the electron Xe = 386.2 fm, a good approximation to the 
vacuum polarization potential is given by (Fe78t)
AV = 2.33 r '1 Z Z  [ 4.545 - ln(r) ] keV , 3.64
where r is measured in fm.
(c) Nuclear Polarization
The effect considered here arises out of the polarization of the two 
nuclei due to each others' Coulomb fields. The non-diagonal matrix 
elements of this potential have been described in 3.4.2.2. The lowest 
order contribution corresponds to a dipole polarization and is given by 
(Be71)
„  _ _  - 4 5/3 2 5/3 2
AV = - 2.52 r A Z. + A. Z 1 np L p t t p J keV. 3.65
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The polarizability is significantly larger than assumed in the derivation 
of eqn. 3.65 and higher order contributions (e.g. quadrupole polarization) 
must be taken into account. The higher order contribution can be written 
as (Fe78t)
0.880 (ApAt)
A 0.234 A 0.234A + A4 
P t
1037 (Z .V 21t p Zp«.<2) 3.66
where a_(2), a^2) are the quadrupole polarizabilities of the target and the 
projectile respectively.
The net effect on the bombarding energies of the three corrections 
considered above is in general very small.
3.5.3 Relativity.
As mentioned in section 3.2 relativistic effects in Coulomb excitation 
are of the order of (v/c)2. For projectiles of typical energies of ~4 MeV/u, 
(v/c)2 ~ 0.8%. This value is comparable to the uncertainties in the
excitation probabilities (~ 1.0%) for the experiments described in this 
thesis. It seems therefore that relativistic corrections may be important in 
high precision measurements.
Unfortunately existing theories are not sufficiently general. Pioneering 
work on the relativistic theory has been published by Winther and Alder 
(Wi79). Although their theory applies equally well to both projectile and 
target excitation, certain simplifying assumptions (in particular, a heavy 
target and far forward scattering) made in the theory do not agree with 
experimental conditions commonly used in Coulomb excitation
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experiments. In the present work, most measurements were made at 
scattering angles greater than 170°- It is therefore clear that Winther and 
Alder's theory cannot be applied. Recently Fewell (Fe84) has published a
theory of relativistic Coulomb excitation in backscattering (9 = 180°) that 
is correct to first order in (v/c)2- A brief outline of Fewell's theory is 
presented here. The steps followed in the treatment of the relativistic 
theory are similar to those outlined for the nonrelativistic process.
Firstly, the classical orbit of the projectile p relative to the target t is 
calculated using a Hamiltonian which is correct to first order in (v/c)2 and 
the Lorentz transform of the initial conditions in the laboratory frame
(particle t stationary at z = 0, particle at z = +«= moving with velocity -v 
along the z-axis) to the centre-of-inertia frame. For a one dimensional 
system, this leads to a parameterization of the orbit of the form
z = a [ cosh w (1 - 3ß2/2 + ß2p/2 + ß2mQ/m2 ) + 1 - ß2mQ/m2 ]
ut = a ( sinh w + w )(1 - 3ß2/2 + ß2mQ/m2) 3.67
where
mo = mpmt/(mp + mt )
M- = nV(mp + mt) 
ß = v/c.
As ß ~> 0, eqn. 3.67 reduces to the expression for the nonrelativistic 
hyperbolic orbit (eqn. 3.12)
Secondly, the retarded electric potential of the exciting nucleus 
(considered as a point charge) is expanded in multipole moments about 
the centre-of-mass of the excited nucleus. Unlike the nonrelativistic
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theory, the calculation of the electric potential is performed in the rest 
frame of the center-of-inertia of both particles and then transformed to the 
centre-of-mass of the excited nucleus. This is not an inertial frame of 
reference since both nuclei suffer substantial acceleration during the 
collision. However, as noted by Fewell, the frame does not rotate (i.e. the 
acceleration is only translational) and, under this condition, it is possible 
to generalize the Lorentz transformation in a simple manner.
The transformation to the accelerated frame leads to a relativistic 
expression for the scalar potential which contains an extra term due to the 
acceleration of the reference frame (Fe84). The final result for the electric 
potential can be resolved into multipole moments as
where P^(x) are Legendre polynomials and W^(r,w) are coefficients
The final step in the treatment is the derivation of the Hamiltonian to 
be used in time-dependent perturbation theory for the determination of the 
Coulomb excitation probabilities. Due to the acceleration of the reference 
frame the Hamiltonian is no longer given by the simple relation
where H0 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian and VE is the electric potential
energy; there are additional 'fictitious* potentials. To determine the nature 
of these potentials, Fewell examines the general features of the 
Hamiltonians of some classical systems in an accelerated reference
o
3.68
p
which depend on ß*1 and are tabulated in ref. (Fe84).
h = h0 + v e 3.69
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frame. This leads to a Hamiltonian of the form
3.70
c c
where A is the acceleration of the non-inertial frame. The first and 
second terms are the unperturbed Hamiltonian and the electric potential 
in an inertial frame respectively. The third term is a kinematical effect, 
appearing when all interactions between the charged particles in an 
accelerated frame are neglected, and the fourth term represents a 
modification of the interaction between the charged particles and the 
scalar potential of the external field. There are other potentials, for 
example, a term should probably be added to account for the interaction 
of the particles via the strong interaction. However, using plausible 
arguments, Fewell (Fe84) indicates that the matrix elements of such 
potentials between states of equal parity could be ignored. Equation. 
3.70 therefore seems appropriate for use where the physics of the 
problem is such that only states of the same parity are considered. This is 
the case in all of the experiments described in this thesis.
Following the standard time-dependent perturbation theory, coupled 
differential equations are derived in terms of the parameter w giving
dan(w)
-is [1 - ß2(3 - m0/m2)/2 ] ^  exp [ i^mn(sinh w + w ) ]
dw
x < n | |  V | | m > a m(w) 3.71
where m2 is the mass of the excited nucleus and the relativistic 
adiabaticity parameter £ is given by
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$ = E [ 1 - ß2(3 - m ./m „)/2 ].mn ^mn 1 K v 0 2' J'
The parameter ^mn is the usual adiabaticity parameter (eqn. 3.17). The
Winther-de Boer Coulomb excitation computer program was modified 
(Fe84) to provide the option for relativistic corrections in the excitation 
amplitudes.
Estimates of the magnitude of the relativistic corrections have been 
provided by Fewell (Fe84). For the excitation of the 2*j+ state in 194Pt,
the relativistic correction to the excitation probability is of the order of 0.7% 
using 63 MeV 160  ions, and it could be as high as 1.7% with 230 MeV 
5®Ni ions. In the present experiments the effect of the relativistic 
correction on Q(2-j+) for 194Pt was found to be negligible. However its
effect on the B(E2;0-j+-->2*|+) value is about four times the experimental 
uncertainty. Although the effect of the re lativistic correction on 
B(E2;0-j+-->2-|+) is quite substantial it has not been applied in the present 
work because Fewell’s theory has not been verified experimentally.
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CHAPTER FOUR
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES IN REORIENTATION-EFFECT 
MEASUREMENTS.
A number of experimental techniques have been developed which 
make use of the Coulomb excitation theory outlined in chapter three to 
determine the quadrupole moments of excited states of nuclei. In the first 
section of this chapter, the most common of the techniques (i.e. particle 
singles, particle-gamma coincidence yield, gamma-ray singles yield, 
gamma-ray lineshapes, reorientation precession and gamma-ray angular 
distributions) will be outlined. In the second section, some specific 
experimental procedures employed in the present work are presented.
4.1 Survey of Experimental Methods Based on Reorientation-Effect in 
Coulomb Excitation.
4.1.1 Theoretical Basis of Reorientation-Effect Experiments.
The theoretical basis of the experimental techniques listed above can 
be described with reference to eqn. 3.45:
Pf = f (0,0 B(E2) [ 1 + p(e,^)Q(21+) ] 4.1
The properties of the second term on the right hand side of the equation 
influence the choice of experimental conditions which will maximize the
reorientation effect since p(0,^) determines the sensitivity of the 
measured cross sections to the quadrupole moment. From equations
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3.43 and 3.44, p(0£) is approximately linear in the projectile charge Z-j. 
It also has a strong dependence on the scattering angle through the 
function n E2E2E2(0£,1). From fig. 3.3, the reorientation effect is maximum
at 180° and varies strongly with 0, falling off to zero at forward angles. It 
is therefore possible to isolate the reorientation effect either by varying the 
projectile species or the particle scattering angle. The dependence of
p(0,^) on the beam energy through the adiabaticity parameter £ suggests 
yet another way of isolating the reorientation effect. As can be seen from
fig. 3.3, p(0£) is approximately linear in £, i.e. the dependence is just as 
strong as on Z-j. However the range of bombarding energies that may be
used in this type of experiment is limited by count rate at the lower bound 
and the Coulomb-nuclear interference (section 4.2.6) at the upper bound. 
This type of experiment is therefore rarely performed.
If Pa is the excitation probability for one experimental configuration 
and Pß for another, eqn. 4.1 for the two cases gives
P = B(E2) f [1 + p Q(2*)] 4.2
a a a
and
P =B(E2)f [ 1+p  0 (2 ;)] 4.3
which may be solved simultaneously to obtain B(E2) and Q(2-|+). If only 
relative values are measured, then
P f
- S . = f i 1 + (p - p ) Q (2;)] 
pß ß “  p
4.4
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The last equation implies that from a relative measurement of 
excitation probabilities, Q(21+ ) can be determined relatively 
independently of B(E2) value.
There exist two principal ways of determining the excitation 
probabilities: (a) by detecting the scattered elastic and inelastic particles, 
and (b) by the detection of the decay of the excited state (emission of
y-rays or internal conversion electrons). In the latter method, the y-rays 
are usually recorded in coincidence with the scattered particles.
4.1.2 Particle Singles.
This technique involves the use of particle detectors of sufficient 
resolution to resolve both elastically and inelastically scattered particles. 
It has the advantage of a very simple experimental arrangement. 
However, it is sensitive to background effects such as target contaminants 
and nuclear reactions.
The excitation probabilities are obtained directly from the intensity
ratio ljne|/( le| + Ijnel) where tael anc* *el are *he intensities of peaks
corresponding to inelastic and elastic scattering of the projectiles. To 
extract the information required, it is usually necessary to measure 
excitation probabilities for various scattering angles or for different
projectile/target combinations.
The inelastic peak is usually much smaller than the elastic peak and 
sits on a low-energy tail extending from the elastic peak. The low energy 
tail can arise from combinations of target thickness, target non-uniformity, 
degradation of the beam energy by slit-edge scattering and detector
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effects. This can considerably affect the extraction of the inelastic peak 
areas. It is therefore important to minimize the tailing on the peaks. The 
amount of tailing can be measured by the peak-to-valley ratio (p/v ratio) 
which is obtained by dividing the height of the inelastic peak by the height 
of the background between the elastic and inelastic peaks.
The detection of scattered particles can be done, for example, with 
magnetic spectrographs or silicon surface-barrier detectors. Each has 
advantages and disadvantages. The intrinsic resolution that can be 
obtained from a magnetic spectrograph may be better than that of surface 
barrier detectors, especially for very heavy ions. However, for scattering 
near 180°, where the excitation probability is not a very strong function of 
angle (hence uncertainties in the scattering angle are not very significant) 
annular silicon surface-barrier detectors have advantages over magnetic 
spectrographs because of their larger solid angle for a given range of 
scattering angle (typically about 0.1 sr compared to about 0.005 sr for a 
magnetic spectrograph). At other angles, spectrographs can be used with 
larger solid angles than surface-barrier detectors if their design includes 
kinematic compensation. Another advantage of using a magnetic 
spectrograph is its associated mass identification system. This can be 
used to discriminate against particles from single-nucleon transfer 
reactions. In addition, magnetic spectrographs do not suffer from multiple 
pulse pile-up effects (see e.g. fig. 5.1) due to intense elastic scattering 
from lighter elements in the target principally 1^C.
One disadvantage of using magnetic spectrographs is that the 
scattered ions leaving the target can be in different atomic charge states 
and the charge state distributions will be different for the elastically and 
inelastically scattered particles. This should be allowed for by summing 
all of the most abundant charge states in order to obtain the total elastic 
and inelastic particle yields.
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4.1.3 Particle-gamma Coincidence Yield.
In this method, gamma rays from the excited state are observed in 
coincidence with scattered particles (detected, usually, in a 
surface-barrier detector). The excitation probability is obtained from the 
coincidence yield of gamma rays and singles yield of elastic and inelastic 
events. It is important to take into account the efficiency of the gamma-ray 
detector, the gamma-ray angular distribution and dead-time losses in the 
coincidence electronics.
The yield is proportional to the product of the solid angles of two 
detectors and can be low. However, because it is not necessary to 
resolve the elastic and inelastic particle groups in the detector, this can be 
compensated for by the use of relatively thick targets.
For a 2-j+-->0'j+ transition, the coincidence yield can be expressed in 
terms of daine|/daRuth as (KI70)
where e(E^) is the efficiency of the gamma detector, 0p is the laboratory
angle of the particle detector, is the angular correlation function
and are the polar coordinates of the emitted quanta. Carrying out
the integration over the azimuthal angle for E2 transitions the angular 
correlation function can be written in the form (KI70)
coin
 ^ dGRuth(V
W(0 (|) ) Ö Q  ,
y y
4.5
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J2 J4
W(ö ) = 1 + T  G2 ^  P2 (C0S eY> + r  G 4 A 4 P 4 (C0S e y)
where the J^/Jq are geometric attenuation coefficients, are angular 
correlation coefficients obtained from the Winther-de Boer code (Wi66),
are the hyperfine attenuation coefficients and Pk(cos 0y) are Legendre 
polynomials.
The gamma-ray angular distribution can be attenuated by the 
"deorientation effect" which arises from the hyperfine interaction between 
the strong magnetic field of unpaired atomic electrons and the magnetic 
dipole moment of the nucleus. The interaction results in a precession of
the nuclear spin axis, affecting the angular distribution of y-rays. In order 
to correct for this effect one must, in practice, measure the angular 
distribution. The deorientation effect can however be avoided by using a 
thick target backing so that the nucleus does not recoil into vacuum.
In recent years, an important application of the particle-gamma 
coincidence technique has been made feasible with developments in the 
heavy-ion induced multiple Coulomb-excitation (CI85). Using heavy ions, 
it has become possible to Coulomb excite collective states lying at rather 
high excitation energies ( = 2 MeV) with spins of up to approximately 30 h 
in deformed nuclei. The technique is to record Coulomb-excitation cross 
sections over a wide range of scattering angles using a wide range of 
projectile Z values e.g. 58Ni, 208Pb. The scattered particles and recoil
ions are detected in coincidence with the y-rays in GeLi detectors. A 
major difficulty in the analysis of multiple-Coulomb excitation data is that 
the cross section for the excitation of high lying states depends in a 
complicated way on terms involving the products of many electromagnetic 
matrix elements. In the analysis of past experiments (eg. Ba78a),
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model-dependent assumptions were used to estimate some of the matrix
elements (eg. quadrupole moments and E X  matrix elements involving 
side bands). Although this is a reasonable assumption for well deformed 
nuclei, where the rotational model works reasonably well, it is inadequate 
for transitional nuclei, for which significantly different models predict, in 
general, different static quadrupole moments and matrix elements. For 
the analysis of recent multiple-Coulomb excitation data, a new 
model-independent Coulomb excitation code has been developed by 
research groups at Rochester (Wu83t) and GSI. The computer program is 
described in detail in ref. Wu83t.
4.1.4 Gamma-rav Singles Yield
The quadrupole moment of a state can be measured by observing the 
yield of gamma-rays following the bombardment of a thick natural target 
with different projectiles (St70). The measured quantity is the relative 
cross section for the excitation of a state followed by gamma-ray emission
in the direction 0 integrated over the range of bombarding energies. From 
the relative intensities of the gamma rays, the relative contribution of the 
reorientation effect can be obtained. If the quadrupole moment for one 
isotope is known from other measurements then it is possible to obtain 
corresponding values for the others.
This technique has the advantage of a relatively simple experimental 
set-up and of the capability of collecting data on more than one nucleus 
simultaneously. However, a major difficulty is the extraction of accurate 
intensities from complex singles gamma-ray spectra.
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4.1.5 Gamma-rav Lineshape
It is possible to use the Doppler shift of de-excitation gamma rays 
following the bombardment of a target by a projectile (usually heavier 
than the target) to determine the quadrupole moment of an excited state 
(Sc72). The gamma-ray singles lineshape is observed in a 
high-resolution germanium detector placed at 0° to the beam axis. It is 
essential to use thin targets so that the excited nuclei recoil into vacuum 
with negligible energy loss. To first order, the observed Doppler shift is 
given by
AE = E0 ß cos 6 4.7
where ß = v/c, v is the velocity of the decaying nucleus, E0 is the energy of
the unshifted gamma-ray and 0r is the recoil angle in the centre-of-mass 
system. This Doppler shift makes it possible to determine the recoil angle 
and hence the scattering angle 0r (0p = -0r).
The cross section for gamma emission at 0^ = 0° after Coulomb
excitation from 0-j+ to 2-j+ state is given by (Sc72)
dG
__X
dQp
^7 ^  X c\0{%Wk(2,2,Q,2)j2kT:
d O  k=0,2,4
AQ
__ X
4k
4.8
where d a R/dQ is the Rutherford cross section and are the y - y 
correlation coefficients (AI75) and AD^is the solid angle subtended at the 
gamma-ray detector. The statistical tensor a ^K contains the nuclear
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structure information with a00 being identical to the first order excitation
probability. There is a direct correspondence between the y-ray 
lineshape observed at 0° and the Coulomb-excitation cross section
through the dependence upon the scattering angle 0p. This is given by 
Schwalm et. al (Sc72) as
dn (AE ) da (0 (AE ))
_____ X- = _±5___ 3L-1___1—  49
dAE E0 v dQ 
Y p
where and the integration has been carried out over the projectile's 
azimuth <j)p (i.e over all scattered particles with the same Doppler shift).
This technique has the advantage that it is insensitive to the value of 
the reduced excitation probability. However it is necessary to take into 
account the finite size of the detector, the energy loss of the incident beam 
in the target and the spread in recoil velocities as well as deorientation 
effects.
4.1.6 Reorientation Precession.
In this method the quadrupole moment is determined from its effect on 
the angular distribution of the de-excitation gamma rays. The effect of the 
quadrupole moment on the angular distribution appears as a precession 
and an attenuation of the expected distribution. The basic principle of the 
technique is to measure gamma-ray yields at two angles in coincidence 
with scattered projectiles detected at a fixed angle. The quadrupole 
moment is then determined from the ratio of the two yields.
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An advantage of this method is that it is insensitive to the interference 
effects of higher excited states. This is because the reorientation 
precession is a first order effect of the quadrupole interaction (Gr73). 
However, the attenuation of the angular distribution due to the quadrupole 
moment is small and the measurements are difficult. In addition 
deorientation can affect the results. For a typical example of the use of 
this technique in Coulomb excitation to determine quadrupole moments 
see ref. Ha76.
4.1.7 Gamma-rav Angular Distribution.
This technique is similar to the reorientation precession technique 
except that the scattered particles are not detected. The same problems 
that affect reorientation precession measurements also arise here: the 
effect sought is very small and the deorientation effect and quantal 
corrections must be taken into account. Again, like the 
reorientation-precession measurements, the quadrupole moment can be 
determined with very little sensitivity to the interference from higher 
excited states or to the reduced transition probability between the ground 
state and the excited state. Details of the analysis of this type of 
experiment are presented in ref. 0174.
4.2 Present Experimental Procedures.
In this section, some of the experimental considerations in applying 
the particle-singles technique in the present work will be described. 
These include details of the choice of experimental parameters, targets, 
detectors, beam energy calibration, scattering-angle determination, 
spectrum analysis, determination of the safe bombarding energies and 
the analysis of excitation probabilities to extract nuclear parameters. The
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particle singles technique was chosen in this work because of its relative 
simplicity.
4,2,1 Experimental Strategy,
From the approximate relationship (eqn. 4.1)
Pf = f(9£) B(E2) [ 1 + p(0,^)Q(21+) ] , 4.10
it can be seen that, if the magnitude of B(E2) were known to sufficient 
accuracy, Q(2-|+) could in principle be obtained from the measurement of
a single excitation probability. However, this is normally not the case and 
it is therefore desirable to employ such experimental configurations that 
enable B(E2) and Q(2-j+) to be determined simultaneously. This involves
measuring Pexp under at least two different experimental conditions. 
The determining factor in this case is the sensitivity to the reorientation 
effect as indicated by the magnitude of the parameter p in eqn. 4.10.
It was mentioned in section 4.1 that p is a function of, among other 
things, the scattering angle and the charge of the exciting nucleus. It is 
therefore possible to measure Q(2-j+) and B(E2;01+-->21+) by varying the
charge and mass of the exciting nucleus or the scattering angle. For the 
present work, 4He, 7 Li, 12C and 160  ions were employed and the 
scattered particles were detected at approximately 175°. Data with
relatively large p values were obtained detecting 12C and 160  ions near 
175° (~9% e '1b‘ 1 for the scattering of ions from 196Pt) and data
with relatively small p values were obtained by detecting 4He ions
scattered at 175° (~3% e '1b_1). It is possible to obtain lower p values by
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detecting scattered 4He particles at 90° (~2% e’ 1b‘ 1 for 196Pt target). 
The 199Pt experiments were the first in the series of experiments reported 
in this thesis. Therefore, to obtain increased confidence and significant 
redundancy in our results, four experimental configurations were 
employed. These comprised the detection of 4He, 12C and 160  ions at 
~175° using an annular silicon surface-barrier detector and scattered 
4 He ions were detected at about 90° using an Enge magnetic 
spectrometer (En64, Sp67).
4.2.2 Targets.
The accuracy and reliability of the information obtained from excitation 
probabilities depends critically on the quality of the scattered particle 
spectra. The spectrum quality is influenced to a large extent by the quality 
of the targets. This is largely a function of their uniformity and the extent to 
which they are free from contaminants which can interfere with peaks from 
scattering from the platinum or barium nuclei.
The barium targets were made by vacuum evaporation of isotopically 
enriched BaCl2 from a carbon boat with an r.f heater onto carbon foils of
thickness 10-20 pg/cm^. To improve the stability of the targets under
bombardment, a very thin layer (~1 pg/cm^) of carbon was evaporated 
onto the surface of the barium chloride. The isotopic composition of the 
barium targets and the partial thicknesses of barium are shown in tables 
4.1 and 4.2. They were measured by Rutherford scattering. The partial 
thicknesses were chosen according to experimental requirements such 
as resolution and count rate. In general, the effect of target thickness and 
kinematic broadening on the resolution of the peaks was much smaller for 
4He experiments than or experiments. Hence thicker targets 
were used for 4He experiments to improve the count rate. Target 
requirements for 12C beams were similar to those for 160.
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TABLE 4.1 Percentage composition of Ba target materials as provided by the 
supplier.
Target (i.e. major isotope)
ISOTOPE 134Ba(1) 134Ba(2) 136Ba(1) 136Ba(2) 138Ba
130Ba <0.06 <0.05 <0.11 <0.01
132Ba <0.06 <0.05 <0.11 <0.01
134Ba 85.5(5) 64.8(5) <0.07 <0.11 <0.01
135Ba 5.98(5) 14.1(1) 0.81(5) 0.72(5) <0.02
136Ba 1.42(5) 4.3(1) 92.7(1) 93.0(3) <0.03
137Ba 1.36(5) 2.7(2) 1.75(5) 2.90(5) 0.25(2)
138Ba 5.74(5) 14.1(3) 4.54(5) 3.38(5) 99.67(2)
NOTE: Two different isotopically enriched samples were used to prepare targets of each of 
134Ba and 136Ba. Further details on the isotopic composition of the second batch o f134Ba 
material is given in section 6.2.2.
Because the bombarding energy must be known to -0.1% (section 
4.2.4), allowance must be made for the projectile's loss of energy in the
target. The correction for the energy loss in the 1p.g/cm2 carbon layer is 
-0.01% of the beam energy. The corresponding energy loss in traversing 
the BaCl2 target itself (-0.1% of the incident energy) is made by 
subtracting half of this energy loss from the incident energy. The stopping
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TABLE 4.2 Target thicknesses of Ba targets (jig cm'^)
Proj
Targ
4He 7Li
oCM Oco
134Ba 46.0 5.0 5.0
136Ba 30.0 - 45.0 7.0 - 4.4
138Ba 84.0 - - 20.0
powers used in these calculations were obtained from Northcliffe and 
Schilling (No70).
The platinum targets were made in a similar manner to the barium 
targets. Enriched platinum in the metallic form was evaporated onto thin 
carbon foils. Unlike the barium targets, the platinum targets did not 
require a flash of carbon on their surfaces since they were found to be 
very stable under bombardment and did not show any sign of 
deterioration even when subjected for long periods of time to 160  beams 
in excess of 200 nA. The percentage isotopic compositions of the 
platinum targets and their thicknesses are shown in tables 4.3 and 4.4 
respectively. With the exception of the 192Pt targets, the targets were 
highly enriched. As is shown in chapter five, the poor enrichment of the 
192Pt targets resulted in more complex spectra and less precise 
determinations of the excitation probabilities.
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TABLE 4.3 Percentage composition 
supplier
of Pt target materials as provided by the
ISOTOPE
Target (i.e. major isotope)
192pt 194p, 196Pt(1) 196Pt(2) 198pt
190pt <0.5
192r 56.97(20) 0.04(1) <0.01 <0.05 0.01(1)
194p, 26.16(10) 95.06(15) 0.63(1) 0.78(2) 0.79(1)
195pt . 11.27(10) 3.78(10) 1.57(2) 2.39(5) 1.18(1)
196pt 4.74(10) 0.97(5) 97.51(3) 96.54(5) 2.18(2)
198pt 0.90(5) 0.17(2) 0.29(1) 0.29(2) 95.83(5)
1 QfiNote: Targets of Pt were prepared using two different isotopically enriched samples.
p
TABLE 4.4 Target thicknesses of Pt targets (pg cm'c)
Proj
targ
4He 160 12c
192pt 7.3 2.6 2.6
194Pt 21.0 1.8 2.0
196pt 15.0 6.6 3.0-15.0
198 p| 19.5 2.8 3.0
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Annular silicon surface-barrier detectors were used to detect scattered 
projectiles for all the experiments described in this thesis except for one, 
where scattered 4He ions were detected at 90° with a position-sensitive 
multi-element gas-filled proportional counter positioned at the focal plane 
of an Enge split-pole magnetic spectrograph (En64, Sp67).
4.2.3.1 Scattering-Chamber Geometry for Backangle Scattering 
Experiments.
The scattering chamber used for the backscattering experiments had 
an internal diameter of about 44.5 cm. The frames supporting the targets 
were held on a target ladder at the centre of the chamber. To detect 
particles scattered at backward angles, the targets were oriented normal 
to the incident beam with the carbon backings facing downstream. The 
beam lines and the scattering chamber are kept at high vacuum (~10'6 
torr). After passing through the target, the beam was stopped in an 
aluminium beam dump placed at a distance of about 2.5 m from the 
chamber. The use of aluminium as a dump ensures that projectiles 
scattered back up the beam line into the detector will have relatively small 
energies.
A schematic drawing of the experimental geometry employed in the 
backangle scattering experiments is shown in fig. 4.1. The incident beam 
trajectory through the annular surface barrier detector (AD) is defined by a 
4.6 mm-diameter hole made in a highly polished thin tantalum sheet (C1) 
attached to a collimator mount CM. The use of such a relatively large 
beam-defining collimator is desirable for the reduction of slit-edge 
scattering. Although this could lead to variation in the mean scattering 
angle due to the changes in beam trajectory, the effect is minimized by the
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The collimator mount CM is electrically insulated so that, by 
measuring the current, beam focussing could be monitored. Tantalum 
shield (TA) of thickness 3 mm protects the detector from any x-rays 
generated by the beam intercepted at C1.
The solid angle of the detector and the mean scattering angle are 
defined by an annulus formed by the pieces of tantalum material C2 and 
C3. The annulus is accurately circular, with inner and outer diameters of 
5.45(2) mm and 7.63(2) mm. The collimators C2 and C3 serve to prevent 
particles scattered from the targets from reaching the detector edges.
The distance between the target and detector was measured to +0.5 
mm which gives an uncertainty in the scattering angle near 180° of ±0.1°.
The detector was operated at high charge-collection fields (5-10 V/jim) 
and was cooled to about -20° to give optimum performance. Permanent 
bar magnets (BM) were placed on either side downstream of the detector 
to prevent secondary electrons emitted from the target T streaming into 
the detector and producing large numbers of low-energy pulses.
4.2.3.2 Focal Plane Detector and 90° Scattering
The operation of the Enge spectrograph, focal plane detector and the 
associated electronics have been described by Ophel and Johnston 
(Op78) and in ANU reports ANU-P/680 and ANU-P/848. For 90° 
scattering, the targets were placed at 45° to the beam direction in the 
transmission geometry with the carbon backings downstream. 
Identification of the charge and mass of a particle passing through the 
focal plane is achieved by measuring its position on the focal plane, the 
total energy of the particle, the rate of energy loss of the particle in the 
detector gas and the angle at which the particle traverses the detector. 
For light ions (e.g. 4He) it is sufficient to measure just the position and
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focal plane is achieved by measuring its position on the focal plane, the 
total energy of the particle, the rate of energy loss of the particle in the 
detector gas and the angle at which the particle traverses the detector. 
For light ions (e.g. 4He) it is sufficient to measure just the position and 
energy loss to give the required sensitivity to charge and mass.
As mentioned earlier, the Enge spectrograph was used in the present 
experiment to detect 4He particles scattered at 90°. At this angle, the 
Coulomb excitation probability is a rapidly varying function of angle. It is 
therefore important to determine the scattering angle as accurately as 
possible. For this purpose a technique developed by Kuehner et al. 
(Ku82) was employed.
The method is based on elastic scattering kinematics and can be 
understood with reference to fig. 4.2. This shows a plot of the position of 
elastically scattered particles on the focal plane of the spectrograph as a 
function of the laboratory angle for a particular magnetic field. A beam of 
37.87 MeV 160  ions was used to bombard a 196Pt target deposited on a 
carbon foil. At this energy the 160  ions have the same magnetic rigidity 
as the 4He employed in the actual experiment. The solid curves shown in 
fig. 4.2 give the behaviour of the 196Pt and 12C components of the target 
for a spectrograph magnetic field setting of 0.8355 T. An interesting 
feature of the solid curve labelled 196Pt is the rapid change in channel 
versus angle at scattering close to 90° (slope = 10.5 channels/degree). 
This sensitivity decreases dramatically at far forward angles (at 10° the 
slope is 1.8 channels per degree). This difference in slope for the two 
angles means that it is possible to determine the scattering angle near 
90° with an uncertainty approximately one-sixth of the uncertainty in the 
angle near 10°. The procedure is as follows.
With the Enge magnetic field set at 0.7707 T, the centroid of peaks for 
all the major charge states corresponding to elastic scattering of 160  ions
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50°
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Fig. 4.2 Plots showing the variation of distance along the focal-plane detector of
the Enge spectrograph as a function of laboratory angle. The solid curves show plots for
37.87 MeV 1 ions scattered from and nuclei for a magnetic field of 0.8355
1 QfiT and the dashed curve represents scattering from Pt for a magnetic field of 0.7707 
T. The labels AA and BB indicate pairs of points used for the angle determination.
from Pt at 90° were determined. The process was repeated for 89° and 
91°. The Enge field was changed to 0.8355 T and the Enge moved to 
10°. This gives the same radius of curvature for the detected ions at 10° 
and 90° (see fig 4.2, BB) and ensures that the same region of the 
magnetic field is being sampled by the particle trajectories. The centroids 
of the Pt elastic peaks were then determined as before for a couple of 
angles close to 10°. The whole process was repeated several times in 
order to determine the peak centroids as precisely as possible and also to 
check the effects of differential hysteresis in the spectrograph magnetic 
field as it is cycled up and down to the two magnetic fields required. The 
peak positions for angles close to 90° were then plotted against the 
scattering angle. From this plot, the angle corresponding to the peak 
position at 90° was determined. This angle corresponds to the exact
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value of the scattering angle used in the actual experiment. The precision 
of the method was estimated by comparing the angles as determined from 
several repetitions and from the other charge states of the projectile.
The accuracy of the angle determination was further improved by a 
more precise determination of the angle at 10°. This was achieved by 
comparing the variation of the peak position at 10° for 160  ions scattered 
from the 12C component of the target, with the peak position of 160  ions 
scattered from 196Pt at an angle calculated to place the two peaks in the 
same channel (see fig. 4.2, AA). The angle in this case is 41.5° As is 
evident from fig. 4.2, the reason why this comparison can be used to 
determine the angle at 10° is a consequence of the much larger slope of 
the curve fo r1 than that fo r199Pt at 41.5°.
An important point to note is that this method does not depend on a 
precise knowledge of the beam energy since, for elastic scattering, all 
energies are proportional to the beam energy and it cancels out in peak 
position comparisons. It is necessary, however, to make small corrections 
for the energy loss in the target. A precision of ±0.1° was attained in the 
measured angle near 90°.
4.2.4 Beam Energy Calibration.
The energy calibration of the 14UD Pelletron accelerator has been 
described by Spear et al. (Sp77). During the two and a half years over 
which data were taken for the present thesis, the calibration of the beam 
energy was repeated on two occasions. Both values confirmed the initial 
calibration by Spear et al. (Sp77). The basic principle of the calibration 
consists of determining the magnetic constant K of the beam analysing 
magnet of the accelerator, defined in the relativistic relationship (Ov69)
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K
E M + E
2 Me2
4.11
In the above equation, B is the magnetic field, q is the charge of the 
particle, M is its mass and E is its kinetic energy.
In the more recent calibrations, the accurately known energy of the 
resonance in + p at 14.23075 ±  0.00020 MeV (Hu73, Go75) in the
exit channel 12C (p, a) 9 B was employed. The alpha-partic les were
detected at a laboratory scattering angle 40° with a 40jim  surface barrier 
detector. The adopted value of K is (78.07 ±  0.04) MeV.u/e2T2 where the 
uncertainty is the standard deviation of the results of the previous and 
present measurements.
4,2.5 Spectrum Analysis.
The experimental excitation probability is defined as
p (do/dnC,
exp (dcr/dfi)!* + (da/d£2)|f
4.12
Since Pexp is a ratio, it is not necessary to determ ine absolute cross 
sections and the area of the elastic and inelastic peaks can be substituted 
for (dG /dQ )e | and (dG/d£2)jn e | repective ly. The spectrum  analysis
therefore consisted of extracting the areas of the elastic and inelastic 
peaks from the data in order to determine the excitation probability.
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4.2.5.1 Lineshape
The procedure for unfolding the elastic and inelastic peaks is as 
follows. A computer program was used to fit a mathematical function
h [e" a(* ’ z,2+ be c(x z)(1 - e d<x z)2)] +
f(x)
-k(x-z)2 V  ' Vi(z' x),< •wi (z' x>
e + 2j u  ie (1-e )
i=1
+ Bx +C
x>z 4.13a 
x<z 4.13b
to the elastic peak. In the above equation, h and z are the height and 
position of the peak, x is the channel number, C and B are the height and 
slope of the linear background observed above the elastic peak and 
below the inelastic peak. The parameters a,b,c, ... , are adjustable 
parameters.
The function f(x) consists of a skewed Gaussian plus exponential tails. 
To fit f(x) to the data, the inelastic peaks are assumed to have the same 
shape parameters as the elastic peak apart from position and height. 
(This is a valid assumption when it is realised that the peak lineshape is 
determined by energy loss processes which act on the projectiles. These 
processes affect the inelastically and elastically scattered particles in the 
same way. For example, each peak is broadened to very nearly the same 
extent due to the energy loss in the target.) The exponential tails give 
good representation of the various processes in the detector which 
produce low-energy tailing.
The inelastic-peak area was determined by summing the data over a 
range of channels and then subtracting the computed area due to the tail 
of the elastic peak in the range of the summation. The upper and lower 
channels defining the integration limits for the inelastic peak were chosen
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to be those where the number of counts in the channel first showed a 
significant difference from the computed elastic-peak tail. The elastic 
peak area was then determined by summing the data over a 
corresponding range of channels. The integration range is chosen to 
include the same number of whole channels on each side of the 
elastic-peak centroid as for the inelastic peak.
The above method for determining peak areas is referred to as the 
"partial fit" method. A second method exists which was used mainly as a 
check for the "partial fit" method. In this method, the computer program is 
used to calculate the peak areas by integrating the function f(x) channel 
by channel. The excitation probability is then calculated from the peak 
areas as determined from the fit.
Although the two methods gave results which were only about 0.4% 
different, the "partial fit" method was preferred for the following reasons:
(a) The use of the computer fit to merely estimate the background 
under the inelastic peak eliminates errors arising from poor fits to the tops 
of the peaks.
(b) By summing only over channels which significantly contribute to 
the peak area, the error in the peak area arising from the need to estimate 
the background is reduced.
(c) The determination of the uncertainties in the peak areas is made 
more transparent. This is discussed in detail in subsection 4.2.5.4.
4.2.5.2 Fitting Statistic.
It is well known (Be69) that, if the data follow Poisson statistics, the 
method of x2 minimization suffers certain difficulties such as under- or
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over- estimation of the area under a peak depending on the particular
definition of x 2 used. At the initial stages of the experimental work 
reported in this thesis, the goodness of the fit was estimated by calculating 
the sum of the squares of the deviation of the data from the fitted curve i.e.
2 V  (data - fit)2 
x  ~  data 4.14
This procedure tends to underestimate the area under the curve by an 
amount approximately equal to %mjn2- This fitting problem is a relatively
minor one when the channels being fitted have large numbers of counts. 
However, for data with low statistics the method is inadequate. A typical 
example is the determination of peak areas corresponding to the 
excitation of higher excited states of the Pt isotopes (chapter 5). The use
of the x2 function tended to under-estimate the linear background under
the peaks. For this reason, it was found to be necessary to replace the x2 
by a log-likelihood function defined as (Ba84)
x2 = 2X Yi - ni + rij In (n ^ ), 4.15
A,P j
where nj is the number of counts in the i c h a n n e l  and yj is the
corresponding value predicted by the fit. Use of the log-likelihood 
function gave very good fits to the regions of the spectra with low statistics.
The main reason for this difference in performance between x2 and xx p2
is that xx p2 is based on Poisson statistics which is the same as the
distribution of the data. On the other hand, x2 is based on the Gaussian 
distribution which is a good approximation only when the the number of 
events is large.
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4.2.5.3 Checks for Target Contaminants.
The present experimental technique depends upon the absence of 
significant contaminant peaks beneath the peaks of interest. Target 
contaminants can be categorized into isotopic contaminants (i.e. other Pt 
or Ba isotopes) and those due to other elemental impurities. Corrections 
for isotopic contaminants were made by using the isotopic assay from the 
suppliers of the target material and other information from the literature. 
(This is discussed further in chapters five and six.) To demonstrate that 
the targets were free from contaminants other than Ba or Pt, low-energy 
beams of 160  of 12C (15 - 20 MeV) were used to bombard the targets. 
The region in the spectrum where the relevant elastic contaminants would 
appear was investigated in order to place an upper limit on the level of 
such contaminants. The required upper limit was obtained by summing 
the data in a region centered at the position of interest and with a width 
equal to the FWHM of the elastic peak. Twice the square root of the sum 
was then taken as the upper limit on the level of contaminants. This 
process is described in subsequent chapters as "taking twice the standard 
deviation of the background".
The above procedure proved to be inadequate for contaminants 
check on some of the heavy-ion data for the following reason. The 
positions of the elastic peaks due to the contaminants were high on the 
tail of the Ba or Pt elastic peak where, because of the large number of 
counts in the region of interest, taking twice the standard deviation of the 
background led to an over-estimation of the upper limit on the level of 
contaminants in the target. Hence for these heavy-ion data a method 
described in ref. He83 was employed to determine the upper limit of the 
contaminants' peak area for an agreeable significance level. The 
procedure is similar to the "partial fit" method. The function f(x) (eqn. 4.13) 
was fitted to the Pt or Ba elastic peak and the fitting area B under the 
elastic peak tail in the region of interest was determined from the fit. If the
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total number of counts in the region of interest is C, an upper limit on the 
contaminant peak area A can be determined from the relationship (He83)
a = I -a
a
4.16
In this equation, a is the probability of having a peak area greater than A, 
a=C-B, o = VC and I(z) is the complementary error function defined as
4.17
Hence the probability of having a peak less than A is (1 - a). It follows
that the peak area is less than A, with a (1 - a).100% significance level. In 
the present work, the upper limit on the contaminants' peak area was
determined to 95% confidence level (i.e. a = 0.05). The relative intensity 
of contaminant peaks was determined by dividing A by the total number 
counts in the Ba or Pt peak.
The beam energy for the contaminants' check was chosen to give an 
excitation probability for the 2-j+ state in Ba or Pt at a level of less than
1.0% of its value at the smallest experimental energy employed. Also, in 
order to obtain reliable estimates of the possible amount of contaminants 
in the target, the beam energy was chosen to give elastic scattering cross 
sections for the contaminants equal to their Rutherford value. This 
ensured that the corresponding cross sections at the higher experimental 
energies used in data collection are less than the Rutherford value and 
thus that the upper limits are absolute.
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4.2.5.4 Sources of Uncertainty in PCXp.
The errors in the estimated peak area arise from (a) the limitations due 
to statistics of the data (b) uncertainties in estimating the background and 
(c) uncertainties in the limits for the peak integration.
The statistical uncertainty in the peak area is just the square root of the 
number of counts in the total area under the peak. For most of the data in 
this thesis, the targets were bombarded until the peak corresponding to 
the 2-|+ state contained more than 104 counts, giving a statistical error of 
about 1%.
The background area underneath the inelastic peaks is made up of 
three parts: (i) the area under the tail of the elastic peak (ii) a linear 
background and (iii) contribution from isotopic impurities. The 
uncertainties in (i) and (ii) were determined by varying the heights of the 
elastic tail and the linear background and visually judging their effect on 
the quality of the fit. This procedure was carried out for every 
experimental configuration. The estimated uncertainties were in the 
range 10 - 15% of the total background area. The uncertainty in (iii) 
above was estimated using the errors quoted on the isotopic abundances 
of the impurity nuclei (see tables 4.1 and 4.3) and the the errors on the 
matrix elements used to estimate the intensity of inelastic peaks from the 
impurities.
As mentioned earlier, the peak integration range for the elastic peak 
was chosen to include the same number of channels about its centroid as 
for the inelastic peak. This procedure gave rise to summation limits 
expressed in fractions of a channel, but it is only possible to sum over 
integral number of channels. Thus, the peak integration limits for the 
elastic peak may be up to half a channel too low or too high. The
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resulting uncertainty was estimated to be less than 0.1% of the elastic 
peak area.
The above errors were combined in quadrature to obtain the the 
uncertainty in the peak areas and thence the excitation probabilities.
4.2.6 Determination of Safe Bombarding Energies.
For the nuclei studied here the excitation probability Pexp increases
with increasing bombarding energy. This gives rise to spectra of 
improved quality. Although this feature is desirable,since a good quality 
spectrum greatly reduces uncertainties such as those due to background 
subtraction and contaminants, it is also very important to make sure that 
the data analysed are free from Coulomb-nuclear interference. The 
application of the Coulomb-excitation theory is only valid if the colliding 
nuclei remain sufficiently far apart for the effect of the short-range nuclear 
force on the scattering cross section to be negligible.
The distance of closest approach of the nuclear surfaces is 
conventionally defined by
0 . 7 2 ^  A,
s(fm) = -----^—~  (1 + J - ) { 1 + cosec (6/2) ]
. 1/3 1 / 3 . . . _
-1.25 ( A1 + ) 4.18
where E is the bombarding energy in the laboratory frame, 0 is the 
centre-of-mass scattering angle and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the 
projectile and target respectively.
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A convenient way of determining the maximum safe energy is to 
measure the excitation probabilities Pexp f° r a ran9e of bombarding
energies and plot the ratio Pexp/pCoul as a function of s. The quantity 
PCoul's *he excitation probability calculated, assuming a pure Coulomb 
interaction, with the Winther-de Boer multiple Coulomb excitation code 
(Wi66). Such plots show a constant value for the ratio Pexp/pCoul at
large values of s. At smaller distances, the onset of the Coulomb-nuclear 
interference appears as a decrease in the ratio until some minimum value 
is reached, after which it increases rapidly. Many examples of such plots 
are shown in the following chapters.
The minimum safe distance can be different for every experimental 
situation (Sp78a). It will depend on such parameters as scattering angle 
and the excitation energy. It can also be different for every 
projectile-target combination. Part of the reason is probably that nuclei 
are not hard spheres of radius 1.25A1/3 (as assumed in eqn. 4.16). 
Rather, most nuclei are deformed and have a diffuse surface. For this 
reason, it is advisable not to calculate the minimum safe distance using a 
mathematical formula, as has been done in some previous experiments 
(B068, CI77), but it should rather be determined experimentally.
4.2.7 Determination of Nuclear Properties from Excitation 
Probabilities.
The experimental values of the excitation probabilities which are 
considered to be free from the Coulomb-nuclear interference are used to 
determine the required nuclear properties.
The procedure involves a non-linear least squares fitting to the 
experimental excitation probabilities in which the unknown nuclear
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parameters x-j, x2> . . . , xn are varied to find the minimum value of %2 
defined by
X 2 4.19
where APexp is the uncertainty in the ith excitation probability. The fitting
procedure uses the parabolic search method described by Bevington 
(Be69, p236). The Winther-de Boer multiple Coulomb excitation code 
(Wi66) has been incorporated (Ve84t) into the fitting program as a 
subroutine and it is used to integrate the coupled differential equations 
(eqn. 3.21) numerically to obtain values of the excitation probabilities 
PqouI- The program requires as inputs the excitation energies of those
higher excited states which are strongly connected to the 2-j+ state, the 
multipolarities of the transitions and the transition strengths. The 
statistical uncertainty in the variable Xj is computed directly from the
uncertainties in Pexp as (Be69)
I (AP.Jexpj3(P ).' exp ’ ) 4.20
The above procedure is adopted for the analysis of the data described in 
the following chapters. However, to give a visual presentation of the 
influence of each set of data on the determination of Q(2*| +) and
B(E2;0-|+-->21+), the approximate expression for the excitation probability 
obtained from perturbation theory (eqn. 3.45)
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Pf - f ( 0 ,9  B(E2) [ 1 + p(e^)Q(2;> ] 4.21
is used to obtain plots of Pe x p /f against p. The fit to the data is 
represented by a straight line with intercept on the vertical axis equal to 
B(E2;01+-->21+) and slopes of B(E2;01+~>21+).Q(21+).
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CHAPTER FIVE
QUADRUPOLE MOMENTS OF THE FIRST EXCITED STATES OF
192Pt, 194Pt, 196Pt AND 198Pt.
5.1 Introduction.
In the periodic table of elements, the platinum isotopes occur in a region 
between the highly deformed rare earth elements and the nearly spherical 
lead nuclei. It has been observed that collective excitations of these nuclei 
exhibit large departures from both the vibrational model (section 2.2.1) and 
the rotational model (section 2.2.2) and numerous attempts have been made 
to understand these structural deviations in terms of small corrections to 
these models with varying degrees of success.
One area of controversy is the nature of triaxiality of nuclei in this region. 
The conclusions of two recent Coulomb excitation experiments on Pt nuclei
are contradictory. Based on an analysis of de-excitation y-ray yields 
resulting from Coulomb excitation of 192,194,196^ nuc|ej by 136xe jonS( 
Lee et al. (Le77) concluded that these nuclei behave rather like asymmetric 
rigid rotors (section 2.2.2). An opposite view is offered by Baktash (Ba78a) 
who concluded that the spectroscopic quadrupole moments of the 2-j+,
and 4-j+ states of 194Pt as well as the reduced transition matrix elements
connecting them were best described by the microscopic 
pairing-plus-quadrupole (PPQ) model of Kumar and Baranger (Ku68), thus
implying y-soft cores for the platinum nuclei.
As mentioned in section 2.2.6, Kumar and Baranger's microscopic 
calculations predict that Q(21+) should change from negative (as required for 
a prolate charge distribution) to positive (oblate) in proceeding from the
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osmium to the platinum isotopes and that it should remain positive for the Hg 
isotopes. They calculated that the prolate-oblate transition should occur 
between A=192 and A =186.
Soon after this prediction, Coulomb excitation experiments at Pittsburgh 
established that Q(2-j+) is clearly negative for 184,186,1 88,190,1 92q s
(Pr70,La72) and positive for 194,196,198pj (GI68.GI69). Later, Cline and his 
collaborators at Rochester (CI78) reported substantial confirmation of the 
Pittsburgh results. (It should be noted that details of the Rochester 
experiments have not been published. It is therefore difficult to assess the 
quality of their work.) In addition Coulomb excitation measurements at 
Canberra (Es77,Sp80,Es81) and at Köln (Bo79) have shown that Q(2*j+) is 
positive for 198,200,202,204|_jg
This had been the situation until the recent measurement of Q(2*j+)
for194pt ^  Pittsburgh group (Ch83). In a Coulomb excitation experiment 
using the particle singles technique, they obtained a value which is 
consistent with zero. They attribute the difference between this recent 
measurement and their old result to an incorrect allowance for the effect of 
isotopic contaminants in their earlier 194Pt targets which were of poor 
isotopic enrichment. Their published target compositions (GI68) suggest that 
the problems would be at least as great for 196Pt ancj 198pt> which raises 
doubts about their results for those nuclei.
The suggestion that Q(2-j+) of 194Pt jS zero is very interesting. The IBM
(section 2.2.5) has had considerable success in reproducing the properties 
of the low-lying states of the platinum isotopes. In particular, the transition 
region has been described in terms of a progression from the 0(6) limit (at 
higher-mass platinum isotopes) towards the SU(3) limit for the lighter Os 
isotopes. More importantly, it is claimed by proponents of the IBM that the 
nucleus 1^6pt is a very good example of the 0(6) limit of the IBM. However 
the 0(6) limit of the IBM predicts a zero value for Q(2*|+) in disagreement with
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the results from Rochester. It is therefore highly desirable to make a new and 
independent measurement of Q(2-j+) for the even mass Pt isotopes. A result
for 196Pt similar to that obtained by Chen et al. (Ch83) for 194Pt would 
remove the last obstacle to the view that 196Pt is an archetypal 0(6) nucleus.
In the following sections, details of the experimental procedure and 
results of our measurements on 19^Pt, 194Pt, 19^Pt and 19®Pt are gjven. In 
subsequent subsections, a description of the extraction of the Q(2<j+) and
B(E2;01+--> 21+) will be given. Finally a comparison of the present
experimental results with previous measurements will be provided in the last 
section of this chapter.
5.2 Excitation Probabilities.
As described in section 4.2, the experimental procedure involved 
bombarding enriched platinum targets with 12C,1^ 0  and 4He ions. The 
scattered particles were then detected at -175° using an annular 
surface-barrier detector and at 90° in the focal plane detector of an Enge 
spectrograph. The excitation probabilities Pexp were extracted from the
intensities of peaks corresponding to the states in the Pt nucleus of interest, 
after appropriate corrections had been made for the presence of isotopic 
impurities in the target. From the isotopic composition of the Pt targets (table 
4.3), it can be seen that all of the enriched targets contained varying amounts 
of 195pt (ranging from 1.18% in ^9®Pt to 11.27% in ^9^Pt). There are 
numerous states in 19^Pt aj excitation energies lower than the energy of the 
2-|+ states in the even-mass Pt isotopes. In table 5.1 the states in 195Pt
which significantly affect the excitation probabilities of states in the 
even-mass Pt isotopes are given. Their contributions to the spectra were 
subtracted by using known matrix elements (see table 5.1) from the literature 
(Ha78,Br85) and the isotopic composition of the target material.
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5.2.1 4He Data : Back-angle Scattering
Beams of 4He with intensities up to 200 nA were used to bombard 
enriched Pt targets and the scattered particles were detected with a silicon 
surface-barrier detector at a mean laboratory angle of 174.8(1)° for the 
194pf( 196pt ancj 198pt data ancj 170.0(1)° for the 1 ^2pt data. The beam 
energies ranged from 14.0 MeV to 15.6 MeV in 0.2 MeV steps. This was 
done in order to determine experimentally the energy for which the effect of 
the nuclear force on the excitation probability is significant (section 4.2.6).
TABLE 5.1: List of states and matrix elements o f 1 ^5Pt included in the analysis of the 
date for the even-mass Pt isotopes.
Transition Ey (keV) M(E2) (eb)+ M(E2) (eb)
( 3 / 2 )  ^ -> (1 /2 )1 * 98.9 0.55(6) 0 .38 (3 )
(5 /2 )  1 * -> (1/2)1 ’ 129.8 0.62(3) 0 .63 (2 )
(5 /2 )  1 ‘ -> (3/2) 1 * 30.8 <0.92 -
( 5 / 2 ) 2 " -> (3/2)1 ‘ 140.2 <0.62 -
( 3 / 2 ) 2 ~ -> (1 /2 )1 ' 199.3 0.23(1) 0 .29 (2 )
( 3 / 2 ) 3 ~ -> (1/2)1 ‘ 211 .2 0.89(2) 0 .86 (2 )
( 5 / 2 ) 2 ~ -> (1/2)1 ' 239 .2 1.07(3) 1 .02(2)
(5 /2 )  3 ” -> (1/2)1 * 389.1 - 0 .20 (1 )
(3 /2 )  4 " -> (1/2)1 * 419.7 - 0 .24 (5 )
( 5 / 2 ) 4 ~ -> (1/2)1 * 455.3 - <0.09
( 3 / 2 ) 5 ” -> (1/2)1 * 524.9 - 0 .27 (4 )
+ Ref. Ha78 
++ Ref. Br85
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Representative spectra are shown in fig. 5.1. Peaks from elastic 
scattering as well as peaks corresponding to the excitation of the 2*|+, 22+
and 4-j+ states were observed. The 2^  and 4*j + states are well resolved in
the 194Pt and the196Pt data and their excitation probabilities were 
determined. However, for 19®Pt, the corresponding peaks were not resolved 
because of a high background in the region of interest and also because of 
the much lower transition probabilities for these states for 198pt than for 
e ither194Pt o r199Pt. Neither were these peaks resolved in the 192Pt data 
because of the poor enrichment of the 192Pt targets.
C H A N N E L
Fig. 5.1 Representative spectra of 4 He backangle scattering data. The peaks are 
labelled according to the angular momentum of the final states of the Pt nuclei. The full 
lines show the result of fits to the spectra as described in the text. The dashed curves 
show the area subtracted to allow for the isotopic contaminants.
The 2*j+ peak-to-background ratio was very good in most cases. It ranged 
from about 50 to about 200. The structure lying between the 2*|+ and the 
elastic peaks is due to the excitation of states in 195Pt. The contributions of
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all the isotopic contaminants to the spectra are indicated by broken curves in
fig. 5.1. The full curves represent the fits to the data obtained as described in 
section 4.2.5.
In the data for 194Pt, 196Pt and 198Pt, there is evidence of peaks due to 
elastic scattering from 137Ba and 138Ba on the low energy side of the 2: +
peak. These have intensities of about 1.0% of the inelastic peak. This
contamination probably occurred during the making of the targets. 
Investigation of spectra (fig. 5.2) obtained by bombarding the targets with low 
energy 160  and 12C beams confirmed the presence of this element in the 
targets. However the Ba peaks lie well outside the 2  ^+ peak and their
contribution was estimated to be less than 0.2% of the 2 ^  peak’s intensity.
The method described in section 4.2.5.3 was used to set upper limits 
on the contribution of elastic scattering from other target contaminants to the 
excitation probabilities of the 2-j+ state. The masses of possible interfering 
nuclei and the upper limits are given in table 5.2.
3 0  MeV
C H A N N E L
Fig. 5.2 A spectrum of 30 MeV ions backscattered from ^ ^ P t .  The positions 
where peaks due to elastic scattering from possible target contaminants which can affect 
the excitation probability of the 21 + state are indicated. Also shown is the position of 
peaks due to elastic scattering from Ba.
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TABLE 5.2: Target contaminants which can affect the ^He Backscattering Data
Isotope Contaminant 
(mass range)
Upper Limits on 
level of Contaminants
(relative to Pt 
elastic peak)
%of least
p*exp
192pt 145-157 6.0X1 O'5 0.3
194p, 144-154 2.6X1 O'5 0.2
196pt 143-152 2.8X1 O’5 0.2
198 141-148 4.5X1 O'5 0.4
Possible nuclear reactions at the bombarding energies employed are 
single nucleon transfer reactions. However, particles from such reactions 
have much lower energies and are well removed from the region of interest.
The excitation probabilities obtained as described in section 4.2.5 are 
listed in table 5.3. The errors on the Pexp values are mainly from statistics
and the uncertainties in extracting the background area underneath the 
inelastic peaks.
5.2.2 4He Data : 90° Scattering,
These are the only data taken with the Enge spectrograph and focal plane 
detector. Beams of 4He ions were used to bombard 196Pt targets and the 
scattered particles were detected at 90°. Spectra were recorded at energies 
ranging from 16.8 MeV to 18.6 MeV in steps of 0.2 MeV. The problem of 
charge state fractionation referred to in section 4.1.1 does not arise because 
there is only one major charge state. However, for particle-type identification 
purposes the energy loss and position signals obtained from the focal plane
detector were scanned and data corresponding to the a-particles gated in 
order to eliminate particles from possible transfer reactions and also reduce
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Table 5.3 Measured excitation probabilities for 4He Backscattering Data
Nucleus E(MeV) 1 0 2 * P eX p<2 i +) 1 o 5 » P e x p (2 2 + ) 1 ° 5 X P e x p (4 ,
192p t 14.4 2 .203 (32 ) _ -
(1 7 0 .0 °) 14.6 2 .307 (32 ) - -
14.6 2 .355(37) - -
14.8 2 .498(36) - -
15.0 2 .602 (36 ) - -
194Pt 14.2 1.887(16) 6 .8 (28) 6 .3 (12)
(1 7 4 .8 °) 14.4 1.944(16) 7 .4(27) 8 .6 (16 )
14.6 2 .022 (17 ) 7 .0(28) 8 .0 (16 )
14.8 2 .185 (19 ) 7 .8(27) 6 .1 (15)
15.0 2 .230(19) 9 .1(38) 8 .5 (17 )
15.2 2 .363 (21 ) - 6 .8 (16 )
15.6 2 .535 (22 ) - 7 .6 (17 )
1 96pt 14.2 1.156(13) 4 .2 (11) 3 .8 (10 )
(1 7 4 .8 °) 14.4 1.582(13) 4 .9(13) 5 .0 (12)
14.6 1.669(14) - 2 .9 (11 )
14.8 1.781(15) 4 .3(13) 3 .8 (13 )
15.0 1 .840(16) 5 .8(13) 4 .1 (12)
15.2 1.894(16) 3 .0(12) 7 .1 (14)
15.4 2 .000 (17 ) 5 .0(13) 8 .2 (15)
15.6 2 .099 (18 ) - 6 .3 (17)
1 98pt 14.0 1.059(11) - -
(1 7 4 .8 °) 14.2 1.112(12) - -
14.4 1.167(16) - -
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Table 5.3 cont'd
Nucleus E(MeV) 1° 2 x Pexp(
00o>
14.6 1.209(15)
(174.8°) 14.8 1.289(13)
15.0 1.326(11)
15.2 1.415(13)
15.4 1.488(13)
15.6 1.547(17)
1° 5 * Pexp<22+> 1° 5 *Pexp<41+)
2.5(12)
Pt + He
17.4  MeV
9 0 .0
CHANNEL
Fig. 5.3 Typical spectrum of the 4 He data taken at 90°. Scattered particles were 
detected in the focal plane detector of the Enge spectrograph.
the background in the position spectrum. This sort of analysis showed that 
no other particle type was present in the spectra. Fig. 5.3 shows a typical 
spectrum.
The inelastic peak sits on an almost flat background. The peaks are well 
resolved and peak-to-valley ratios better than 100 were obtained. There is 
no evidence of peaks in the spectrum corresponding to the higher excited 
states (compared with the backangle data) because their excitation
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probabilities are about 10 times lower at 90° than at 175° and cannot be 
distinguished from the linear background in the region of interest. The mean 
laboratory scattering angle was determined to be (90.13 ±  0.09)° using the 
method described in section 4.2.3.
Elastic scattering from contaminants with masses in the range 143<A<152 
could produce peaks in the region of the 196Pt inelastic peak. Spectra were 
obtained with beams of 18 MeV 160  at 90° scattering angle. These showed 
no indication of any contaminant peaks in the region of interest. Taking two 
standard deviations of the background an upper limit of 0.2% of the least 
excitation probability can be placed on the level of the elastic contaminants. 
The excitation probabilities are given in table 5.4.
Table 5.4 Measured excitation probabilities for the 2^+ state o f1 ®®Pt at 90°.
Target elab E(MeV) 1o2* Pexp(21+)
194pt 90.13(9) 16.8 0.905(8)
17.0 0.927(8)
17.4 0.995(9)
17.8 1.056(10)
18.0 1.153(21)
18.2 1.154(10)
18.6 1.202(12)
5.2.3 12C Data.
The beam energies employed in the experiments involving 12c  ions 
ranged from 41 MeV to 56 MeV. The beam intensities were typically about 
250 nA. Fig. 5.4 shows a typical spectrum obtained for each isotope. Peaks
corresponding to the 2^ ,  4-j+ and 3-j" states were resolved in most of the
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1 9Fig. 5.4 Representative spectra of ,fcC data. The peaks are labelled according to the 
angular momentum of the final states of the Pt nuclei. The full lines show the result of fits 
to the spectra as described in the text. The dashed curves show the the area subtracted to 
allow for the isotopic contaminants.
spectra for the highly enriched isotopes and it was possible to extract their 
excitation probabilities.
The larger projectile charge of 12C results in inelastic peaks of high 
intensities compared with the 4 He data. The 2-j+ peak sits on the
low-energy tail of the elastic peak. This gives rise to much lower 
peak-to-valley ratios than for the 4He data. The problem is compounded 
in the 192Pt data due to the poor enrichments of the targets. The best 
peak-to-valley ratio in the 192Pt data was only 3 compared to 12 in 19^R.
In order to increase the confidence in the extracted peak areas for 192Pt 
and also to investigate the possible effects of uncertainties in the isotopic 
composition, fits were obtained by increasing the fraction of 192Pt in the
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C H A N N E L
Fig. 5.5 Spectra of 58.0 MeV 
1 fi O ions scattered through
174.8° from 19^Pt showing the
quality of fits obtained by
changing the isotopic 
1 Q ?composition of 1 3 t Pt and 
194Pt in the target by (b) 1% 
(c) 2% from the nominal
values (a).
target by 1% and decreasing the fraction of 1^4Pt -jo/o from ^ ejr nomjna| 
values. This produced noticeable deterioration in the quality of the fit (fig. 
5.5) but it changed the excitation probability by less than 0.3% which is 
considerably less than the uncertainty due to statistics.
The possible interfering masses and the upper limits set on their 
contribution to the excitation probabilities of the + states are given in
table 5.5. The upper limits are all smaller than the uncertainty arising from 
statistics.
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1 PTABLE 5.5 Target contaminants which can affect the lcCData
Isotope Contaminant 
mass range
Upper Limits on 
level of Contaminants
(relative to Pt 
elastic peak)
%of least
pr exp
192pt 183-188 6.6x10‘4 0.5
194pt 183-190 7.0x1 O’4 0.6
196pt 185-191 4.5x1-*4 0.5
198pt 186-192 4.0x1 O'4 0.6
Peaks due to single nucleon transfer reactions were observed in some of 
the data taken at high bombarding energies ( > 50 MeV). However, the 
energies of particles from the transfer reactions were low enough to remove 
them from the region of interest. The list of excitation probabilities is given in 
table 5.6.
5.2.4 160  Data
Beams of ions with bombarding energies in the range 55 MeV to 63 
MeV, and intensities of typically about 250 nA were used to bombard the 
enriched targets. Representative spectra are shown in fig 5.6. The 
peak-to-valley ratios for the more highly enriched targets range between 3 
and 5. For 192Pt the best value is only 2.0.
Just as in the ^2C experiments, peaks due to the Coulomb excitation of 
the 0*j+, 2-j 22+.4i + and 3-f states are observed, although their resolution
is not as good as in the 12C data.
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Table 5.6 Measured excitation probabilities for 12C bombardment.
Nucleus E(MeV) 102 x PgxP(2 i +) 103 xP exp(22+) 1 o 3 x P exp<4 1+)
192Pt 41.0 13.11(18) - -
(174.8°) 42.0 14.29(16) - -
43.0 15.65(17) - -
44.0 16.86(18) - -
45.0 18.14(20) - -
46.0 19.07(22) - -
47.0 20.57(22) - -
48.0 21.82(23) - -
194Pt 41.0 11.81(9) 2.2(3) 2.45(12)
(174.8°) 42.0 12.89(8) 2.7(3) 2.95(13)
43.0 13.98(10) 4.1(3) 3.61(17)
44.0 14.96(10) 3.9(3) 4.13(17)
45.0 15.93(8) 4.0(3) 4.82(17)
46.0 17.07(11) 5.5(3) 5.81(21)
48.0 19.41(19) 6.7(7) 7.4(4)
50.0 21.59(22) 7.8(7) 11.3(6)
196pt 41.0 9.75(12) 1.4(5) 1.91(14)
(174.8°) 42.0 10.57(12) 1.3(5) 1.74(15)
43.0 11.42(13) 1.7(6) 2.56(19)
44.0 12.36(13) 1.9(5) 2.73(22)
45.0 13.22(14) 2.3(7) 3.58(13)
46.0 14.32(14) 2.5(9) 4.10(21)
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Table 5.6 cont'd
Nucleus E(MeV) 1° 2 * pexp<2 1+) 1° 3 x P exp(22 +> 1 0 x P0Xp(41
196p^ 47.0 15.37(14) 2.9(5) 4.16(26)
48.0 16.22(14) 3.1(6) 5.46(25)
49.0 17.25(15) 3.9(6) 6.27(29)
50.0 18.15(15) 4.4(7) 7.10(32)
52.0 19.86(16) 4.9(7) 8.97(36)
54.0 20.66(17) - 10.10(41)
56.0 19.72(21) - 9.13(49)
41.0 9.70(10) - 1.53(12)
42.0 10.58(10) - 1.94(12)
43.0 11.49(11) - 2.26(12)
44.0 12.63(10) - 2.86(13)
198pt 41.0 7.10(7) 0.49(11) 0.71(8)
(174.8°) 42.0 7.86(7) 0.96(14) 0.89(9)
43.0 8.48(8) 1.00(11) 1.03(10)
44.0 9.19(8) 0.99(25) 1.01(11)
45.0 9.95(9) 1.12(13) 1.59(13)
46.0 10.63(11) 0.96(19) 1.67(16)
48.0 12.33(13) 1.65(19) 2.62(22)
50.0 13.72(15) 1.86(24) 3.48(26)
41.0 7.22(9)
42.0 7.88(7)
43.0 8.47(11)
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1 fiFig. 5.6 Representative spectra of 0  data. The peaks are labelled according to the 
angular momentum of the final states of the Pt nuclei. The full lines show the result of fits 
to the spectra as described in the text. The dashed curves show the the area subtracted to 
allow for the isotopic contaminants.
Good quality fits to the spectra in most cases were obtained with the 
skewed Gaussian function plus just one exponential tail. For the 194Pt, 
196Pt and 198Pt data, the contribution of isotopic impurities to the total peak 
area of the 2  ^+ state was typically about 1.0% and was subtracted off in the 
same way as for the 12C data.
At the bombarding energies employed in the experiment, the most likely 
contaminants have masses in the range as shown in table 5.7. Two 
standard deviations of the backgrounds in the regions of interest give the
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upper limits on the levels of possible contaminants shown in table 5.7. Again 
all single nucleon transfer reactions have Q-values sufficiently negative to 
remove them from the region of interest. The list of excitation probabilities is 
given in table 5.8.
TABLE 5.7 Target contaminants which can affect the 160  Data.
Isotope Contaminant 
mass range
Upper Limits on 
level of Contaminants
(relative to Pt 
elastic peak)
%of least 
pexp
1 9 2 p , 1 8 7 -1 9 0 1.3x1 O'3 0 .6
194Pt 188-191 1.0x1 O '3 0 .5
1 1 9 0 -1 9 3 1.2x1 O '3 0 .7
1 9 8 pt 1 8 6 -1 9 2 8.0x1 O '4 0 .6
Table 5.8 Measured Excitation probabilities for bombardment.
Nucleus E(MeV) 1° 2 * pexp<2 1+) 103 x P exp(22+) 1° 3><pexp<4 1 +
192Pt 55.0 21.11(37) - -
(174.8°) 56.0 22.69(34) - -
57.0 23.60(38) - -
58.0 25.08(38) - -
59.0 25.41(39) - -
60.0 26.55(50) - -
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Table 5.8 cont’d
Nucleus E(MeV) 1° 2 x pexp<2 1+) 1° 3 * Pexp<22+> 103 x P exp(4i
194pt 55.0 19.03(28) 10(8) 8.2(17)
(174.8°) 56.0 20.27(28) 7.6(43) 9.0(11)
57.0 21.58(29) 8.4(77) 9.0(15)
58.0 22.39(44) - 9.0(15)
59.0 23.87(41) - 1.27(10)
60.0 25.00(37) - 1.16(10)
61.0 25.22(41) - 1.33(10)
63.0 27.69(44) - 1.71(14)
196pt 55.0 15.75(25) 3.2(17) 4.66(32)
(174.8°) 56.0 16.69(28) 3.8(20) 6.03(40)
57.0 17.93(25) 5.8(19) 6.31 (44)
58.0 18.55(28) 4.5(21) 7.51(41)
59.0 20.27(22) 7.4(28) 9.41 (52)
60.0 20.60(28) 5.5(28) 9.77(54)
61.0 22.18(29) • 11.09(50)
198pt 57.0 13.55(18) 3.24(77) 2.64(43)
(174.8°) 58.0 14.41(17) 3.18(81) 2.99(33)
59.0 15.07(18) 3.31 (80) 3.40(40)
60.0 15.87(19) 4.0(11) 4.43(43)
61.0 16.67(21) 4.5(11) 4.37(49)
62.0 18.00(22) 6.5(14) 6.35(63)
63.0 18.33(22)
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5.3 Extraction of CH2-) +) and B(E2:0-| +->21 +)4
In this section specific details of how the nuclear properties, Q(2-|+) and
B(E2;0-| +->2*|+), were extracted from the excitation probabilities will be
discussed. These include details of data considered to be free from the 
effect of the nuclear force, the higher states matrix elements employed, and 
the magnitude of the corrections and uncertainties in the final results.
5.3.1 Safe Bombarding Energies.
Fig 5.7 shows plots of the ratio Pexp/p Coul a9ainst s f° r aI1 of the 
target-projectile combinations. The quantity s is the distance of closest 
approach between the nuclear surfaces (eqn. 4.18) and Pcoul 's the
excitation probability calculated with the Winther-de Boer multiple Coulomb 
excitation code, assuming a pure Coulomb interaction between the projectile 
and target nuclei. Values of Q(2-|+) and B(E2;0-j +->2-j+) ultimately
obtained in the present work were used in calculating Pqou| for fig. 5.7; 
hence Pexp/pCoul=1 *or Pure Coulomb excitation. The higher states matrix 
elements used in the calculation are discussed in the next subsection.
Since the excitation probabilities were determined to about 1%, the safe s 
values are taken to be those for which the excitation probability deviates by 
less than 1% from that for pure Coulomb interaction. Only data at larger 
distances were included in the Q(2*j+) and B(E2;0«j+-->2-j+) determination. 
The minimum safe distances are indicated by arrows in fig 5.7.
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The en e r g y  l eve ls  wh i ch  were  i n c l u d ed  in the 
multiple-Coulomb-excitation analysis are shown in table 5.9. Other known 
levels, for which appropriate matrix elements are available, were found to
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make negligible contribution (<0.1%) to the Coulomb excitation of the 2-j + 
state.
Values of the matrix elements used in the analysis are given in table 5.10. 
For situations where sufficiently precise values of the matrix elements exist
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Table 5.9. Excited states included in multiple-Coulomb-excitation analysis. Excitation 
energies (in keV) are from refs. Sh83, Ha77, Ci79, De81 and Au83.
V
1 9 2 p , 1 9 4 p , 1 9 6 pt 1 9 8 p t
21+ 3 1 6 . 5 3 2 8 . 5 3 5 5 . 7 4 0 7 . 4
22+ 6 1 2 . 5 6 2 2 . 0 6 8 8 . 7 7 7 4 . 2
V 7 8 4 . 5 8 1 1 . 3 8 7 6 . 9 9 8 5 . 0
°2+ - - 1 1 3 5 . 3 9 1 4 . 4
- 1 2 2 9 . 6 1 2 9 3 . 3 1 2 8 7 . 0
from previous experimental results, these have been adopted in the present 
analysis.
Previously measured matrix elements result in Pqou|(^2+) values 'n 
agreement with our measured values. These previously measured values 
are more precise than we could get from our Pexp(22+)- On the other hand,
the excitation probabilities of the relatively strongly excited 4-|+ states of 
194ptj 196pf ancj 198pt are larger than expected from the known E2 matrix 
elements. This is attributed to E4 matrix elements between the ground and 
4-j+ states. Although values of the E4 matrix elements exist they are all from
model-dependent analyses of inelastic scattering experiments. The E4 
matrix elements used in the present work were therefore extracted from the 
excitation probabilities of 4-j+ states obtained in the present work.
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o
Table 5.10 Matrix elements (in units of eb and eb^ for M(E2) and M(E4) respectively) 
included in multiple-Coulomb excitation analysis.
Matrix elements 1 9 2 p , 1 9 4 p , 1 9 6 p t 1 9 8 p t
< 0 1+ ||M (E2)||22+> 0 .12(1  ) a 0 .0 9 0 (2 )® < 0 .0 0 2 f 0 .0 3 9 (7 )9
< 0 1+ ||M (E 4)||41+> 0.20(1  0 )b - 0 .2 5 ( 7 ) * - 0 .1 9 ( 7 ) * - 0 .0 9 ( 9 ) *
<01+ |]M (E4)||42 +> - 0 .13 (3 )® <0 .14 h < 0 .2h
< 2 1+ |]M (E2)!|22+> 1 .5 1 (4 )c 1 .4 5 5 (2 5 )® 1 .30 (4 )9 1 .0 2 (5 )9
< 2 1+ ||M (E 2)||4 l +> 2 .2 9 (6 )d 2 .1  0 ( 3 ) * * 1 . 8 8 ( 6 ) * * * 1 .5 6 (7 )9
< 2 1+ ||M (E2)||02+> - - 0 .15 (3 )9 0 .4 4 (6 )9
<21+ ||M (E2)||42 +> - 0 .30 (7 )® 0 .1 6 4 (2 7 )9 -
<22 + ||M (E2)||02 +> - - 0 .3 8 (1 0 )9 -
<22+ ||M (E2)||42+> - 2 .5 (7 )® 1 .2 6 (1 3 )9 -
< 4 1+ ||M (E2)||42 +> - - 1 .3 2 (3 3 )9 -
* Values extracted from present experiment.
** Weighted mean of values reported in refs. Mi71, Jo77, St77 and Ba78a.
*** Weighted mean of values reported in refs. Bo81 and Mi71.
a. Ref. Ro77 b. Ref. Ba78 (uncertainty arbitrary taken as 50%).
c. Ref. Sh83 d. Ref. Jo77 e. Ref. Ba78a
f. Ref. Be72 g. Ref. Bo81 h. Ref. De81
The procedure is based on the fact that the two-step excitation of the 41 + 
state via the 21+ state is less probable compared with the single-step
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excitation in 4He scattering than in heavy-ion scattering. F o r194Ptand 
19^Pt, the non-linear least squares fitting program described in section 4.2.7 
was employed and the theoretical excitation probabilities were calculated 
with the Winther - de Boer multiple-Coulomb-excitation code. Some of the 
matrix elements required as input in the Winther - de Boer code are 
<22+||M(E2)||41+>, <21+||M(E2)||41+> and <41+||M(E2)||41+>. The values
of <2|+ ||M(E2)||4*|+> assumed in the present analysis are the weghted
means of previous results (Mi71, Jo77, St77, Ba78a, Bo81). They are 
1.88(6) eb and 2.10(3) eb for 194Pt and 196Pt respectively. Since no 
experimental values of <22+||M(E2)||41+> exist, upper limits were calculated
using the U(5) limit of the IBM-1 (section 2.2.5.1(a)). The U(5) limit predicts 
the largest magnitude for this matrix element of all the common models. The 
effect of this matrix element was added in quadrature to obtain the final 
uncertainties. The only reported measurement of <4-j+ ||M(E2)||4-j+> is a 
value of 0.6(12) eb for 194Pt (Ba78a). The uncertainty in this value is about 
200%. In the present analysis, the E4 matrix element and <41+||M(E2)||41+> 
were both varied to obtain the best fit to our data. Also, the sign of the 
interference term P ß ^+ J  defined as
p3(< )  = <°i II M(E4) II 4 i><°i II M(E2) II 2> < 2i II M(E2) II < >  • 5.1
was chosen to be negative as determined experimentally (Ba78, Ba79).
The final results are given in table 5.11. The quoted errors are from 
statistics and the effects of uncertainties in other matrix elements. Previous 
experimental results for <0-j +||M(E4)||4-| +> and <41+||M(E2)||4*|+> are also
shown in table 5.11. The present results for the E4 matrix element are 
consistent with the previous results which were obtained from 
model-dependent analysis of inelastic scattering experiments above the
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Coulomb barrier. Our <41+||M(E2)||41+> value for 194Pt is also consistent
with that of Baktash et al (Ba78a). However, our value has a smaller 
uncertainty.
Table 5.11 Comparison of present and previous experimental results for 
<01 +||M(E4)||41 +> and <41+||M(E2)||4^+>. The units are eb^ and eb respectively.
Nucleus
Present
M 04
Result
M 44
Previous
M 04
Result
M 44
1 9 4 p , -0 .2 5 ( 7 ) 0 .9 (1 0 ) - 0 .0 9 6 3 
-0.1 4 9 c 
- 0 .1 6 d
0.6(1 2 )b
1 9 6 p t - 0 .1 9 ( 7 ) 3 .3 (1 4 ) - 0 .0 8 4 3
- 0 .2 0 3 d
-0 .155®
Note: Mq4 = < 0 1+ ||M (E4)||4 l +> M24  = < 2 1+ ||M (E2)||41+>
a. Ref. Ba76 b. Ref. Ba78a c.Ref. Ba79a
d. Ref. De81 e. Ref. Bo85
The 198Pt data were treated in a slightly different way. As mentioned in 
section 5.2 the peak corresponding to the 4-j + state in the 4He data was not
well resolved from the high background counts in the region of interest. The 
best data had an excitation probability with an error of about 50%. To 
determine the E4 matrix elements, the loci of values of <0-jH"||M(E4)||41 “*">
and <21+||M(E2)||41+> which are consistent with representative data for
160, 12C and 4He data, were obtained. This is shown in fig. 5.8 where HI 
labels the average of the heavy-ion data. From the plot, the E4 matrix 
element lies within the range -0.18<M(E4)<0.14. Also a value of 
<21+||M(E2)||41+> = 1.62(8) eb can be obtained from fig. 5.9. This value is
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consistent with a value of < 2  ^+ ||M(E2)||41 +> = 1.57(6) eb obtained by
Bolotin et al. (Bo81) from lifetime measurements. For subsequent analyses, 
the E4 matrix element was chosen to be -0.09(9) eb and the result for 
<21+||M(E2)||4-j+> of Bolotin et al. was assumed. It is perhaps interesting to 
point out that these two matrix elements together with our heavy-ion data 
give a value of 1.3(17) eb for the <4-j +||M(E2)||4-j +>.
Fig 5.8 Loci of values of the matrix 
elements <21 + ||M (E 2)||41 + > and
< 0 1 + 11 M( E4) 114 1 + > which are 
consistent with ^ H e J ^ C  and 
data for 1^®Pt. The dashed lines 
show the magnitude of the statistical 
uncertainties.
- 0  30 - 0  20 -0. I0 0 0.I0 0 20 0 30
< 0 ; i M ( E 4 ) l 4 { >  e b 2
For 192Pt, the poor enrichment of our target material precluded the 
extraction of any higher state matrix elements from our data. Therefore in the 
192Pt analysis the value of <0«j+ ||M(E4)||4-j+> obtained by Baker et al.
(Ba79) from model-dependent analyses of inelastic scattering experiments 
was adopted and a 50% uncertainty assigned to it.
There is strong experimental evidence (Ba76, Ba78, Ba79, De81) that 
p 4(22+) is Positive for 192Pt and 194Pt. Its effect is negligible in 196Pt
because of the very small experimental upper limit on <0-j+||M(E2)||22+> 
(see table 5.10). Preliminary results of an inelastic scattering experiment 
above the Coulomb barrier by Baker et al. (Ba86) indicate that P4(22+) is 
positive for 19^Pt. Similarly, there exists experimental evidence (Ba78, 
Ba79) that Pß^-j+J is negative for all the Pt nuclei studied in this work.
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Hence for subsequent evaluation of the present experimental results, 
p4(22+) > 0 ancJ p 3(41+) < 0 will be adopted.
5.3.3 Corrections and Uncertainties
The net effect of the small corrections (sections 3.4.2.2 and 3.5) was to 
increase Q(2-j+) by amounts ranging from 0.01 eb for 19**Pt to 0.03 eb for
192Pt and 196Pt. The net effect on B(E2;0-j >2-j+) ranges from negligible
for 192Pt to 0.004 e2b9 for 194Pt. A summary of the magnitudes of the 
various corrections and uncertainties as well as the final results obtained for 
Q(2-|+) and B(E2;0-j+-->2-j+), assuming P4(22+) > 0 and P3(4-j+) < 0 are 
listed in table 5.12. Changes which would result from alternative choices for 
the signs of P4(22+) and P3(4*j+) are given in table 5.13.
Relativistic effects have been investigated for 194Pt and 198Pt using the 
method described in section 3.5.3. It was found to reduce the 
B(E2;0-|+-->21+) value by about 0.027 e9b2 and Q(2+) by about 0.02 eb.
The effect on B(E2;0-j+-->2'|+) is quite substantial. However it has not been
included in the final results. This is because the theoretical estimates of 
Fewell(Fe84) have not been verified experimentally.
In order to visualize the influence of each set of data on the determination
of Q(2-|+) and B(E2;01+-->21+), Pexp/f has been plotted against p (eqn.
4.11) for each nucleus in fig. 5.9. For simplicity of presentation, each data 
point represents an average of the results obtained at all of the safe energies
for the target-projectile configuration concerned. The values of f and p were 
calculated from the Winther-de Boer program using the values of Q(2-j+) and
B(E2;0-j +-> 2 -j+) which correspond to the adopted sign of P4(22+) and
P3(41+>-
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Table 5.12a. Corrections and 
1 94pt) 1 96pt and 198Pt.
uncertainties in the results for Q(21+) and for 1 9^Pt
Corrections/ AQ feb)
uncertainty 192p , 194pt 1 96pt 1 98pt
Electron screening 
Vacuum polarization 
Nuclear polarization 
Target thickness
-0.05 -0.06 -0.04 -0.05
Quantal correction -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -0.03
gdr + 0.10 
±0.05
+0.10
±0.05
+ 0.09 
2,05
+0.09
±0.05
0.05% uncertainty in beam energy ±0.07 ±0.06 ±0.07* ±0.05
Effect of uncertainties in higher 
states' matrix elements
±0.04 ±0.05 ±0.05 ±0.05
Statistics ±0.18 ±0.11 ±0.08 ±0.08
* Includes uncertainty in 90° angle.
5.4 Comparison of Previous and Present Measurements of Q(2-j +) and
B(E2fli +^ >21+K
In this section, the results obtained for the quadrupole moments and the 
reduced transition probabilities are compared with those from other 
experiments.
5.4.1 Values of B(E2:01 +-> 2 1 +l
Many measurements of the B(E2;0-j “*"-->2-| “*") values of the Pt isotopes 
have been made. The most recent compilations (Ra83 and Ra87) list
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Table 5.12b. Corrections and uncertainties in the results for B(E2;01+ --> 2 1+) for 
192pt 194ptj 1 96pt and 198pt
Corrections/
uncertainty 1 92p t
AB(E2) (e2b2) 
1 94 p j 196pt 198pt
Electron screening
Vacuum polarization +0.002 +0.005 + 0.003 + 0.003
Nuclear polarization
Target thickness
Quantal correction -0 .003 -0 .002 -0.002 < 0.001
gdr + 0.0012 + 0.0012 + 0.0012 < 0.0002
±0.0006 ±0.0006 ±0.0006
0.05% uncertainty in beam energy ±0.005 ±0.005 ±0 .005* ±0.003
Effect of uncertainties in higher ±0.002 ±0.004 ±0.003 ±0.003
states' matrix elements
Statistics ±0.019 ±0.009 ±0.005 ±0.005
* Includes uncertainty in 90° scattering angle.
Table 5.12c Final results of Q(2-|+) and B(E2;0-|+-->2-|+) for the Pt nuclei assuming P4(22+)>0 and
p3(V )< o.
Nucleus
192R 194pt 196pt 198pj
Q(2-|+) eb 0.55(20) 0.46(14) 0.66(12) 0.42(12)
B(E2;01+-> 2 1+) e2b2 1.833(20) 1.661(11) 1.382(6) 1.090(7)
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Table 5.13. Changes which would be produced in the present results for 0 ( 2 ^ )  and 
B(E2;01+-->21+) if the alternative signs were adopted for P4(22+) and
Nucleus
if P4 (22+)
AQ(2+) (eb)
< 0
AB(E2) (e2b2)
if P3(41 +) 
AQ(2+) (eb)
> 0
AB(E2) (e2b2)
192Pt + 0.54 -0.001 +0.20 +0.001
194Pt + 0.36 -0.001 +0.10 +0.001
1 96pt 0 0 +0.09 -0.001
1 98pt +0.12 0 +0.03 0
07O.CT)
0(2 !) = 0.55(21) eb
B (E 2 ,O T — 2T) * 1833(20) e2b2
Fig. 5.9a. The variation of P0Xp/f with the sensitivity parameter for 192Pt. See 
fig5.9b for further details.
experimental values using various techniques including Coulomb excitation, 
lifetime measurements (recoil distance, delayed coincidence, etc.) and 
resonance fluorescence. These values are listed in table 5.14. Also shown 
in the tables are the values adopted in ref. Ra87. With the exception of 
196Pt, the result from the present experiments were not available at the time 
of the compilation of ref. Ra87. It is likely that the very small errors on the
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( I 74 8° )
( I 74.8 ° )
(I 74 8°)
( 174 8°)
(I 74 8°) (I 74 8° )
( 9 0 . 0 ° )
( 174 8°)
0 7 4 . 8 ° )
Fig. 5.9b The variation of PeXp/f with the sensitivity for 194Pt, 196Pt and 198Pt. For
ease of presentation each data point represents the weighted mean of all data for each 
projectile taken at energies below the maximum safe energy.
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present results would cause the adopted values to be dominated by the 
present results.
To compare the present results with previous values of B(E2;0-j+-->21+), 
the value of the weight of each measurement is plotted as a function of the 
B(E2;0i+-->2-|+) value. The weight is taken to be (AB(E2))'^ where AB(E2) 
is the quoted uncertainty on the measurements. These plots are shown
in fig. 5.10. The contours at +2(AB(E2)) centered at the results of the 
present work are also shown.
Table 5.14a Results of present and previous measurements of B(E2;01+- > 2 1+) of 1^2Pt.
B(E2;01+~ > 2 1+) Method Reference
(e2b2 )
1.95(23) y -ra y  singles yield Gr66
2 .35 (26 )# m m  m m Br70
2.10(12) particle-y coincidence Mi71
1.89(3) m m m Ro77
1 .81 (8 ))* y - r a y  singles Mu84
2.32(18) centroid shift Sc66
2.44(33) m m Be70
1.92(6) m m Sm73
2.33(25) m m Bu76
1.69(9) recoil distance Jo77
1.91(6) adopted value Ra87
1.833(20) particle singles present work
# normalised to B(E2;01+-->2^+) = 1.94(20) e2b2 of 1^4Pt quoted in ref. Mc61.
* normalised to B(E2;0^ +-->21 +) = 1.620(15) e2b2 of 1^4 Pt quoted in ref. Ba78a.
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Table 5.14b Results of present and previous measurements of B(E2;0^+-> 2^ +) of 194Pt.
B(E2;01+~ > 2 1+)
(e2b21
Method Reference
1.94(19) y -ra y  singles yield Mc61
1.64(4) particle singles GI69
1.87(9) particle -y coincidence Mi71
1.67(13) inelastic scattering Ba76
1.68(3) particle singles Ro77
1.620(15) particle -ycoincidence Ba78a
1.99(20) delayed coincidence Be72
1.95(27) resonance florescence Sh72
1.53(8) recoil distance Jo77
1.66(6) adopted value Ra87
1.661(11) particle singles present work
Table 5.14c Results of present and previous measurements of B(E2;01+-->21+) of 19®Pt.
B(E2;01+-->21+)
(e2b2)
Method Reference
1.27(13) particle-y coincidence Mc61
1.34(17) y -ra y  singles yield Gr66
1.49(5) particle singles GI69
1.59(1 6)# y -ra y  singles yield Br70
1.55(8) particle-y coincidence Mi71
1.36(1 1) inelastic scattering Ba76
1.42(6)* y -ra y  singles yield Mu84
1.55(11) delayed coincidence Be72
1.33(6) recoil distance Bo79
1.45(6) *1 W Bo81
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Table 5.14c cont'd
B(E2;01+- > 2 1+) Method Reference
1.400(40) adopted value Ra87
1.382(6) particle singles present work
# normalised to B(E2;01+-> 2 1+) = 1.94(20) e2b2 of 194Pt quoted in ref. Mc61.
* normalised to B(E2;01+-> 2 ^ +) = 1.620(15) e2b2 of 194Pt quoted in ref. Ba78a
Table 5.14d Results of present and previous measurements of B(E2;0^+-->21+) of 19®Pt.
B(E2;01+~>21+) Method Reference
(e2b2)
1.04(16) Y - ray singles yield Gr66
1.01(5) particle singles GI69
1.15(1 2)# y -ray  singles yield Br70
1.17(5) particle - y coincidence Mi71
1.11(7) particle singles Le71
1.16(9) inelastic scattering Ba76
1 .08 (5 )* Y -ray singles yield Mu84
1.042(50) recoil distance Ke80
1.02(10) w n Bo81
1.06(5) adopted value Ra87
1.090(7) particle singles present work
# normalised to B(E2;0  ^+-->2^+) = 1.94(20) e2b2 of 194Pt quoted in ref. Mc61.
* normalised to B(E2;0^+-->21+) = 1.620(15) e2b2 of 19^Pt quoted in ref. Ba78a
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Fig 5.10 Plots of the weight of previous and present B(E2) measurements versus the 
B(E2) values for the Pt nuclei. The weight is taken as (a B(E2))*^ where a B(E2) is the 
quoted uncertainty. The circles correspond to values from Coulomb excitation
measurements and the triangles to values obtained from measurements using other 
techniques. The lettered arrows indicate values from the present work (P), from ref. 
Ba78a (B) and from ref. Ra87 (R). The contours at ±2(AB(E2)) are centered on the values 
from the present work.
Perusal of the figures prompts the following general comments: (i) The 
results obtained from the present work are the most precise, (ii) There 
seems to be no significant disagreement between the results obtained by 
using different techniques, (iii) The values adopted by Raman et al. are in 
close agreement with the results from the present work.
There are a few data points lying outside of the contours shown. The 
most significant is the B(E2;01 + -> 2 1 +) =1.620(15) e2b2 fo r 194Pt
measured by Baktash et al. (Ba78a). It is difficult to explain this discrepancy. 
The two values are of similar precision yet they disagree by more than twice 
the standard error of either value. The results of Baktash et al. were obtained
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from Coulomb excitation experiments using the particle-gamma-coincidence 
and the particle-singles techniques. In the particle-singles experiment, 
enriched 194Pt targets were bombarded with 4He and the scattered particles 
were detected at 171°. The higher state matrix elements adopted in their 
analysis are consistent with those adopted in the present work. Also they 
assumed a Q(21+) = 0.63(16) eb., which is in close agreement with our
result. Corrections for the effects of atomic electron screening, vacuum 
polarization, nuclear polarization, the giant-dipole resonance (GDR), and the 
use of the semi-classical approximation (quantal correction) were all applied 
by Baktash et al. In addition, they applied corrections for relativistic effects 
using the estimates of Alder and Winther (AI75). However, using Alder and 
Winther's calculations with our data changed the B(E2;0>j+">2*|+) value by 
only 0.003 eb, which is small compared to our quoted uncertainty.
5.4.2 Values of Q(21~t~1.
As mentioned earlier, the present work on the even-mass platinum 
isotopes was undertaken because previous experimental results for Q(2-|+)
are contradictory. The quadrupole moments of the Pt isotopes have been 
measured by research groups in three laboratories; Cline and his 
collaborators at Rochester (Sp78,Wu83) Saladin and his collaborators at 
Pittsburgh (GI69,Ch83) and the present work in Canberra. These are shown 
in table 5.15.
The Pittsburgh group was the first to determine Q(2-j+) for 194Pt, 196Pt
and 198Pt (GI69). Their experimental technique consisted of bombarding 
enriched platinum targets with ^80  ions and protons. The scattered particles 
were detected at angles ranging from approximately 44° to 143° using an 
Enge split-pole spectrograph. However, in their analysis, E4 matrix elements 
were not taken into account. In particular, for 198Pt no higher excited states 
were included in their analysis.
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Table 5.15 Results of present and previous measurements of Q(2.|+) of the Pt isotopes.
Nucleus Q (2 l+)
leb)
Method Reference
192p, 0.62(6) particle - y  coincidence Sp78
0.55(20) particle singles present work
194Pt 0.64(16) particle singles GI69
0.13(17) " Ch83
0.63(6) particle - y coincidence Sp78
0.48(8)* n ** Wu83
0.77(50) reorientation precession Gr73
0.46(14) particle singles present work
196pt 0.51(18) particle singles GI69
0.78(6) particle - y  coincidence Sp78
0.66(12) particle singles present work
1 98pt 1.22(50) particle singles GI69
0.68(8) particle - y coincidence Sp78
0.42(12) particle singles present work
* value obtained from re-analysis of previous data of ref. Sp78.
The Rochester measurements were made by means of the 
particle-gamma-coincidence technique. Their results are in very good 
agreement with the earlier results from Pittsburgh and have much smaller 
errors. Although the results of the Rochester experiments are widely quoted 
(they appear in many compilations), the details of the experiments have 
never been published. It is therefore difficult to assess the quality of the 
Rochester work. In particular, the sources of uncertainty included in their 
final uncertainty is not known. As table 5.12 shows, in our experiment the 
uncertainties in the higher state matrix elements and gdr together give a 
greater uncertainty in Q(2-j+) than those quoted on the Rochester values. 
Also, it appears that the analysis of the Rochester work is yet to be
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completed. Wu and Cline (Wu83) have recently refined the analysis of their 
194Pt data which changed their result from 0.63(6) eb to 0.48(8) eb. It 
seems prudent therefore to suspend judgement on the Rochester data until 
their analysis is complete and their results published.
The most recent measurement of Q(2-j+) of 194Pt, by the Pittsburgh group
(Ch83), resulted in a value which is consistent with zero and inconsistent 
with their previous result for 194Pt. The experimental technique they 
employed in the recent measurement is essentially the same as before, the 
only apparent difference being in the higher isotopic enrichment of the 
targets used. They obtained very good quality spectra. In the subsequent 
analysis of the excitation probabilities to extract Q(2+), they assumed 
B(E2;01+ -> 2 1+) = 1.620(15) e2b2 and B(E4;01+-> 4 1+)=0.009 e2b4 from
earlier works reported by Baktash (Ba78a) et al. and Baker et al. (Ba76) 
respectively. They obtained Q(2+) = + 0.13(17) eb. They reject their earlier 
value of Q(2+) on the grounds that the difficulties associated with the 
analysis arising from the low isotopic enrichment of the targets led to an 
incorrect allowance for the effect of isotopic impurities on the measured 
excitation probabilities. Their published target compositions (GI69) suggest 
that those problems could have been at least as great for 196Pt and 19^Pt, 
which raises doubt about their results for those nuclei. However, our results 
support their earlier work and disagree with their new result.
It is difficult to explain the discrepancy between the recent Pittsburgh 
result and our present result for 194Pt. It appears that the usual 'small 
corrections' (electron screening, vacuum polarization, quantal corrections, 
etc) have been applied to their results. In addition relativistic correction was 
also applied to the B(E2;0-| +-> 2 - j+) value using Alder and Winther's
formalism (AI75) but this had such a small effect that it cannot explain the 
discrepancy. Although they have better quality 190  spectra than ours, some 
of their data were taken at angles where the precise determination of the 
scattering angles becomes very important. No mention is made in ref. Ch83
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of the precision to which the scattering angles were measured or how they 
were determined. Furthermore, the excitation probabilities are not listed to 
enable an independent analysis of their data. Inspection of fig. 5.9b reveals 
that a B(E2;0-|+-->2-j+) value of 1.620(15) e2b2 (as assumed by Chen et al.) 
would result in a very poor fit to our data. Chen et al. adopted a 
B(E4;0-j +-->4-j “*") = 0.0093 e2b4 from ref. Ba76 in their analysis. This is
much smaller than the value determined from the present experiments. 
However this difference cannot solely account for the discrepancy between 
the two results for Q(2-j+).
The values of Q(2-|+) of 19®Pt determined by the Rochester and
Pittsburgh groups were obtained from a two-level analysis i.e. no higher 
excited states were included. As is evident from the results of the present 
work, the 22+ and 41+ states of the platinum isotopes have quite significant
effects on the Q(2-| +) values.
In summary, the adopted values of Q(2-j+) for subsequent discussions are
0.55(21) eb. 0.48(14) eb, 0.66(12) eb and 0.42(12) eb for 192Pt, 194Pt, 
19®Pt and ''9°pt respectively. These are the results of the present work; the 
Pittsburgh results have been set aside because there seems to be 
inconsistencies in the data from that laboratory and the Rochester results are 
disregarded until the analyses are completed and the details of the 
experiments published.
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CHAPTER SIX
QUADRUPOLE MOMENTS OF THE FIRST EXCITED STATES OF 134Ba,
13®Ba and 133Ba.
6.1 Introduction.
There have been several measurements of Q(2*j+) of the even-mass
barium isotopes. These are shown in table 6.1. As is evident from the table, 
all of the previous measurements employed techniques based on the 
reorientation effect in Coulomb excitation. Unfortunately these 
measurements show a wide scatter in the results. Measurements on the 
same nuclei have yielded values corresponding to both prolate and oblate 
deformations. The discrepancy is most marked for 130Ba, for which 
measured values of Q(21+) ranging from -1.1 eb to +0.37 eb have been
obtained. A similar situation exists for 136Ba. The measured values range 
from -0.19 eb to +0.43 eb. The most precise of the previous measurements 
for 136Ba is +0.01(5) eb by Bechara et al. (Be84). There is only one 
published measurement of Q(2-j+) for 138Ba and none for 132Ba.
It can be seen from the measurements shown in table 6.1 that, apart from 
the results of Towsley et al. (To73), the previous results show a general trend 
of gradually decreasing prolate deformation with increasing mass number; 
the magnitude is large for 133Ba and gradually drops to zero as the closed 
neutron shell at N = 82 (133Ba) is reached. This general trend is predicted 
by most nuclear models (see ref. Be84 and references cited therein). They 
disagree however on the magnitude, and in some cases the sign, of the 
deformation.
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Table 6.1 Previous experimental values of Q(2.|+) of the even-mass Ba isotopes.
Nucleus 0 (2 , +># (eb) Method Ref.
130Ba -1.10(34) particle ^-coincidence Si67
+ 0.37(18) ft m To73
-0.33(24) reorientation precession Ne74
134Ba -0.64(14) -0.50(16) particle singles Ke72
+ 0.15(14) particle ^-coincidence To73
-0.31(24) reorientation precession Ne74
-0.34(16) -0.13(16) particle singles KI77
136Ba -0.19(17) +0.02(18) particle singles Ke72
+ 0.43(52) particle 7 -coincidence To73
+ 0.01(5) +0.25(5) particle singles Be84
1 3 3  Ba -0.07(14) particle singles Ke72
Note: There is no published measurement for 1 3 2 Ba.
# Values corresponding to the assumption of constructive interference from the 2 2 + state
are shown to the left and those corresponding to destructive interference to the right.
Values are centred in those cases where interference is either negligible or where its
correction was neglected.
Recent analyses (Ca85) of decay schemes and energy level systematics 
have led to a claim that the Xe-Ba region is best described by the 0(6) limit of 
the IBM or slight variations on it. In fact, it has been suggested that 134Ba is 
a better example of an 0(6) nucleus than 196Pt. In the light of this suggestion 
and the fact that the 0(6) limit predicts a zero quadrupole moment for the 2-j +
state in even-mass nuclei, the recent measurement of Q(2+) of 136Ba by 
Bechara et al. (Be84) is very interesting; their value corresponding to 
constructive interference from the 2^  state is consistent with zero. It also
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highlights the need for new and definitive measurements for the other Ba 
isotopes with precision comparable to that of the measurement of Bechara et 
al. in order to the resolve the confusion arising from previous measurements. 
The details of such measurements for 134Ba, 136Ba and 133Ba are 
described in the following sections of this chapter. Measurement of Q(2-j+)
for 130Ba is currently being undertaken in this laboratory. Although these 
last experiments do not form part of this thesis, for completeness preliminary 
results will be included in the discussions and evaluation of experimental 
data in chapter seven.
6.2. Excitation Probabilities.
The experimental procedures employed in the barium experiments are 
the same as for the platinum experiments and have already been discussed 
in chapters four and five. Hence most of the details will not be repeated in 
this chapter.
As discussed in section 4.2.5.3, it is necessary for a precise determination 
of excitation probabilities to allow for contributions from isotopic impurities 
in the spectra obtained by bombarding the targets with the various 
projectiles. The information required to accomplish the task includes the 
excitation energies of states in the contaminant nuclei as well as the matrix 
elements connecting them. From the isotopic compositions of the enriched 
barium targets presented in table 4.1, all the enriched targets contain varying 
amounts of 133Ba and 137Ba. States in 135Ba and 137Ba included in the 
present analyses are shown in table 6.2 together with magnitudes of matrix 
elements connecting some of the states. These data are results of a recent 
Coulomb excitation experiment reported in ref. Dr84. Although other B(E2) 
values exist in the literature (see for example refs. AI64 and Pa76) the values 
given in ref. Dr84 have been adopted in the present work because they are 
more precise, more comprehensive and, in general, they are in good 
agreement with the older results.
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Table 6.2 List of states and matrix elements of 135Ba and 137Ba included in the analysis of 
data for the even-mass Ba isotopes.
NUCLEUS TRANSITION Ey (MeV) M(E2) (eb)
134Ba (1 /2 ), + - »  (3/2), + 0.221 0 .2 0 (1 )
(5 /2 ), + ~> (3/2), + 0.481 0.83(2)
(3 /2 )2+ ••> (3/2), + 0.588 0.53(2)
(3 /2 )3  + ~> (3/2), + 0.855 0.34(2)
(7 /2 ), + ~> (3/2), + 0.875 0.30(2)
(1 /2 )2 + ~> (3/2), + 0.980 < 0.13
137Ba (1 /2 ), + ~> (3/2), + 0.281 0.32(1)
(7 /2 ), + ~> (3/2), + 1.252 0.65(2)
(5 /2 ), + ••> (3/2), + 1.293 < 0.028
6.2.1 4He data.
Beams of 4He2+ ions with intensities of up to 100 nA and energies 
ranging from 11.0 MeV to 12.0 MeV were used to bombard the enriched 
barium targets. Backscattered particles were detected at a mean scattering 
angle of 174.8°. For 136Ba two targets were used; one made from material 
obtained from the Oak Ridge National Laboratories in the U.S.A. and the 
other from enriched barium from the U.S.S.R. These two batches of target 
material have been referred to in table 4.1 (p.85 ) as sample #1 and sample 
#2 respectively. Excitation probabilities were measured using both targets 
with results. This was done at two different energies, 11.2 MeV and 11.4 
MeV. This gives added confidence to the use of the isotopic compositions of 
the enriched material as given by the suppliers.
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Fig. 6.1 Typical spectra of 4 He 
ions scattered from 134Ba,136Ba 
and 138Ba. The full lines show the 
results of fits to the data. The 
broken lines are contributions to 
the spectra from isotopic 
impurities.
Typical spectra are shown in fig. 6.1. The peak-to-valley ratio is better 
than 100 to 1 in most of the spectra. For 136Ba, a small bump appeared 
between the peaks corresponding to the 0<j+ and 2  ^+ states in all 4He 
spectra obtained using targets made from sample #1 (table 4.2). It is
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apparently due to elastic scattering from 115ln contamination, which is 
plausible since 115ln targets were previously prepared in the same 
evaporation apparatus. Investigation of a spectrum obtained by bombarding 
the 138Ba targets with 20 MeV beam showed that indeed 11 8ln was 
present to a level of about 0.2% of the elastic peak's intensity. However, the 
115ln peak lies well outside the peak integration limits of the barium elastic 
and inelastic peaks and its effect on the excitation probability of the 2  ^+ state
is negligible. The data used for the contaminants check on target #1 of 
138Ba is shown in fig. 6.2. Clearly there are no peaks corresponding to 
elastic scattering from possible interfering masses visible in the region of 
interest and an upper limit of 0.5% can be placed on their contribution to the 
excitation probability of the 2-j+ state. Unfortunately the second 138Ba
target used for the 4He data (made from sample #2) was accidentally 
destroyed before a contaminants check could be carried out. However, the 
similar excitation probabilities obtained using both targets suggests that, 
since no contaminants were found using the first target, the second was also 
free of contaminants.
The rest of the isotopes were similarly checked for contaminants in the 
regions of interest. The mass range of possible elastic contaminants and the 
upper limits on their intensities are shown in table 6.3. The upper limits on 
the intensities of elastic contaminants which can affect the 134Ba and 138Ba 
data are negligible compared to the statistical uncertainties. For 138Ba, the 
upper limit on the intensity of possible contaminants was determined to be 
3.2% of the least excitation probability of the 2-j + state. This value is
comparable with the statistical uncertainty. However the most likely 
contaminant in this case is 83Ni, and the natural abundance of 62Ni is only 
3.2% compared to 68.3% of 58Ni. But from a spectrum obtained by 
bombarding 138Ba target with 20 MeV ions, the level 88Ni in the target 
can be no greater than shown in table 6.3 for the mass range 59 - 63. 
Hence, assuming that any contamination from nickel is from a natural
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Fig. 6.2 The spectrum used to check for contaminants in the target (sample #1) used for 
the 4He data. The region where possible contaminants could occur is indicated.
Table 6.3. Target contaminants which can affect the 4He data.
Isotope Contaminant 
mass range
upper limit on level of intensities 
(relative to Ba elastic peak)
% of least P0Xp
134Ba 89 - 92 1.5 x IO*5 0.2
136Ba 80 - 83 1.5 x IO '5 0.2
138Ba 59 - 63 1.0 x IO '5 3.2
material, the contribution of 62Ni to the intensity of the 2-j+ peak of 138Ba
will be less than 0.2%. The same argument cannot be applied to cobalt 
since it is monoisotopic. However cobalt is less of a problem, being on the 
edge of the sensitive mass range. Similarly, Cu lies at the edge of the 
region of interest and the contribution of any Cu in the target to the excitation 
probability of the 2-j+ state is less than the upper limit of 3.2%.
The list of excitation probabilities is given in table 6.4.
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Table 6.4. List of excitation probabilities of the 2^  + state for 4 He data.
Nucleus E(MeV) 1° 3 pexp<21+>
134Ba 11.0 7.31(8)
(174.8°) 11.2 8.04(9)
11.4 8.50(10)
11.6 9.19(10)
11.8 10.17(11)
136Ba 11.0 2.93(3)
(174.8°) 11.2 3.22(4)
11.2 3.25(4)
11.4 3.55(4)
11.4 3.55(4)
11.6 3.87(4)
11.8 4.18(5)
138Ba 11.0 0.323(10)
(174.8°) 11.2 0.362(11)
1 1.4 0.444(12)
11.6 0.510(30)
6.2.2 16P Data.
Beams of 160  ions were employed in all of the barium experiments with 
the bombarding energies ranging from 43.0 MeV to 48.0 MeV. 
Representative spectra are shown in fig. 6.3. There is a shoulder on the 
high-energy side of the elastic peak for the 134Ba and 136Ba data which is 
due to elastic scattering from 137Ba and 138Ba present in the target.
For 134Ba, two targets with different isotopic compositions were again 
employed (see table 4.2). The initial data were taken with a target made
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Fig. 6.3 Typical spectra of
1 fi O ions scattered from 
1 3 4 B a ,1 3 6 Ba and 1 3 8 Ba. 
The full lines show the 
results of fits to the data. 
The broken lines are 
contributions to the spectra 
from isotopic impurity.
from material consisting of enriched material of known assay which had 
been accidentally contaminated by an unknown amount of natural barium, 
(sample #2 in table 4.1). The assay shown in table 4.1 was determined as 
follows. An "impurity spectrum" was created for the 160  data using the
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isotopic composition of the enriched material as a starting point. (The peak 
positions of the isotopic impurities were calculated from an energy 
calibration using the centroids of peaks corresponding to the 0«j+ and 2  ^+
peaks of 134Ba. The data were then fitted using the same lineshape 
parameters (apart from position and height) for the impurity peaks as for the 
0-|+ peak of 134Ba and the impurity spectrum subtracted from the original
data. The stripped spectrum was then examined for evidence of excess 
counts or large negative counts in the region of the isotopic contaminants. 
The isotopic composition was changed in a manner corresponding to a small
contamination of natural material and the whole process repeated. The 
process of refitting and stripping was carried out several times until 
investigation of the stripped spectrum in the region of the isotopic impurities 
showed a fluctuation about zero approximately equal to the square root of 
the number of counts in the original data. The resulting assay is shown in 
table 4.2. The percentage of natural material in the final mixture was 
approximately 13%.
Later, in the course of the experiments, we obtained further target material 
from the suppliers and we repeated the 134Ba measurements at 45.0 MeV 
and 46.0 MeV in order to test the validity of our adopted target composition 
for the previous experiments. The excitation probabilities obtained for the 
two different targets showed very good agreement.
In table 6.5, the beam energies of the projectile species employed in the 
contaminants check for the 160  data as well as the upper limits on the level 
of possible contaminants in the targets are presented. The upper limits 
shown indicate that none of the possible contaminants was present in any 
significant quantity. The list of excitation probabilities is given in table 6.6.
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Table 6.5 
intensities.
Target contaminants which can affect the data and the upper limits on their
Isotope Interfering masses Method % of least PeXp.
134Ba 129 - 134 16.0 MeV 12C, 175° 0.8
136Ba 129 - 131 16.0 MeV 7Li, 175° 1.3
138Ba 125 - 129 16.0 MeV 12C, 175° 0.8
Table 6.6 Excitation probabilities of the 21 + state from 1 data.
Nucleus 0 lab E (MeV) 1° 2 Pexp
134Ba 174.8° 43.0 6.94(13)
44.0 7.74(15)
45.0 8.48(10)
45.0 8.38(17)
46.0 9.15(10)
46.0 9.34(14)
47.0 10.27(13)
48.0 11.10(15)
136Ba 174.8° 45.0 3.61(4)
46.0 4.04(5)
47.0 4.56(5)
48.0 5.14(6)
49.0 5.59(6)
138Ba 174.8 44.0 0.392(8)
45.0 0.480(9)
45.0 0.478(13)
46.0 0.571(10)
47.0 0.690(7)
48.0 0.811(8)
49.0 0.923(10)
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6.2.3 12C and 7 Li Data.
12C projectiles were only used in the 134Ba experiment. Data were 
taken at bombarding energies of 33.0, 34.0 and 35.0 MeV using targets 
made from the "mixed" material. The scattered particles were detected in an 
annular silicon-surface barrier detector at a mean laboratory scattering angle 
of 174.8°. A typical spectrum is shown in fig. 6.4. The contaminants check 
on the target was performed with a 16 MeV 12C beam. The main elastic 
contaminant which can affect the excitation probability of the 21+ state in the
12C data is 127l. An upper limit of 0.7% of the least 2-j+ peak intensity can 
be placed on the intensity of any of this isotope in the target.
Prior to the present work, Vermeer et al. (Ve84) at this laboratory had 
bombarded a 136Ba target with 7Li ions, detecting the scattered particles at 
171.3°. Data were taken at 15.0 MeV and 16.0 MeV. The excitation 
probabilities obtained from these data were included in the present analysis. 
The excitation probabilities are listed in table 6.7.
Ba + C 
35.0  MeV 
I 74.8°
C H A N N E L
Fig. 6.4. Spectrum of 35.0 MeV 1^C scattered from 1^4Ba at 174.8°.
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Table 6.7 Excitation probabilities for the state of 134Ba and 13®Ba using 13C and 7Li 
projectiles.
Target/Projectile E (MeV) 1° 2 pexp<2 1+)
134B a /12C 33.0 5.02(8)
(174.8°) 34.0 5.80(9)
35.0 6.60(10)
136Ba/ 7Li 15.0 0.336(6)
(171.3°) 16.0 0.520(10)
6.3 Extraction of Q(21 +) and B(E2;0*j +-->2*j+).
For each nucleus, values of the excitation probabilities were calculated 
using the de Boer-W inther program and the values of Q(2«j+ ) and
B(E2;0-j +--> 2 1+) were varied to obtain the best fit to all the data at safe
energies. In this section, details on the safe energies, higher states matrix 
elements used in the analyses and the magnitudes of the corrections and 
uncertainties in the final results are discussed.
6.3.1 Safe Bombarding Energies.
Fig. 6.5 shows the energy dependence of the ratio Pexp/F>Coul for the
barium isotopes. The maximum bombarding energies for which the effect 
of the nuclear force is considered to be negligible are indicated by arrows. 
Data obtained at energies greater than the maximum safe energies were not
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Fig. 6.5a. Plots of the ratio Pßxp^Coul as a function of s f° r 134Ba. The minimum
distances between the projectiles and the target nuclei for which the effect of the nuclear 
force is considered to be negligible are indicated by arrows.
used in the determination of Q(2-j+) and B(E2;0-j+-->2-|+). In addition, none
of the data employed in the analyses are affected by transfer reactions, 
since the Q-values for these reactions are sufficiently negative to remove 
them from the regions of interest in the spectra.
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Fig. 6.5b. Plots of the ratio
Pexp/P Coul as a function °f s for 
136Ba. See fig. 6.5a for further 
details.
6.3.2 Higher States Matrix Elements.
The energy levels of 134Ba, 136Ba and 133Ba included in the 
multiple-Coulomb-excitation analysis are given in table 6.8. In table 6.9, 
values of the matrix elements adopted in the analysis are shown. These 
were taken from ref. Bu85 and KI77. It is evident from table 6.9 that not much 
information exists in the literature about matrix elements connecting states in 
the Ba nuclei. In particular, there is no information on the 4-|+ state in 136Ba
and 133Ba. The methods by which the effect of this state in these nuclei are 
estimated are described below. There is also no experimental information 
on the sign of the interference involving the 22 + states of 133Ba and 133Ba.
Hence an ambiguity exists in the values of Q(2-|+) and B(E2;0-j +-->2-(+) 
obtained. In the present experiments, the sign of the quadrupole moment 
was found to be different for each sign of the interference term P3 (2 2 +)
defined as
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Table 6.8. Excited states included in the multiple-Coulomb-excitation analysis. 
Excitation energies are from refs. Se81, Pe79, Pe82 and Bu85.
V 134Ba 136Ba 138Ba
2i + 604.7 818.5 1435.8
22+ 1168.0 1551.3 2218.0
4 1 + 1401.0 1866.8 1898.7
Table 6.9. Magnitudes of matrix elements included in multiple Coulomb-excitation analysis.
Matrix Elements 134Ba 136Ba 138Ba
<01+||M(E2)||22+> 0.105(2) 0.126(16) 0.20(1)
<21+||M(E2)||22+> 1.38(9) 0.74(10) 0.37(3)
< 0 ,+||M(E4)||41+> 0.21(1) - -
< 2 ,+||M(E2)||41+> 1.39(7) - 0.33(2)
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P3(2\) = < o; I|M(E2)|| 2> <  0;||M(E2)|| 2;><2;||M(E2)||2;> .
Hence P4(22+) (eqn. 2.21) is negative for both signs of P3(22+). Also, since 
the sign of P3(22+) depends on the phase convention adopted in the 
definition of the matrix elements, it seems convenient to conduct the 
discussions in terms of the effect of the interference term P3(22+) on the
Coulomb excitation cross section of the 2-j+ state. For the definition of matrix 
elements used in this thesis, P3(22+) > 0 corresponds to constructive 
interference and P3(22+) < 0 to destructive interference from the 22+ state.
For 134Ba, there is a fairly strong indication, based on the results of the 
present work and the results of a reorientation precession experiment by 
Neiman et al. (Ne74), that P3(22+) is positive. This will be discussed further 
in section 6.4.1.
The effect of the 4-j+ state of 134Ba was investigated by including the 
known (Bu85) matrix elements <2-|+ ||M (E 2 )||4 i+> = 1.39(7) eb and 
<0-j+||M(E4)||4-j+> = 0.21(1) eb2 in the analysis. For P3(4-|+) positive and 
for constructive interference from the 22+ state, we obtain Q(2-j+) = -0.20(6) 
eb and B(E2;0-j+-->2-j+) = 0.665(6) e2b2. The corresponding values for 
P3(41+) negative are 0 (2 ^ )  = -0.32(6) eb and B(E2;01+~>21+) = 0.665(6) 
e2b2. The effect on Q(21 +) is quite substantial whereas there is no effect on 
the B(E2;0-|+->2«j+). Since the sign of P3(4-j+) has not been experimentally 
determined, this ambiguity in the value of Q(2<j+) for 134Ba due to the effect 
of the 4-|+ state cannot be resolved. For the purposes of comparison with 
previous measurements, none of which included the 4*|+ state in their 
analysis, the arithmetic mean of the values for both signs of P3(4-|+) has
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been adopted with 50% of the difference between the two Q(2-j+) values 
added to the final uncertainty in the results.
For 136Ba, the effect of the 4-j+ state was investigated by including in the 
calculations the following estimated values for the matrix elements between 
the 4-|+ state, the 2-j+ and the 0-j+ ground states:
<21+||M(E2)||41+> = 0.90 eb
<22+||M(E2)||41+> = 0.13 eb
<01+||M(E4)||41+> = 0.21 eb2 .
The values of the E2 matrix elements are the same as those used by 
Bechara et al. (Be84) in their analysis for 136Ba and were calculated by 
them using the asymmetric rotor model. The value for E4 matrix element is 
the same as that measured for 134Ba (Bu85). For 136Ba, the inclusion of 
the 4-j+ state in the analysis, with these values for the matrix elements
changed the B(E2;0-|+-->21+) by < 0.001 e2b2 and Q(2*|+) by +0.04 eb. The 
sign of the E4 matrix element is not known; if <0-j +||M(E4)||4-| +> = -0.21 eb2 
is used, Q(2-j+) is changed by -0.05 eb and the effect on B(E2;0-|+-->2«|+) is 
negligible. For 133Ba, the effect of the 4-| + state was investigated using the 
values of <22+||M(E2)||4-|+> and <0 'j+||M(E4)||41+> as shown above in the 
calculation together with <2*|+||M (E4)||41+> = 0.33(2) eb determined from 
the lifetime of the 4-|+ state. This resulted in a change of +0.03 eb to the 
value of Q(2-j+ ) whilst the B(E2;0-| “*"-->2-| “*") changed by less than 0.001 
e2b2. Again, changing the sign of the E4 matrix element changes Q(2«j+) by 
-0.03 eb but the effect on B(E2;0-| "l_-->2-|+) is negligible. The effects of the 
4>|+ states have been added in quadrature to the final uncertainties on the 
values of B (E2;0 i+-->2*j+) and Q(2-j+) for 133Ba and 133Ba.
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6.3.3 Corrections and uncertainties.
A summary of the magnitudes of the various "small corrections" and 
uncertainties is given in table 6.10. The net effect of the small corrections 
and of correction for the effect of the target thickness was to make negligible 
change to any of the Q(2-j+) and to change the B(E2;0-j +-->2-j+) by amounts 
ranging from +0.006 e2b2 fo r133Ba to +0.009 e2b2 fo r134Ba.
A summary of the final results is given in table 6.11 for both constructive 
and destructive interference from the 2^  state. In fig. 6.6 plots of Pexp/f
versus p are shown. For 134Ba and 133Ba each data point in fig. 6.6 is an 
average of the results obtained at all safe energies.
6.4 Comparison of Present and Previous Experimental Results.
In this section, the results obtained for 0(2^+) and B(E2;0*j +-->2-j+) for the 
Ba nuclei are compared with those of other experiments. The available 
information on the B(E2;0-|+-->2-|+) values for the Ba nuclei is compared in 
fig. 6.7. It shows plots of the weight (defined in section 5.4) of each 
measurement as a function of the B(E2;0*j+-->2*j+) value. Again, as in the Pt
analysis, contours are drawn at ±  2(AB(E2)) centred at the results of the 
present experiments. This figure is discussed below.
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6.4.1 **34Ba nucleus.
There have been four previous measurements of the B(E2;0-|+-->2-|+) of
134Ba (table 6.12). Fig. 6.7a indicates that the the results of these previous 
measurements are in good agreement with the results of the present work. 
From a consideration of the previous measurements, Raman et al. (Ra87) 
have adopted a value of B(E2;0-|+-->2-|+) = 0.680(16) e3b3 for their
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recent compilation. Although this value is consistent with our results, it is not 
clear how the uncertainty in the adopted value was obtained. In addition, our 
present result is the most precise of the available B(E2;0-| +-->2-|+) values 
and it will obviously dominate if the weighted mean of all the 
B(E2;0‘|+-->21+) values is calculated. Therefore for comparison with theory 
our present result will be adopted.
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Table 6.11 Final results of Q(2.|+) and B(E2;01+-->21+) in eb and e2b2 respectively 
for constructive (P3 > 0) and destructive (P3 < 0) interference from 22+ states.
Nucleus
Q(21+) (eb)
P3 < 0 P3 > 0
B(E2) (e2b2)
P3 < 0 P3 > 0
134Ba + 0.15(8) -0.26(8) 0.665(6) 0.665(6)
136Ba + 0.07(8) -0.19(8) 0.417(4) 0.419(4)
138Ba + 0.08(7) -0.14(7) 0.240(6) 0.241(6)
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Fig. 6.6a Plots of the ratio P0Xp/f as a function of p for 1^®Ba for both constructive 
and destructive interference from the 22+ state.
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1 *34 1Fig. 6.6b Plots of the ratio P0Xp/f as a function of p for Ba and Ba. For ease of 
presentation each data point represents an average of data obtained at all safe energies. 
The B(E2;0i +-->21 +) assumed in these plots are those corresponding to constructive
interference from the 2^  state.
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Fig. 6.7 Plots of the weights of previous and present B(E2) as a function of the B(E2) 
values for the Ba nuclei. The weight of each measurement is defined as (AB(E2))‘2 where 
AB(E2) is the uncertainty on each measurement. The contours at ±  2( AB(E2)) are centred 
at the results of the present experiments. The arrows correspond to the values from the 
present work (P), from ref. Be(84) (B) and the compilation of ref. Ra87 (A). The closed 
and open circles refer to data obtained from Coulomb-excitation measurements and other 
techniques respectively.
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Table 6.12 Results of present and previous experimental values of Q (21+ ) and 
B (E 2;01+- > 2 1+) of 134Ba.
B (E 2 ;01+~ > 2 1+) 0 (2 , V  (eb) Method Ref.
(e2 b2 1
0.672(16) -0 .64 (14) -0 .50(16) particle singles Ke72
0.50(7) + 0.15(14) part.-y coincidence To73
-0.33(24) reor. precession Ne74
0.700(15) -0 .34 (16) -0 .13 (16) particle singles KI77
0.664(10) M m Bu85
0.680(16) adopted value Ra87
0.665(6) -0 .20 (8 ) +0.15(8) particle singles present work
# Values corresponding to the assumption of constructive interference from the 2^  state
are shown to the left and those corresponding to destructive interference to the right. The 
centred value corresponds to a case where interference is negligible.
There have been four previous measurements of the quadrupole moment 
of the first excited state of 1^4Ba. They all employ techniques based on the 
reorientation effect in Coulomb-excitation. With the exception of the results 
of Towsley et al. (To73), the rest of the previous measurements, (assuming 
P3>0) indicate that 134Ba has a prolate deformation. Towsley et al. 
employed the particle gamma-coincidence technique and in the analysis of 
their data they assumed matrix elements for the state from the
asymmetric rotor model. The inclusion of the 22+ state in their analysis 
changed the Q(2-j+) from +0.06(14) eb to +0.15(14) eb. It is not clear from in
ref. To73 whether the effect of the gdr was taken into account. It is also not 
explicitly stated in ref. To73 whether the value given is for constructive or
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destructive interference from the 22+ state. However, since the effect of 
including the 22+ state was to increase Q(21+) by 0.09 eb, it must be the 
case that the value given is for destructive interference.
Our Q(2-|+) value is in good agreement with the results of Kleinfeld et al.
(KI77), Neiman et al. (Ne74) and Towsley et al.(To73). It is however in 
strong disagreement with the results of Kerns and Saladin (Ke72). Kerns 
and Saladin employed the particle singles technique by bombarding 
enriched 134Ba targets with beams. The scattered particles were 
detected at scattering angles ranging from 40° to 144°. Our 160  data are 
consistent with the backangle data of Kerns and Saladin. The disagreement 
between the two Q(2-j+) values is therefore due to discrepancies in the "low
p" data. The low p values of Kerns and Saladin are provided by data taken 
at 40° and 60°. At these angles, the excitation probability is a rapidly 
varying function of scattering angle which puts stringent requirements on the 
scattering angle determination. At 60°, the fractional change of excitation 
probability with angle is 5% per degree. It is 9% per degree at 40°, requiring 
the determination of the scattering angle to -0.04 degrees.
Although the results of Kleinfeld et al. (KI77) and Neiman et al. (Ne74) are 
consistent with our results, the uncertainties on their values are two to three 
times larger than those on ours. In addition, the effect of the gdr was not 
taken into account in the analyses of experiments reported in refs. KI77 and 
Ne74. The inclusion of the gdr in our analysis changed Q(2«j+) by -0.05 eb
and will therefore weaken the agreement between the present results and 
those of refs. KI77 and Ne74. For subsequent discussions the results of the 
present work will be adopted.
It was mentioned in section 6.3.2 that it is possible to determine the sign of 
^3(22+) f° r from our present results coupled with the results of the
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reorientation precession measurement of Neiman et al. From our present 
results, changing the sign of P3(22+) changed Q(2-j+) by 0.41 eb which is 
about two times larger than the uncertainty on the result of Neiman et al. 
Since our result corresponding to constructive interference (P3(22+)>0) from
the 22+ state is consistent with the results of Neiman et al. and also since the 
reorientation precession technique is insensitive to interference from higher 
excited states, this provides a fairly strong evidence that P3(22+) is positive 
for 134Ba.
6.4.2 136Ba nucleus.
There are five previous B(E2;0-j +-->2-j +) and three previous Q(2-j+) 
values for 136Ba. These are listed in table 6.13. All of the Q(2-j+) values 
were measured with techniques based on the reorientation effect in 
Coulomb-excitation. Two of the Q(2-|+) values (Ke72, Be84) were
determined simultaneously with B(E2;0-j+-->21+) values using the particle 
singles technique.
Only two of the B(E2) values, those of refs. Ke72 and AI63 are in 
reasonable agreement with the present work. However the results of 
Alkazov et al. (AI63) has a rather large uncertainty compared with the rest of 
the B(E2) values.
Our Q(2-j+) value is in good agreement with the result of Kerns and
Saladin as also is the B(E2). However, from a consideration of the size of 
the experimental errors on their excitation probabilities and their result for 
134Ba, this seems to be fortuitous. Kerns and Saladin employed the same 
experimental method as described for the ir134Ba experiments. Their only
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Table 6.13 Results of present and previous experimental values of Q(2^ + ) and
B(E2;01+- > 2 1+) of 136Ba.
B (E 2 ;0 ,+- > 2 1+) Q (2 ,+)# (eb) Method Ref.
(e2b2)
0.53(16) part.-y coincidence AI63
0.418(11) -0 .19(17) + 0.02(18) particle singles Ke72
+ 0.43(52) part.-y coincidence To73
0.399(3) +0.01(5) + 0.25(5) particle singles Be84
0.387(6) - Bu85
0.353(49) doppler shift Fi73
0.400(5) adopted value Ra87
0.419(4) -0 .19(8) + 0.07(8) particle singles present work
# Values corresponding to the assumption of constructive interference from the 22+ state 
are shown to the left and those corresponding to destructive interference to the right.
low p data point was obtained at 60°. It can therefore be seen that the value 
of the extracted quadrupole moment depends to a large extent on this single 
excitation probability. As noted in the last subsection, excitation probabilities 
are very sensitive to scattering at small angles and unless the angles can be 
measured reliably, the excitation probabilities should be regarded with 
caution.
Our B(E2;0‘j +-->21+) value disagrees sharply with the results of the two
most recent measurements; Bechara et al (Be84) and Burnett et al. (Bu85). It 
is also more than one standard deviation from the only lifetime measurement 
(Fi73). Private communication with the authors of ref. Bu85 has revealed that
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the results of their experiment could be in error due to the use of incorrect 
beam energies in their analysis. This is the result of the fact that the usual 
"recycling" of the analysing magnet of the accelerator in order to reduce the 
effect of hysteresis was not done for the 136Ba experiments reported in ref. 
Bu85.
The results of Bechara et al. (Be84) for both Q(2«j+) and B(E2;0+—> 2 ^) 
are of similar precision to ours, yet the Q(2-|+) values disagree by more than 
three times the standard error on either result. The B(E2;0-j+-->21+) values
differ even more markedly. Since similar experimental methods were 
employed in the two cases, we subjected the values of excitation 
probabilities given by Bechara et al. to the same analysis applied to our data. 
We used the same levels and the same values for matrix elements between 
the levels. We also included the gdr (Bechara et al. appear not to have 
included the gdr in their analysis). This re-analysis resulted, for constructive 
interference involving the 22+ state, in Q(2-j + ) = +0.07 eb and
B(E2;01 +~ > 2 i + ) = 0.401 e2b2. The B(E2;0i +~ > 2 1 +) value is not 
significantly different from that obtained by Bechara et al. in their analysis 
and the increase of 0.006 eb in Q(2-j+) can be largely attributed to the
inclusion of the gdr correction. Thus the discrepancy in the results of the 
experiments does not arise in the Coulomb-excitation analysis.
The re-analysis also revealed that whereas the two 160  measurements 
are in good agreement, the 4He data of Bechara et al. are, on the average, 
about 4% lower than those from the present experiment. This difference is 
sufficient to account for the discrepancies in the values of Q(2-j+) and
B(E2;0«|+->2-|+). We have investigated several possible sources of these 
discrepancies:
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(a) We have shown from our contaminants check that an upper limit of 
0.5% can be placed on the contribution of target contaminants to the 
excitation probabilities of the 4He data. Although Bechara et al. do not make 
any mention of similar checks on their data any such contamination in their 
4He spectra would make the discrepancies worse.
(b) We have demonstrated that our data were taken at safe bombarding 
energies; the data of Bechara et al were all obtained at lower energies which 
must therefore also have been safe.
(c) All the present experiments were obtained at scattering angles near 
180° where excitation probabilities are relatively insensitive to angle. About 
half of the data points of Bechara et al. were taken at angles of 110° and 
130° where uncertainties in the angles may be significant. However, even if 
those points were from excluded from the analysis, the value of Q(2-j+) 
would not change by more than about -0.05 eb.
The most probable explanations for the discrepancies seems to be either 
the presence of a contaminant on the high energy side of their 2-j+ peak in
the data of Bechara et al. which will lead to too large a background or a 
systematic error of about 0.5% in the 4He bombarding energies employed in 
one or the other of the experiments. In the present experiment, the energy 
was calibrated to an accuracy of 0.05% (section 4.6.2.) which corresponds to 
an uncertainty of 0.3% in Pexp.
In short, the disagreement between out present values and those of 
Bechara et al. (Be84) still persists after subjecting both data to close scrutiny.
This is rather unfortunate since these two measurements are the most 
precise of all the Q(21+) and B(E2;0-| +-->2-j+) measurements of 136Ba. 
However for subsequent discussions our present results will be adopted.
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6.4.3 133Ba nucleus.
There has been only one previous measurement of Q(2-|+) of 133Ba
(table 6.14). Although this result by Kerns and Saladin (Ke72), is in good 
agreement with the result of our present experiment, higher excited states 
were not included in their analysis. Performing a two-level calculation on our 
present data gives Q(2-j+) = 0.04(6) eb, which is in still in agreement with the
result of Kerns and Saladin. Our result will be adopted for subsequent 
discussions.
The B(E2) plot shown in fig. 6.7c indicates that all the previous 
B(E2;0-|+-->2‘|+) values of 133Ba are consistent with our present result. The
plot also shows that there are no inconsistencies between B(E2) values 
obtained by the different experimental techniques. Since our present result 
is the most precise of all the available B(E2) values, it will be adopted for any 
further discussions.
6.4.4 Summary.
The results of the present work are in fairly good agreement with previous 
measurements for 134Ba and 133Ba. Our present results for 133Ba 
disagree with those of Bechara et al. (Be84) which are of similar precision to 
ours. For comparison of experimental values with theoretical calculations, 
the results of the present work will be adopted.
The available experimental evidence indicates that the interference from 
the 22+ state in 134Ba is constructive. Although no such evidence exists for 
133Ba and 133Ba, the discussion which follows in the next chapter will 
largely be concentrated on the values of Q(2-|+ ) corresponding to 
constructive interference.
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Table 6.14 Results of present and previous experimental values of Q (2^+ ) and 
B(E2;01+ - > 2 1+ ) of 1 3 8 Ba.
B (E 2;01+~ > 2 1+)
(e2 b2 1
0 (2 , +)# (eb) Method Ref.
0.38(11) part.-7 coincidence AI61
0.27(9) «* M An63
0.221 (9) -0 .07(14) particle singles Ke72
0.21 7(30) - Ki 78
0.232(7) - Bu85
0.237(17) resonance, flour. Sw77
0.249(12) electron scattering Le72
0.226(9) adopted value Ra87
0.241 -0 .14(8) + 0.08(8) particle singles present work
# Values corresponding to the assumption of constructive interference from the 2^  state
are shown to the left and those corresponding to destructive interference to the right. The 
value centred corresponds to a case where interference correction was neglected.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSION.
There exists a large amount of information on the spectroscopic 
properties of nuclei in the A =190 and, to a lesser extent, the A =130 mass 
regions of the periodic table. However, in the present chapter, the 
discussion will be largely concentrated on the significance of the results 
obtained in this work in relation to the predictions of the many nuclear 
models which have been applied in these regions. This is not as restrictive 
as it might first appear; for, the value of Q(2-j+) provides a sensitive test of
nuclear models in that it depends on the wavefunction of a single state and 
the lowest excited state at that. Consequently, it is less subject to ambiguity 
of interpretation than are the many other spectroscopic quantities which 
involve the wavefunctions of more than one state. If a model of collective 
behaviour is unable to account for the value of Q(2*j+) it can hardly be said to 
have correctly predicted the state vector of the first excited state.
The interacting boson model (IBM) is one of the exciting theoretical 
developments in nuclear structure studies in the last decade and has been 
applied extensively to nuclei in the A =190 and A =130 mass regions. In 
particular, the Os-Pt region has been described in terms of a gradual 
transition from the 0(6) limit in the heavier Pt nuclei towards the SU(3) limit in 
the lighter mass Os nuclei (Ca78). Similarly, recent analyses (Ca85) of 
energy level systematics and transition strength B(E2) have led to the claim 
that the even-even nuclei in the A = 130 mass region, and in particular the 
Ba isotopes, are better examples of the 0(6) symmetry than the Pt nuclei.
In the first section of this chapter, a survey of quadrupole moments of 
nuclei in these two transition regions will be presented using the results of 
the present work and taking values for other nuclei from the literature. In
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section 7.2, the IBM codes PHINT and FBEM (Sc82) have been used to 
calculate some E2 transition probabilities for the Pt nuclei studied in this 
work. The predictions of B(E2) values by the IBM-1, with the parameters of 
the model constrained to fit the Q(2-j+) and B(E2;0-j+-->2-|+) values obtained
in the present work, will be compared with the available experimental data in 
section 7.2.1. The lack of experimental data on the E2 properties of excited 
states of 136Ba and13®Ba renders similar calculations uninformative for 
these nuclei. Hence only calculations for 134Ba are included. A comparison 
between 134Ba and 196Pt is interesting in the light of the suggestion that 
134Ba is a better 0(6) nucleus than (Qa85). Finally, a comparison of 
some experimentally determined E2 properties of the 2-j+ and 22+ states
with the predictions of various other nuclear models will be presented in 
section 7.3.
7.1 Svstematics of Quadrupole Moment Values in the A=190 and A=130 
Transition Regions.
A prolate-to-oblate transition in the region near A = 190 was first predicted 
by Kumar and Baranger (Ku68) using the m icroscopic
pairing-plus-quadrupole model (section 2.2.6). Since then, many
experimental investigations of nuclei in this region have indicated that the 
variation of Q(2-j+) values in this region constitutes a good signature of the
prolate-to-oblate shape transition. Hence, by combining the results of the 
present experiments for the Pt isotopes with previous measurements of 
Q(2-|+) for W, Os, Hg and Pb it is now possible to present a comprehensive 
experimental evidence of shape transition in the A = 190 mass region.
In fig. 7.1, the available information on quadrupole moments of W, Os, Pt, 
Hg and Pb has been plotted as a function of mass. In order to incorporate 
measurements of ground state quadrupole moments of the odd mass nuclei, 
the mass dependence of the intrinsic quadrupole moments Q0 has been
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plotted rather than Q (2-j+ ). As alluded to in section 2.2.2, within the 
rotational model framework the relationship between the intrinsic quadrupole 
moment Q0 and the spectroscopic quadrupole moment Q ^ )  of a state with
angular momentum J and parity n is (eqn. 2.8)
0 ( j n )
3K2 -J (J + 1 )
(J + 1) (2J + 3) U°
7.1
provided that K, the projection of J on the symmetry axis, is a good quantum 
number. The values of Q0 shown in fig. 7.1 were obtained, for even-even
nuclei, from Q(2-j+) values assuming K=0, and, for odd-mass nuclei, from the 
ground-state quadrupole moments assuming K = J.
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Fig. 7.1 Plot showing the variation of intrinsic quadrupole moments Qq in the Os-Pt 
transition region. The sources of the data are given in the text.
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The values plotted are obtained from experiments involving the 
reorientation effect in Coulomb excitation, muonic X-ray work and 
Mossbauer effect measurements. For the tungsten nuclei, the weighted 
mean of relative measurements for Q(2-j+) (Pe67, Pe68, Ch69, Ob71) were
fitted to absolute values reported in ref. Ru78. For 1880s, 1880s and 190Os, 
the most precise results are from the muonic X-ray work of Hoehn et al. 
(Ho81) and the Mossbauer effect measurements of Wagner et al. (Wa72). 
These are in agreement. Using a least squares fitting procedure described 
by Ernst et al. (Er79), the results shown in the figure were obtained. This 
fitting procedure establishes a normalization which is used to derive the 
1890s result. F o r191 Os and 1980s, the results reported in ref. Er71 were 
adopted. The 1920s result is from muonic X-ray work (Ho81). The data for 
198Hg, 200Hg, 202Hg and 204Hg are ANU results (Es77, Sp80, Es81), as 
also are those for lead (Jo78). The ground state quadrupole moments for 
187Hg, 189Hg and 193Hg are taken from ref. Bo76. Although quadrupole 
moments are available (Bo76) for the ground states of 201 Hg and 203Hg, 
these have been omitted from fig. 7.1 because the assumption that K is equal 
to J is apparently invalid for these weakly coupled nuclei.
Perusal of fig. 7.1 prompts the following comments:
(i) There is a marked shape transition in the region of A = 190 and a rapid 
decrease in Q0 as shell closure is approached near A = 208. However the 
shape transition does not occur at a unique value of A.
(ii) The change of shape as a function of Z is dramatic; for Z < 76, the 
nuclei are prolate whereas for Z > 78 they are oblate.
(iii) For constant Z there is much less variation of the shape with neutron 
number N; indeed the effect of N on Q0 is not discernible in the Pt and Hg 
isotopes. It would appear therefore that the shape transition is closely
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related to the addition of two protons to the nucleus at Z = 76 and not so 
much influenced by the addition of neutrons.
These conclusions are clear if one considers only quadrupole moments 
as the signature of shape transition. If other indicators are considered, the 
situation is not as clear-cut. For example, Casten and collaborators (Ca78, 
Bo83, Ca78a) have argued from energy-level systematics that 1940s is 
oblate. If this is so, it would imply a sudden change of shape with increasing 
N at 117-118 (or A = 193 - 194), since 1930s is apparently prolate. 
Furthermore, in the case of the platinum isotopes, there is evidence, again 
from energy-level systematics, of a prolate-to-oblate transition at N = 108 - 
110 (or A =186 - 188); for example, Kumar (Ku70) has argued that the 
crossing of and 4 ^  levels is a good indicator of the prolate-to-oblate
transition, and such a cross-over is known to occur (Fi72, Ve80) in the region 
of A = 186 - 188 for the platinum isotopes. Thus there is some evidence of 
shape transitions for both platinum and osmium, but they occur at values of A 
differing by at least 6 units or values of N differing by at least 8 units.
There have been many theoretical investigations of the nature of the 
prolate-to-oblate transition in this mass region. Some (Ni69, Ne79, Na81) 
fail to obtain any transition, predicting that all nuclei in the region are prolate. 
Others predict identical behaviour for the two sets of isotopes (La73). Using 
a Wood-Saxon potential and the Strutinski prescription, Gotz et al. (Go72) 
predicts the shape transition in the Pt nuclei to occur between A = 190 - 192 
and in the Os nuclei between A = 192 -194. Calculations using the IBM-2 
(Ve80) and the boson expansion theory (We80) have obtained the transition 
at A = 190 - 192 for the platinum nuclei. The early pairing-plus-quadrupole 
model calculation of Kumar and Baranger (Ku68) predicted the transition at 
188 -190 for both platinum and osmium. Recently, Ansari (An86) has 
investigated the influence of adding the hexadecupole degree of freedom to 
the pairing-plus-quadrupole interaction Hamiltonian through a 
self-consistent Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculation. This produced 
evidence of a more gradual shape transition for platinum than for osmium;
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however the transition occured at A = 190 -192 in both cases, which is still in 
marked disagreement with the quadrupole moments. In fact, Kumar and 
Baranger considered their initial calculations (Ku68) to be rather crude 
(Ku68a) and in subsequent, more sophisticated calculations (but still not 
including hexadecupole interactions) they found the shape transition to 
occur at A *  192 for osmium and at A =186 - 188 for platinum (Ku69, Ku75). 
Thus, although a detailed description of the calculations reported in refs. 
Ku69, Ku75 has not been published, it seems that the 
pairing-plus-quadrupole calculations of Kumar and Baranger clearly give the 
best account of the prolate-to-oblate transition in the platinum and osmium 
nuclei.
Casten (Ca85a, Ca85b) has recently suggested that the properties of 
low-lying states of nuclei in transition regions can be understood by plotting 
structure indicators as a function of the product NpNn of the numbers of
valence proton and neutron particles (or holes past midshell) rather than 
against N, Z or A. Casten's suggestion is based on the importance, 
emphasized long ago by Talmi (Ta62), deShalit and Goldhaber (Sh53) and 
Federman and Pittel (Fe77), of the proton-neutron interaction in inducing 
phase transitions and nuclear deformations. Since this interaction is most 
important among valence particles, Casten argues that a reasonable 
estimate of its average strength is NpNn (Ca85a). Casten suggests that an
improved characterization of transition regions can be obtained by taking 
into account not only shell closures but also significant subshell closures in 
determining Np and Nn. Although the location of major shell closures are
well established, the existence of subshell gaps is not so certain and may 
vary from nucleus to nucleus. For example, in the Os-Pt transition region, a 
subshell closure at N = 114 has been previously conjectured (Fe79, So84). 
But on the basis of the NpNn systematics, Casten suggests that this subshell
closure only applies for Z > 78. That is, the platinum and mercury nuclei 
behave as if N = 114 were a magic number, whereas the isotopes of osmium 
and lower Z elements do not. Similarly, in the A = 150 mass region, the
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proton shell seems to be Z = 50 - 64 for N < 90 and Z = 50 - 82 for N £ 90. 
These and similar postulates have been applied by Casten to the A = 190, A 
= 150, A = 130 and A = 100 mass regions; plots of simple signatures of static 
quadrupole deformations such as E(2+), E(4-j+)/E(21+) or B(E2;0-|+-->21+)
values against NpNn show the evolution of phase transitions which are
nearly universal for a given mass region and independent of the specific 
values of N and Z.
v  Os
A  W
Fig. 7.2 Plots showing the variation of intrinsic quadrupole moments in the A=190 region 
Q 0 with NpNn as defined by Casten (Ca85a,Ca85b): (a) with standard magic numbers; (b)
assuming that N=114 corresponds to a closed shell for isotopes of platinum and mercury 
but not for those of tungsten or osmium.
Fig. 7.2 is a plot of Q0 values against NpNn for the A = 190 mass region. 
Fig. 7.2a is drawn assuming the usual shell closure at 50, 82 and 126
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particles for both protons and neutrons. In fig. 7.2b, the information shown in 
fig 7.2a are reconstructed by assuming a subshell closure at N = 114 for 
nuclei with Z > 78. This assumption produces a regularization of the 
systematics, although there is an inevitable lack of data around NpNn = 40.
The behaviour of the osmium and the platinum isotopes, which appears 
different in fig. 7.2a, no longer seem so in fig. 7.2b; rather there is a smooth 
variation of Q0 as the strength of the proton-neutron interaction varies.
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Fig. 7.3 Intrinsic quadrupole moments Q q of even-Z nuclei in the A=130 mass region 
plotted against the neutron number N. The sources of the data are given in the text.
Fig. 7.3 shows the variation of intrinsic quadrupole moments for nuclei on 
both sides of the shell closure at N = 82 for 50 < Z < 64. The data for Te, Ce 
and Nd were taken from the compilation of quadrupole moments by Lederer 
and Shirley (Le78). Data for the samarium isotopes are weighted means of
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values reported in refs. Le78, Po79 and Ba81a. The 134Ba, 133Ba and 
133Ba data are the results of the present work which correspond to the 
assumption of constructive interference from the 22+ states. For 134Ba, this
choice of the sign of the interference is based on evidence presented in 
section 6.4.1. The adoption of values corresponding to constructive 
interference for 133Ba and 133Ba is quite arbitrary. Data have also been 
plotted for 135Ba and 137Ba using their ground state quadrupole moments 
(Le78). Although there exist information on the ground state quadrupole 
moments of 143Nd, 145Nd and 131Xe (Le78) these have been omitted from 
the plot because they apparently correspond to oblate deformation. As 
mentioned earlier, this is probably because the assumption that K equals J is 
invalid for these weakly coupled nuclei.
Some interesting observations arising from fig. 7.3 are:
(i) The Q0 values tend to a minimum near the closed shell at N=82.
(ii) The change of deformation as a function of N is more rapid for Nd and 
Sm than for Ba and Te nuclei.
These general trends are predicted by most nuclear models applied to 
this mass region (see for example ref. Ew78, Ro77a). However, several 
predict oblate deformations (i.e Q0 < 0) for some nuclei in this region.
Notable among them is the microscopic pairing-plus-quadrupole model 
calculations by Kumar and Baranger (Ku64) which predicted oblate 
deformation for nuclei in the vicinity of 134Ba, "*33Ba and 133Ba. Also, 
Almoney and Börse (AI71) have calculated quadrupole moments for several 
nuclei in this region using the pairing-plus-quadrupole model and adding 
terms to the Hamiltonian in order to produce anharmonic effects, such as 
non-zero quadrupole moments and crossover transition rates in spherical 
nuclei. Although their calculations are in quite good agreement with 
experimental results for most of the nuclei near A = 130, they predict large
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Oblate deformations for all even-even Te isotopes as well as for 134Ba and 
136Ba. The IBM-2 calculation by Puddu et. al. (Pu80) predicts moderately 
large prolate deformations for 130Ba and 132Ba but almost zero quadrupole 
moment value for 134Ba.
Following Casten, Q0 has been plotted against values of NpNn in fig. 7.4
by assuming a subshell closure at Z = 64 for N > 90 and the normal shell Z = 
50 - 82 for N > 90. Thus Sm, with Z = 62, has two proton holes for N < 90, but 
12 proton particles for N > 90. The interesting thing about these plots is that 
postulating a subshell closure at Z = 64 (fig. 7.4a) does not produce the 
regularization of the systematics that occured in the A = 190 region on 
assuming that N = 114 is a magic number. In fact, assuming the normal 
proton shell of Z = 50 - 82 for all values of N (fig. 7.4b) produces a smoother 
systematics of the Q0 values in the A = 130 region; Instead of a number of 
separate curves there is now a simple dependence on the single quantity 
NpNn. This contradicts the trends observed (Ca85, Ca85b) in the A = 130
region when other structure indicators (eg. E(4-j+)/E(2-|+) are plotted against 
NpNn.
7.2 IBM-1 Description of the Pt and Ba Nuclei.
In this section, IBM-1 description of the nature of the Pt and Ba nuclei will 
be provided. In view of the current debate (Fe86,Ca87,Le86) on the 0(6) or 
U(5) character of 19^Pt and also because there exist a lot more data for 
196pt than for the other nuclei, more detailed discussions will be presented 
for 196Pt. The data to be examined include energy levels, absolute B(E2) 
values, certain E2 branching ratios, E0 transition rates and two-neutron 
transfer strengths. For 196Pt, the theoretical predictions have been taken 
from ref. Fe86 and ref. Ca87.
The calculation of energy levels were performed with the IBM-1 
Hamiltonian written in the form (eqn. 2.43)
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Fig. 7.4. Intrinsic quadrupole 
moments of even-Z nuclei in the 
A=130 region plotted against NpNn
as defined by Casten (Ca85a,Ca85b):
(a) assuming the Z=64 subshell 
closure; (b) assuming standard magic 
numbers.
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H = e Mnd + a0 (P+.P) + a/L.L) + a^Q.Q) + 3 3 (1 3 .1 3 ) + a4 (T4 .T4) 7.2
As pointed out in section 2.2.5.1, (p.26) the three dynamical symmetries of 
the IBM are realised when various of the terms of the Hamiltonian are zero. 
An additional parameter of the model is the boson number N which is held 
constant for a given nucleus and which determines the maximum angular 
momentum that can be obtained.
7.2.1 Platinum nuclei.
For each of the platinum nuclei, the interaction parameters of the 
Hamiltonian were varied to give good fits to the positive-parity energy levels 
with excitation energy less than 1.5 MeV and with well-established spin 
values J < 4. Three sets of parameters were obtained. These are shown in
Table 7.1a Interaction parameters of the IBM-1 used to fit 19^Ptdata.
8" ao at CM
(d
a 3 a4
U (5) -0 .139 0 0.022 0 -0.097 0.254
0(6) 0 0.172 0.025 0 0.107 0
0(6)+SU(3) 0 0.159 0.025 -0.003 0.096 0
Table 7.1b Interaction parameters of the IBM-1 used to fit 194Pt data.
£" ao a i a 2 a 3 a4
U (5) -0 .088 0 0.019 0 -0.086 0.236
0(6) 0 0.185 0.025 0 0.106 0
0(6)+SU(3) 0 0.159 0.025 -0.003 0.095 0
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Table 7.1c In teraction param eters of the IBM-1 used to fit 1 9 6 Pt data.
£ " ao a i a 2 a 3 a4
U (5) -0 .0 6 6 0 0 .0 2 2 0 -0 .0 7 2 0 .2 1 3
0 (6 ) 0 0 .2 0 0 0 .0 2 8 0 0.101 0
0 (6 )+ S U (3 ) 0 0 .1 6 9 0 .0 2 7 -0 .0 0 7 0 .08 3 0
Table  7.1 d Interaction param eters of the IBM-1 used to fit 1 98 Pt data.
£ " ao a i C\l
a
j
a 3 a 4
U (5) 0 .0 2 9 0 0 .0 2 4 0 -0 .0 9 0 0 .1 9 8
0 (6 ) 0 0 .2 4 6 0 .0 3 2 0 0 .10 5 0
0 (6 )+ S U (3 ) 0 0 .2 1 3 0 .0 3 2 -0 .0 0 9 0 .07 3 0
table 7.1 for the Pt nuclei. Two of the parameter sets correspond to the U(5) 
and the 0(6) limits of the IBM-1. The third was obtained by adding via the 
interaction term a2Q.Q (eqn. 7.2) enough of the SU(3) limit to reproduce the
experimental values of Q(2-|+). The addition of a quadrupole interaction has
been shown (Ca78) to provide a description of the observed trend in decay 
rate patterns and level spectra in the progression from mass A = 196 to A 
=182 nuclides.
The fitted energy levels are compared to experimental values in fig. 7.5. 
These provide few grounds for favouring one set of parameters over the 
others. In particular, the predictions of the energies of high-spin states are 
quite poor for all parameter sets. In most cases the calculated energy levels 
of high-spin states are higher than the experimental levels. However, for all 
of the Pt nuclei, the U(5) limit provides a better fit to the high-spin states than
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Ex(M eV) 
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1.5 -
o .o 1-
■5+
■2+
■6+
-4+
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■ 4+
■o+
U(5)
198P t
• 4+ 
■6+
• 0 +
-4+
. 4+ 
' 0+
• 2+
■ 4+ 
• 6+
• 2+
■2+
- 0+
'4 +
■2+
(6+ )
(4+ )
2+
3+
■ 4+ 
■0+
■0+
0 ( 6 )  0 ( 6 )+ S U ( 3 )  E X P T
1 QRFig. 7.5g Experimental energy levels of l3 °Pt compared with the 0(6), U(5) and 
0(6)+SU(3) calculations.
the 0(6) limit or the 0(6)+SU(3) case. The failure of the IBM to provide good 
description high-spin states has been interpreted in terms of angular 
momentum cut-off effects - a consequence of the finite dimensionality of the 
IBM-1 model space (He79, Pa81). Also, more recent experimental tests 
(Ca84) seem to indicate that the applicability of the IBM at high-spin is limited
because other degrees of freedom (such as quasi-particle excitations and 
alignment) begin to play a significant role. It has been shown by Van Isacker 
et al. (Is82) and by Heyde et al. (He83a) that it is possible to lower the 
energies of high-spin states and generally get a better agreement with 
experiment when a g-boson (i.e hexadecupole degree of freedom) is 
included in the IBM.
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Casten and Cizewski (Ca87) have recently pointed out that the 0(6) limit 
provides a better fit than the U(5) limit to the 24+ , 25+, and 2g+ states in
19^Pt. These states, which had earlier been shown to be collective, and 
assigned 0(6) quantum numbers (Ca78) are shown in fig.7.5f. The 0(6) fits 
to these states are indeed superior to those of the U(5).
For the calculation of absolute B(E2) values the electric quadrupole 
operator can be written as (eqn. 2.44)
T = a [ d x s  + s x d ]  + ß 2 [ d x d ]  7.3
This form of T<E2> in the 0(6) limit has ß2=0, since T<E2> is then a generator of
0(6). As mentioned in section 2.2.5.1 (c) (p.36), this leads to vanishing 
quadrupole moments in the 0 (6 ) limit which is inconsistent with the 
experimental results for the Pt nuclei. It is however possible to get around 
this problem while retaining the 0 (6 ) symmetry of the Hamiltonian by
allowing ß2 to vary in the quadrupole operator. Another way of obtaining
nonzero quadrupole moments is to break the 0 (6 ) symmetry in the 
Hamiltonian by the addition of some of the SU(3) limit. Although a 
combination of these two approaches will work, these two represent the 
extremes and their prediction of absolute B(E2) values will be compared with 
those of the U(5) limit.
Table 7.2 lists, for each parameterization, values of a 2 and ß2 which 
reproduce the experimental values of B(E2;0-j+-->2-|+) and Q(2-j+). In the 
case of the 0(6) and U(5) limits, the experimental values of Q(2-j+ ) were
obtained by varying ß2 and, in the 0(6)+SU(3) case, by fixing ß2 at zero and 
adjusting a2 in the Hamiltonian to fit the B(E2;0-| '*'-->2-j+) values.
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Table 7.2 Parameters of the E2 operator of IBM-1 which reproduce the experimental 
values of B(E2;01+-->21+) and Q(2.|+) of the Pt nuclei. The units are eb.
Values of 0C2
1 9 2 p , 194p t 1 9 6 p t 1 9 8 p t
U(5) ±  0.213 ±  0 .218 ±  0.215 ±  0.209
0 (6 ) ±  0.138 ±  0 .147 ±  0.152 ±  0.156
0 (6 )+ S U (3 ) - 0 .140 - 0 .147 - 0 .157 - 0.159
Values of ß2
1 9 2 p , 194pt 1 9 6 p t 1 9 8 p t
U (5) 0 .32 5 0.271 0 .3 7 2 0 .24 8
0 (6 ) 0 .19 5 0 .1 7 7 0 .2 6 4 0 .1 9 3
The B(E2) values which result from these calculations are compared with 
experimental values in table 7.3.
For 192Pt there are few grounds for favouring one parameter set over the 
others. The 0(6) limit gives good fits to B(E2;22 + - -> 2 *j +) and
B(E2;3-j+-->22+). The predictions of the U(5) limit of these B(E2) values are 
much larger than the empirical values. On the other hand, the U(5) limit 
provides better fits to the B(E2;4-j +-->2-j+) and B(E2;42+-->22+). None of the
parameter sets get the B(E2;22+-->0 -j+) and B(E2;3-| +-->2-j +) right.
Whereas these are forbidden in the U(5) limit, the predictions of the 0(6) limit 
are much larger than the experimental values. It should however be pointed
195
1 Q9 9 9Table 7.3a. IBM-1 predictions of some E2 transition rates of ' a tPt. The units are ecb .
Transition EXPT# 0(6) 0(6)+SU(3) U (5)
ro ro
+ V o + 0.0044(5) 0.058* 0.010 0
22 + — >2l + 0.46(5) 0.495 0.502 0.641
4 1+~ > 21 + 0.62(3) 0.495 0.502 0.641
3 1+~ > 21 + 0.0046(6) 0.061* 0.014
0
V ~ > 22+ 0.43(6) 0.381 0.382 0.589
3 1+~>41 + 0.21(3) 0.152 0.143 0.236
42+" > 22+ > 0.30 0.279 0.291 0.432
#  Experimental values are taken from refs. Ei85, Ro78, and Jo77.
* These values are zero if ß2 = 0
out that these transitions are also forbidden in the 0(6) limit when ß2 is zero.
For all of these B(E2) values, the predictions of the 0(6)+SU(3) case are only 
very slightly better than those of the 0(6) limit.
For 194Pt, the predictions of the 0(6) limit are definitely superior to those 
of the U(5). Of the nine B(E2) values shown in table 7.3b the 0(6) limit gives 
very good fits to seven of them whilst the U(5) can fit none. Again, the 
0(6) and 0(6)+SU(3) prediction of the B(E2;22">0-|+) are a lot larger than 
the experimental value whilst the U(5) predicts it to be zero.
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Table 7.3b. IBM-1 predictions of some E2 transition rates of 1^4Pt. The units are ezbz .
Transition EXPT# 0(6) 0(6)+SU(3) U(5)
22 + ~>°1 + 0.0015(2) 0.039* 0.008 0
22+- > 2 , + 0.437(15) 0.445 0.374 0.570
V ~ > 21 + 0.456(18) 0.445 0.448 0.570
42 + - > 21 + 0.0010(5) 0.029* 0
0
42 +—>22+ 0.21(5) 0.245 0.254 0.373
42 + ~ > V 0.9(4) 0.223 0.202 0.340
+
A
+'CD 0.28(6) 0.300 0.312 0.518
C
D +
V 05 + 0.36(11) 0.440 0.446 0.760
+<30A+O 0.40(8) 0.374 0.380 0.713
# Experimental values are taken from refs. St77, Jo77 and Ba78a.
* These values are zero when $ 2 ~®-
In 196Pt, the performance of the 0(6) and U(5) limits are about equal. 
The only significant difference occurs in their prediction of the 
B(E2;22+--0-|+). Here, because of the very small experimental limit, only the 
U(5) predicts the right value. The same remarks apply to the 
B(E2;C>2+-->2-j+) and B(E2;42+-->2-j+). It should again be pointed out that
these transitions are forbidden in the 0(6) limit when ß2 >s zero- A nonzero
value of ß2 is however necessary in order to account for the experimental
value of the quadrupole moment. The performance of the three parameter 
sets for js sjmj|ar to that described for 192Pt.
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1 Qfi 9 PTable 7.3c. IBM-1 predictions of some E2 transition rates of iaoPt. The units are e^b .
T ransition EXPT# 0(6) 0(6)+SU(3) U(5)
2 2 + - ->0 1 + < 2 x 1 0 '6 0.067* 0.015 0
2 2 + ~ > 2 1 + 0.345(22) 0.362 0.246 0.461
V - - > 2 1 + 0.40(3) 0.362 0.246 0.461
V ~ > 2 1 + 0.003(1) 0 .047* 0.001 0
4 2 + ~ > 2 2 + 0.18(4) 0.193 0 .210 0.290
4 2  + ~ > V 0.19(10) 0.176 0.140 0.263
0 2 + - > 2 , + 0 .0 2 2 ( 1 0 ) 0.090* 0.003 0
° 2  + - - > 2 2 + 0.14(8) 0.369 0.381 0.553
61+~ > V 0.42(12) 0.369 0.377 0.553
#  Experimental values are taken from refs. Bo81 and Be72.
* These values are zero when $ 2~ Q-
It appears from the discussions so far that, for 194Pt, the 0(6) description 
of absolute B(E2) values is better than those of the U(5) for all values of ß2. 
For the rest of the platinum nuclei, the absolute B(E2) values are 
described by the three parameter sets to about the same extent. When
ß2 =0 , the predictions of the 0(6) limit for 196Pt are slightly better than those
of the U(5) limit. However, this will imply zero quadrupole moments which is 
inconsistent with the experimental data. Thus it appears that the data on
198
1 Qft 9 9Table 7.3d. IBM-1 predictions of some E2 transition rates of Pt. The units are ecb .
Transition EXPT# 0(6) 0(6)+SU(3) U(5)
rv
>
ro
+ V o + 0 .0003(1) 0 .027* 0.013 0
2 2  + — >2i + 0.185(24) 0.278 0.190 0.349
4 1 + ~ > 2 1 + 0.270(23) 0.278 0.282 0.349
°2  + " > 2 1 + 0.19(5) 0 .033* 0.002
0
2 3  +  " > 2 1 + 0.004(3) 0 0.001 0
23 +- > 2 2 + 0.14(11) 0 0.001 0
®1 + " > 4 1 + >0.395 0.268 0.275 0.393
#  Experimental values are taken from ref. Bo81.
* These values are zero when ß 2=0.
absolute B(E2) values are not sufficient to decide between the U(5) and 0(6) 
limits.
For 196Pt, there exist other empirical data which may throw more light on 
the controversy. Firstly there exist the relative B(E2) values, particularly from 
excited 2+ and 0+ states. These have been described recently (Ca87) as 
perhaps the most important distinction between the 0(6) and U(5) limits. The 
available data are compared with predictions using the parameters of tables
7.1 and 7.2 in table 7.4. The results for 0(6) with ß2=0 are obtained from the
table by reading the starred values as zero.
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T a b le  
ta b le s  7.1
7 .4  E x p e r im e n ta l  an d  c a lc u la te d  re la t ive  B (E 2 )  v a lu e s  using th e  p a r a m e te r s  of
1 Q R
a n d  7 .2  for s o m e  s ta te s  of a o Pt. F o r  e a c h  initial level,  o n e  t ra n s it io n  is
a s s ig n e d a v a lu e  of 10 0 . T h e  resu lts  fo r  0 ( 6 )  with = 0  a re  o b ta in e d  by re a d in g  th e
s ta rred  v a lu e s  as zero .
J f E X P T . 0 ( 6 ) 0 ( 6 ) + S U ( 3 ) U ( 5 )
V 2 4 + 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
° 3 + < 9 3 2 * 1 0
+
CO <  12 4 2 * 6 4 6 2
V < 6 0 0 2 4
° 2 + < 2 0 0 5
3 1 + < 1 0 0 2 6
4 1 + < 0 .3 0.1 0 0
2 2 + 0 . 2 0 . 4 * 0 0
2 1 + 1 . 0 0 0 0
V 2 3 + 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
° 2 + 9
*
8 0 . 2 0
3 1 + 9 1 0 * 0 . 7 0
V 1 . 5 0 0 0
2 2 + 2. 1 0 0 0
2 1 + 1 . 4 0 0 0
° 1  + 0 . 7 0 0 0
V ° 3 + 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
2 3 + <  15 0 0 0
4 2 + < 3 4 2 * 7 4 8
° 2 + < 3
*
9 5 1 8
3 1 + 0 . 4 4 5 * 1 5 9 2
4 1 + 1 . 7 0 0 . 4 7 3
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Table 7.4 Cont'd
J i J f EXPT. 0(6) 0(6)+SU(3) U(5)
24+
+eg
eg 0.5 0 0.1 41
2 i + 0.3
*
6 0.1 0
° i + 0.01 0 0.1 0
23 + ° 2 + 100 100 100 100
V 60 125 109 125
V 2.4 1 3* 0.2 0
V 10 40* 0.7 0
2 1+ 1.1 0 0.2 0
+CO
o
2 1+ 100 0 100 100
22+ < 5 1 00* 1900 120
2 1 + 4 1+ 100 100 100 100
22+ 105 250 250 280
2 1+ 0.1 61 * 21 0
The U(5) predictions are similar to those of the 0(6) with ß2=0 for 
transitions from the 23+ and 25+ states. It is perhaps interesting to note that,
for transitions from the 25+ state, the predictions of 0(6) with ß2 not equal to 
zero is slightly better than those of the U(5). Neither the U(5) nor 0(6), when 
ß2 is adjusted to fit Q(21+), provides a good description of the 24+ and 2g+
states. For the 2g+ state, the 0(6) limit with ß2=0 does better. None of the
201
parameter sets give a good description of the 03"*" state. Whilst the 03+ 
state is predicted to decay predominantly to the 22+ state by the 0(6), the 
U(5) predicts about equal decay to the 22+ and 2-j+ states; the experimental 
data on the other hand shows a predominant decay to the 2-j+ state.
Next, there are the EO transitions. Recent data on EO transitions are 
shown in table 7.5. The data are taken from ref. Ka82 and include EO branch 
intensities from excited 0+ states to the ground state and also between 2+ 
states, expressed as percentage of the total depopulating intensity. The EO 
transitions from excited 0+ states shown in table 7.5 are all forbidden in the 
U(5) limit. In the 0(6) limit, only the 03+-->0-j+ transition is allowed. This
prediction by the 0(6) is consistent with the experimental data. However, it 
should be noted that the magnitudes of the numbers shown are quite small 
and makes it extremely difficult to describe a transition as allowed or 
forbidden. The main difference in the predictions lie in the EO transitions 
between 2+ states. The U(5) does not do well here but neither does the 
0(6). The addition of some SU(3) to 0(6) causes all the transitions between 
the 2+ states shown to become allowed.
It is again clear from the discussions so far that it is difficult to decide 
which of the 0(6) and U(5) limits give the best description of 196Pt. The 
branching ratios for E2 transitions from 2^+ and 2g+ states argue for the 0(6)
limit whereas the Q(2-j+) and the B(E2;22+-->0«j+) taken together, favour the
U(5) limit. As far as the energy levels are concerned, the U(5) gives a better 
description of the high spin states but fails to give a good description of the 
24+, 25+ and 2g+ states. The EO branching ratios favour the 0(6). Thus the
available evidence taken in totality favour the 0(6). On the other hand, it may 
be fairly said that a model which fails to predict the quadrupole moment of 
the first excited state has got the wavefunction of the first excited state wrong.
The 0(6) limit with ß2=0 cannot describe the 2*|+ state in 196Pt and mixing
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some SU(3) with 0(6) does not improve the fit to the data to any appreciable 
extent. As suggested by Fewell (Fe86), the measurement of quantities such 
as Q(22+) and Q(41 +) could present the possibility of a test of the true nature
of these nuclei. Although the values of 0 (4 ^ )  obtained in the present work
(table 5.11) and the results of Baktash et al. (Ba80) indicate that these 
quadrupole moments are nonzero, these results have large uncertainties on 
them which make comparison with theoretical predictions not very useful. It 
should also be pointed out that recent analysis of transfer reaction data by 
Vergnes et al. (Ve86) seems to strenghten the arguments in support of the 
description of 1§6pt as an 0(6) nucleus.
Table 7.5 EO transitions in 19®Pt and the predictions of 0(6), U(5) and 0(6)+SU(3).
0+ -->01+ transitions.
decaying state EO branch (%) 0(6) 0(6)+SU(3) U(5)
°2 + < 0.01 forbidden allowed forbidden
° 3 + 0.90 allowed allowed forbidden
o + < 0.08 forbidden forbidden forbidden
° 5 + 0.088 forbidden forbidden forbidden
° 6 + 0.085 forbidden forbidden forbidden
2 + -> 2 ^ + transitions
2 i+ 2f+ EO branch (%) 0(6) 0(6)+SU(3) U(5)
2 4+ 2 1 + 2.5(3) allowed allowed forbidden
2 5+ 22+ 0.79(14) forbidden allowed forbidden
ro CD
+
22 + < 0.06 allowed allowed forbidden
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7.2.2 134Ba.
Comparison between calculated and empirical energies of 134Ba is 
presented in fig. 7.6. The interaction parameters required to produce the 
best fits to the states with energy less than 2.0 MeV are shown in table 7.6. 
In general, the quality of fit, using the three parameter sets, is better for 
134Ba than for the Pt nuclei. However the differences between the 
experimental level schemes and those generated by the three parameter 
sets are similar fo r134Ba and the Pt nuclei. For example, the experimental
Table 7.6 Interaction parameters of the IBM-1 Hamiltonian and values of a 2 and ß2 of 
the electric quadrupole operator used to fit 134Badata.
£" ao a i a 2 a 3 a 4 a2 ß2
U(5) 0.178 0 0.024 0 -0.1 13 0.267 ±0.163 -0.153
0(6) 0 0.360 0.038 0 0.191 0 ±0.121 -0.1 19
0(6)+SU(3) 0 0.345 0.038 0.009 0.199 0 0.123 0
spacings are more regular than those of any of the fits. A related problem is 
that none of the parameter sets is able to reproduce the relative positions of 
31+ and 02+ states in 134Ba, 192Pt, 194Pt and 196Pt. Empirically, the 02+
occurs at, or more often, above the 3-j+ level. However all the fits shown in 
fig. 7.6 have the 3-j+ above the 02+. Recently Casten et al. (Ca85c) have
shown that it is possible to resolve these discrepancies by the explicit 
introduction of triaxial degrees of freedom to the IBM potential via an 
additional cubic interaction in the Hamiltonian. Also, IBM-2 calculations by 
Bijker et al. (Bi80) and Puddu et al. (Pu80) predict the correct order of the 
02+ and 3-|+ states in the Ba and Pt nuclei.
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Some absolute as well as some relative B(E2) values are compared with 
experimental numbers in table 7.7. The predictions of B(E2;41+-->2«j+) and
B(E2;22+-->2-j+) by the U(5) limit are in very good agreement with
experiment although the 0(6) and 0(6)+SU(3) predictions are also in 
satisfactory agreement with experiment. The 0(6)+SU(3) correctly predicts 
the very small experimental value of B(E2;22+-->0i +). The 0(6) predictions 
of the relative B(E2) values are better than those of the U(5). In particular, 
relative strength of the transitions from the C>2 + to the 21+ and 2 2+ states is 
correctly predicted by the 0(6). In the U(5), the 02+-->2-|+ transition is
forbidden. For other relative B(E2) values which are forbidden in the U(5), 
the 0(6) predictions are only two to three times larger than the empirical 
values. It should however be pointed out that these ratios are exactly zero in
the 0(6) limit when ß2=0. The 0(6) prediction of the ratio
B(E2;3-j+-->21+)/B(E2;3-j+-->4-|+) is about three times larger than the
experimental lower limit of 0.026. This disagreement is quite reduced in the 
0(6)+SU(3).
Finally, which of 196Pt and 134Ba is best described by the 0(6) limit of 
the IBM is difficult to answer. The energy levels are described to about the 
same extent in the two nuclei. The same can be said of the 0(6) limit's
description of the E2 transition strengths when ß2=0. However, when fa  is
nonzero the 0(6) limit gives a slightly better description of the E2 properties 
of 134Bathan those of 196Pt. This is probably due to the smaller magnitude 
of the Q(21 +) of 134Ba.
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Table 7.7 
values of 13 4
p  P
IBM-1 predictions of some E2 transition rates in e£b£ 
Ba.
and relative B(E2)
Transition EXPT# 0(6) 0(6)+SU(3) U(5)
22 + " > 0 1 + 0.0013(2) 0.010* 0.003 0
22 + ~>21 + 0.207(24) 0.167 0.149 0.213
+C
MA
+ '■M" 0.214(22) 0.167 0.170 0.213
+C
M
~
A
+
 'CO >  2.6
#
7.7 2.9 0
">22 + 100 100 100 100
” > V 40 40 39 40
42 + ‘ ‘>21 + 2.5 7.7* 2.9 0
~>22 + 100 100 100 100
+co
"
A 14.5 18.7* 3.6 20
-> 4 1 + 77 91 81 42
o2+- > 2 , + 4 7.8* 0.3 0
">22 + 100 100 100 100
#  Experimental values are taken from ref. KI77 and ref. Is87
* These values are zero when ß2=0.
7.3. Survey of the Predictions of Various Models of the E2 Properties of 
the Pt and Ba Nuclei.
In this final section a comparison of some experimentally determined E2 
properties of the 2-j+ and 22+ states of the Ba and Pt nuclei with the
predictions of various nuclear models will be presented. The rationale 
behind this restricted compass has been alluded to in the introduction to this 
chapter; that collective models should, in the first instance, be judged by their
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ability to predict the properties of the lowest excited states of collective 
nuclei. To this end, the quantity R*j has been plotted as a function of R2  
where
These plots are shown in fig. 7.7(a)-(d) for the Pt nuclei and fig. 7.8(a)-(c) for 
the Ba nuclei.
The curves drawn in the figures show the predictions of those models in 
which R2  versus R*| may be parameterized by a single quantity. For the
asymmetric rotor model (ARM) this quantity is the symmetric parameter y 
(eqn. 2.10) which runs from 30° at the origin to 60° at the asymmetry value.
Values of the matrix elements in eqn. 7.4 are tabulated as a function of yby 
Davydov and Fillipov (Da58).
In the rotation-vibration model (RVM) both R-j and R2  can be
parameterized in terms of EyEr and Eß/Ep which are the ratios of the quanta
of ß and y vibrations to the characteristic rotational energy (eqn. 2.37). The 
curves labelled RVM in fig. 7.7 and fig.7.8 show the variation of R-j and R2
with EyEr, which runs from infinity at the maximum value of R-j towards zero 
as R-j decreases.
R and 7.4
The curves marked RVM-1 show the variation with EyEr for Eß/Er = 90. 
This is the largest value of Eß/Er tabulated by Faessler et al. (Fa65) and 
corresponds to almost complete neglect of ß-vibrations. To obtain the curves
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marked RVM-2, values of Eß/Erwere chosen to place the ß-vibrational
bandhead at energies of known excited 0+ states. For 194Pt, 196Pt and 
199Pt, the excited 0+ states at 1479.3 keV, 1402.7 keV and 1481.5 keV have 
been chosen as the most likely candidates since these decay predominantly
RR
SU(3)
0 (6 )
BET
PPQ
GCM
ARM+VMI 
DCM 
IBM-I 
IBM-I 
IBM-I 
IBM-2
EXPT
) L-1-------1------- H-------1--- h—1------- ‘--------1— 4—1--------1—
-0.4 -0.2 0 0 2  0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
Ri
Fig. 7.7a Comparison between experimental and theoretical predictions for the 
relationship between the quantities and R2 where R^= 0 ( 2 ^ ) /  [B(E2;01+-->2^+)]1/2
and R2= [B(E2;01+-->22+)/ B(E2;01 +-->21 +)]1/2 fo r 1^2Pt. The key to the acronyms
and the sources of theoretical calculations are as follows : RR - axially symmetric rigid 
rotator; PPQ - pairing-plus-quadrupole (Ku68at Ku68b); GCM - generalised collective model 
(He81); ARM - asymmetric rotor model; ARM+VMI - asymmetric rotor model with variable
moment of inertia (To76); ARM+ß4 - asymmetic rotor model with hexadecupole deformation
(Ba79); DCM - dynamic collective model (Se74); RVM - rotation vibration model; CQ - 
consistent-Q formalism; BET - boson expansion theory( We80); IBM-1 and IBM-2 - versions 
1 and 2 of the interacting boson model (Ca78,Bi80,Ch85,Ei85).
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to the 2-j+ states of the respective nuclei. For 192Pt, although several 
excited 0+ states are known, none of these states has the right decay. The 
0+ state in 134Ba at 2159.7 keV has been chosen as the ß-bandhead. For
136Ba and 133Ba, the ß-bandhead is not known; only one excited 0+ state 
is known in each nuclide and these decay predominantly to the states. 
Hence RVM-2 curves are shown for only 134Pt, 133Pt, 133Pt and 134Ba.
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The corresponding Eß/Er values are 20.8, 17.4, 16.3 and 16.0 respectively.
Parts of the RVM curves are shown dashed to reflect uncertainties of 
interpolation in tables of ref. Fa65.
The curves marked CQ show the predictions of the consistent-Q formalism 
(CQF), which is one of the paths through the IBM space between the 0(6) 
and SU(3) limits. In the CQF, the IBM-1 Hamiltonian is
H = 8^ .1  + ^Q .Q 7.5
with the quadrupole operator specified as
Q = [ s+x d + d+x s ] + “ 7 =r [d+x d ](2)y? 7.6
so that the ratio of the two terms in the operator is defined by the parameter
X-  For the calculation of the E2 transition probabilities in the CQF the E2 
operator is defined as
T (E2) aQ 7.7
where a is the boson effective charge and the same value of x  is employed
in the E2 operator as the Hamiltonian. The parameter x  varies from zero at
the 0(6) limit to V35/2 at the SU(3) limit, and intermediate values of x  
correspond to the mixing of the two limits. It must be pointed out that 
although curves corresponding to the consistent-Q formalism have been 
drawn for all the Pt and Ba nuclei, they are not strictly appropriate for 136Ba 
and 13®Ba. The reason is that, for nuclei near a closed shell configuration, 
intruder states can arise from particle excitations across the closed shell; 
13®Ba has three bosons whilst 136Ba has four bosons.
Also shown in fig. 7.7 and 7.8 are the predictions of such simple nuclear 
models as the axially symmetric rigid-rotational model (RR) and the three 
dynamical symmetries of the IBM-1. The RR model predicts R-j = 0.906.
Since there is no state in this model, it is assumed that R2  = 0. All the 
three dynamical symmetries of the IBM-1 predict R2  = 0. For the 0(6) limit, 
Rl is also zero. The SU(3) limit predicts
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R, =y(4N + 3)
10N2+ 15N
2n
7.8
All values of R-j can be accomodated by the U(5) limit and so it has not been 
plotted.
The results of calculations obtained from more complex nuclear structure 
models such as the boson expansion theory (BET), the IBM-2, the 
pairing-plus-quadrupole model and the generalized collective model are 
also shown in fig. 7.7. These results are only of calculations for which either 
the relevant matrix elements have been published or sufficient information is 
available to enable the required matrix elements to be calculated. For 
example, the IBM-1 calculations published by Casten et al. (Ca78) and 
Chiang et al (Ca85) do not quote values of Q(2-|+), but these have been
calculated using the IBM-1 code PHINT and the published parameters. The 
values shown for ref. Se74 and ref. To76 do not appear in these papers, but 
are quoted in ref. Ba80. The only published calculations for 198Pt are those 
performed with the boson expansion theory (We80, We80a). The IBM-1 
calculations of refs. Ca78 and Ch85 have been extended to 198Pt USjng the 
systematics recommended in the respective papers. Similarly, IBM-2 
calculations by Bijker et al. (Ba80) have been extended to 198Pt using the 
computer code NPBOS (Ot80).
Although there exist published calculations of the relevant matrix 
elements of R-j and R2 for the Ba nuclei none of these calculations give 
values for all three quantities simultaneously.
Considering first the Pt isotopes, it is clear from fig. 7.7 that all the models 
seem to do best fo r192Pt and 194Pt. In particular, for these two nuclei, the 
ARM and CQF are capable of agreement with experiment. However, all 
models have increasing difficulty as neutrons are added. Although each of
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the more complex models contains degrees of freedom not present in the 
simple models, these extra degrees of freedom do not always improve the 
agreement with the data. For example, adding a variable moment of inertia 
to the ARM (To76) has no perceptible effect on the relationship between R-j
and R2 > whereas adding a static hexadecupole deformation (Ba79, Ba79a)
produces a change in the direction required by the data. A similar change 
can be obtained by abandoning the requirement that the vibrations be 
harmonic (He81), although the generalized collective model is so complex 
that it is difficult to pick any one of the additional degrees of freedom as being 
the important one.
In general, the boson expansion theory (BET) of Weeks and Tamura 
(We80, We80a) gets R-j about right, but not R2 . While the
pairing-plus-quadrupole model (PPQ) gives satisfactory values of R*j and R2  
for 194Pt, it performs poorly for 192Pt and 198Pt. Both the IBM-2 (Bi80) and 
the IBM-1 (Ca78, Ch85, Ei86) fail to predict the right values of R-j and R2 .
Generally, the IBM-2 predicts larger values of R-j than does IBM-1, but apart 
from 198Pt these are not as large as those observed.
None of the models gives satisfactory predictions of R-j and R2  for 188Ba
and 188Ba. However for 184Ba both the asymmetric rotor mode! and the 
consistent-Q formalism provide very good fits to the data. This is similar to 
the situation in 192Pt and 194Pt where both the ARM and CQF give 
satisfactory predictions of R>| and R2 . This observation is quite interesting if it 
is recalled that these two models represent opposite extremes with respect to
the y degree of freedom. For small values of x the consistent-Q formalism 
represents a specific form of the 0(6) limit of the IBM-1. The 0(6) limit
however is known to correspond geometrically to the y-unstable potential
energy surface which implies wavefunctions which have a mean yvalue 
equal to 30° with large fluctuations around this value. The ARM on the other
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potential energy surface.
Baktash et al. (Ba78a, Ba80) concluded from an extensive discussion of 
electromagnetic properties of heavy transitional nuclei that nuclear models
which predict a significant softness with respect to y-vibrations best 
reproduce the experimental trends. Recent IBM calculations by Casten 
(Ca85c) seem to suggest that although these nuclei are extremely soft
nevertheless they are not entirely y-independent.
7.4 Conclusions.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of the 
experiments and the discussions provided in this thesis.
(a) The static electric quadrupole moments of 1^^Pt, 134Pt, 133Pt ancj 
198pt are definitely positive and have similar magnitudes within the limits 
of experimental uncertainty. As a consequence the prolate-to-oblate 
transition in the platinum is quite different from that in the osmium nuclei. 
Thus the shape change is more sensitive to Z than to N. With the 
exception of the pairing-plus-quadrupole model of Kumar and Baranger 
all the nuclear structure models applied to this mass region do not provide 
a satisfactory account of the details of the prolate-to-oblate transition.
(b) The results of our experiments for the Ba nuclei also constitutes the 
most precise Q(2-j+) and B(E2;0«j + - - > 2 <\ +) yet published. However
ambiguities do exist in the results of Q(2-|+) obtained for "*36Ba and 
133Ba due to the lack of experimental information on the sign of the 
interference from the 2^ "  ancJ 41+ states in these nuclei which can
perhaps be resolved through inelastic scattering experiments similar to 
those performed for the platinum nuclei by Baker et al. (Ba78, Ba79).
(c) When constrained to fit our B(E2;0-j +-->2-j+) and Q(2-| “*") values there
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(c) When constrained to fit our B(E2;0*j+-->2-|+) and Q(2-j+) values there
seem to be little or no difference in the predictions of E2 properties of 
134Ba> 192ptj 196pt ancj 198pf ^  0(6) and U(5) limits of the IBM-1.
For 194Pt, the 0(6) limit's description of absolute B(E2) values is better 
than those of the U(5) limit.
(d) Finally, all the nuclear models have difficulty describing the E2 
properties of the first two excited states in 136Ba, 13®Ba, 1^6p^ ancj 
19®Pt. F or192ptf 194pj ancj 134ßa ARM and CQ-formalism both give 
good descriptions of the E2 properties of the first two excited states.
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